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ABSTRACT

In the: last decade. watel'jet propulsors have foWJd increasing acceptance as an alternative

[0m~ screws and other propeller types. Over the same interVal. I,l,<lterjets have

evolved from relatively small. simple propulsors for small recreational craft. w

sophisticated engineering systems appropriate for high speed and high pol.l.-er vessels. The

continuing development of propulsors for such vessels is aided by research for

improvement and evaluation of designs. The development of research c3pabililies in this

field is in progress at the Institute for Marine Dynamics. It has been focusing on the

ability to pcrfonn e.,<perimcnts of vessels and their propulsors at modd sc.a.Ie in order 10

cvaluau~ the perfonnance ofw integrated system.

Model testing techniques for W31erjet propelled craft an: reviewed and discussed from

various relevant works on the subject. Several typeS of W3lcrjcl propulsors as well as

some aCme common vessel types are identified with respetl to the scope oflhe testing

capabilities orthe facility. Two phases of experimenIS wen: pn:pared for a model ofa 11

metre recn:ational craft with simple model jets. lOt phases consisted ofbare hull

resistance tests and self-propulsion tests. The experiments were intended as trials for

lCSling techniques and instrumentation since results could be compared with the full scale

performance of the vessel. One conclusion dra"n from the teslS was thai a model W3leljet

propulsor would have 10 be designed and instrumented specifically for such experiments.

An experimental walerje1 propulsor test platform was then developed to accommodate

the requin:ments derived from the initial test phases. The platform housed a model which

employed a modular design a1lowiDg variation of internal gcometJy of the W3lerjet design



if requim1. The platfonn was fully insttumenled [0 measure flow speeds and pressures in

the DOzzle and neaf the: impeller. A transparent impeller region was designed to observe

possible cavitation phenomena. Thrust. lorque. shaft speed and volume flow rate~

also mea.suted. The design. insuumentation. [est program and test results afthe model

....'aletjet and platfonn are presented and diseussed.
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Nomenclature

NOMENCLAlURE

Symbols and definitions are for model scale unless otherwise stated.

c.
C,

CTM.CTS

C,~

E;

Fo. FOM

G

M;

Projected area of the Pitot tube rake at the inlet

Projected area of the Pitot tube rake at the nozzle

Cross-sectional area of flow at Stationj

Projected area of the hull above the waterline for model and ship

Projected area of the studs

Width of rectangular cross-section of flow at Station I

Coefficient of resistance due to air resistance for model and ship

Coefficient ofdrag ofme hull above the waterline

Coefficient of drag for the Pitot tube rakes

Coefficient of drag for the studs

Coefficient of frictional resistance for model and ship

Coefficient of resistance due to instrumentation such as Pitot tube rakes at
the inlet and nome

Static pressure coefficient at Station j

Coefficient of residual resistance (wavemaking)

Total resistance coefficient of model and ship

Coefficiem of resistance caused by turbulence stimulators

Energy flux at Station j

Tow force in x-direction

Acceleration due to gravity

Height of rectangular cross-settlon of flow at Station I

Increase of the mean toW head across the pump

Height ofjet above undisturbed swface

Mean wened length of model and ship

Wetted chine length

Wened keel length

Momenrum flux at Stationj



Nomenclature

I1s Numberofwetted studs

Po Static pressure in undisturbed flow

POM. Pos Delivered power of mode! and ship

P ElEV Power needed to elevate water to a height above undisturbed surface

Pi Static pressure at Station j

PISE Effective jet system power

PPE. PPES Effective pump power for model and ship

OJ Volume flow rate ofjet (model scale)

RJ Radius ofjet

RnM• Rns Reynolds number for model and ship

Rs Effective full scale resista.nce

SM. Ss Wetted surface area of model and ship

U7_ Tangential velocily at Station 7

u.j. Uj Fluid velocily in x-direetion at Station j

V. VM Model velocily of carriage speed

V" Air velocily measured underneath the carriage

VEj Energy velocity at Station j

VJ Meanjel velocity

Winl.. Width of inlet

Sinkage

di\o(M. IlMs Change in momentum flu.'( at model and full scale

1'\i...h rJln'llS Pump installation efficiency at model and full scale

rJ~. TIPS Pwnp efficiency at model and full scale

TlWJ Waterjetefficiency

Scale factor

PM. Ps. P Water density at model scale and full scale. P=PM

Running trim

UM. Us Kinematic viscosity of water for model and ship

~j Loss coefficient between Stations i and j
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CHAPTERl

INTRODUCTION

INTRooucnON

[n ~ponse [0 high speed transponation requirements. marine walerjet propulsion has

grown rapidly during !he past decade. AI the small end of the size scale~ rcrTealionaJ

walercraft propelled by single jet unitsofless than 100 kW. AI the other end are high

speed commercial. ~ger ferries with multiple jets absorbing installed powers of over

70 MW. While CUIttn[ waterjet propulsion apptications art concentrated on passenger

transpon and other specia.l purposes. there is growing interW in high speed marine

transponation of general cargo. such as containerised goods (e.g. Giles. 1997). As these

concepts art realised. the already high growth rale in waterjet propulsion will likely

continue. or be exceeded.

As marine walerjet systems have grown in size and complexity, more rigorous

engineering suppon has been required. such as improved design guidelines by

computaJional methods and experimentallcchniqun.



Introduction

Predictions of powering requirements for walerjel propelled vessels can be made with the

aid of physical model tests of the vessel. equipped with scale model jets. in a lowing tank.

Development of model self propulsion test techniques has progressed along .....ith the

analytical methods used 10 make the predictions. These began using the same basic

concepts applied to screw propeller vessels. bUI as a waterjet is an inlegral pari of the

hull. some of the traditional concepts. such as thrust deduction. do not apply 10 waterjet

propelled ships in a physically obvious way. Further. measuremenl of some basic

quantities. panicularly thrust. is difficult in practice and requires instead an indirect

measurement based on flow rates.

In response to the growing interest in waterjet propulsion. the Institute for Marine

Dynamics (IMD) and Memorial University of Newfoundland (MUN) initiated a projKt

to develop waterjet related model testing and measurement techniques. guided by the

report of the 21'( International Towing Tank Conference (lITC) on the momentwn OIL'>;

method. This work was supported in part by Bombardier Inc. and the Natural Sciences

and Engineering Research Council (NSERC).

The projeci consisted of several phases. The first two phases consisted of tests of a model

of a waterjet propelled vessel. The first test series of the model was a bare hull resistance

lest series without thrusters or inlet openings. The results of this series were used as a

baseline reference of the model's performance. A self propulsion test series was then

perfonned which incorporated small model waterjet thrusters in the model. These tests

were used to evaluate testing methods and measurement tKhniques needed to acquire

data for perfonnance analysis using the momentum flux method.



Introell/clion

The last phase involved the design. fabrication. and commissioning of a wateljet test

plalform.. The stationary plalfonn housed a mcxlel waterjet of modular design with

integrated instrumentation. It was used to furtbeT evaluate measuring techniques and

instrumentation and provided a tool for evaluating thruster performance and for

calibmtion ofjet flow rate ofme propulsor. which could be used in self propulsion tests.

This thesis first presents a brief summary oi related research work in the area Or\lrateljet

propulsion. The types and functions of various instruments used in !he project for

measurements are then presented and discussed. As the experiments involved scale

models. an :ma1ysis is given of the modeling and similitude laws for wateljet propulsion

systems. The momentum flux method used for the analyzing experimental results is then

presented as outlined by the 21" ITIC. The remaining chapters discuss the design.

fabrication. and instrumentation of the models used in experiments :lS well as a

presentation ohhe test results. Conclusions are dra"Tl and recommendations for future

work. arc discussed.
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CHAPTER 2

LITERATURE REVIEW

LITERATURE REVIEW

Resean:h work. in the field of waterjet propulsion has progressed over the past deade as

the understanding of the principles of watcrjel operation. efficiency and hull interaction

effects increase. Even in the light of recent progress with numerical simulations involving

fluids. modcllesUng serves an ~tial role in the investigation of fluid systems and

validation of numeric.al codes. Published~h in this field establish the foundation for

which present research can be based. The ~mainder of this chapter gives a brief

swnmary oflhe pulHished research related to experimental work in the area ofmari~

waterjet propulsion over the last decade. A more detailed review has been published by

T~sga{l996a).

Ener et aI. (1996) presents a method for defining the propulsion tenns for waterjet

propelled craft and the eltperimcnlal methods for their determination. A review ofthc
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experimental methods for dclennining propulsion coefficients for conventional propellers

is fust ~ted along with their corresponding tests wilh waterjets. A briefdescriplion

of the primary differences betwttn conventional propellers and waterjets is given

including their dimensionless parameters. A control volwne approach applied 10 the

momentum fl1L"( Iheory is discusstd for ,,'aterjeu. Drag is defined as the resultant of all

external surface forces. and thnm as the resu.ltant of all internal surface forces. The paper

describes the benefitS ofdifferenl lest arrangements in various facilities such as:

a free surface variable pressure faciliry

wind runnel tests

direct thrust measurement in a test stand

lowing lank model techniques such as bare hull resistance tesls

lests with inlet fairing with a tare block

tests with inlet without tare block.

Equalions for calculating perfonnance parameters arc given. A complele leSI program

should include:

inlet appendages (Such lIS fairings) on the hull

the operating inlet and initial dueling

the ducting up 10 the pwnp inlet flange

pump and nozzJe

getting and reversing gear

propulsion system/vehicle interaction

Moon et aL (1997) describe a computational method developed to predict waterjet

perfonnance. They also describe model tests used to validalc their computational work.

The test arrangement was. in essence. an open water test boat for waterjets similar in

concept to apparatus used for conventional screws propellers. The model consimd of a 4-
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bladed 118mm diameter impeller with a Imm tip clearance. a five bladed 120mm

diameler stalor. a 73.8mm diameter jet nozzle. and a 1iOnun diameter pitot lype inlet.

The platform was attached to a tow carriage and was tested at speed with the nozzle

306mm above the free surface and the inlet 364mm below. The transition between the

inlet and impeller was circular in section and had a fairing around it to avoid excessive

flow disturbance. Likewise. the pilot inlet was fined into a faired cylindrical body. Power

was supplied by a 5000 rpm servo drive motor with 8 Nm lorque capacity.

Torque was mc:asured with a Kempf & Remmers R46-IV propeller dynamometer (max.

shaft speed:: 3000 rpm. max. torque'" ±40 Nm. max. thrust :: 70 N). Flow rale was

delermined in the steady stale bollard condition in two ways: directly. by collc£ting and

weighing the discharge in an auxiliary tank over a measured time interval: and indireclly.

by measuring the pressure change across the nottle venturi and applying the Bernoulli

and continuity equations. In the first case. the flow rate Q through the nozzle outlet area

was used to calculate the mean jet velocity Vj(J. The jel velocity delennined from Ihe

pressure measurements. Vjp. was then compared 10 Vj(J 10 give a correction factor to be

applied 10 the pressure based measurements thai were made in non bollard test conditions

where direct measurement of flow was difficult. Pressure measuremenlS were made with

8 taps at each of three stations: at the nozzle outlet. immediately downstream of the

stator. and immediately upstream of the impeller. PressW't changes across the first two

were used 10 calculate velocity, and changes across the Jailer two were used to calculate

the impeller head. H.
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The performance characteristics ofme impc:ller were presented in terms of flow rate.

pressure head. torque coefficient. and efficiency as:

[2.11

(2.2)

K -_Q_,
o - p.n~ .D l

(:!.3)

[2.4)

Hoshino and Baba (19%) described $Cventl experimental methods used to detennine

waterjet propulsive perfonnance, including cavitation nutneltests and self propulsion

tests for several typeS of vessels.

Acavitation tunnel arrangement was used to quantify inlet Iosse:s and impeller settion

wake fields by using a piping system in parallel with the tunnel's closed loop. The serup

consisted of a ram jet type inlet mounted through a window in the tunnel's test section.

The duct from the inlet passed throop the window and into the impeller scc:tion. all of

which \1r"e1'lC made from clear plastic to allow for observations and measurements.

Downstream ofme impeller section.~ saling was 00 longer a requirement thrn:

was a diffusing length of pipe followed by a constant cross section pipe with an installed

flow meter. No impeller or stator was fined: water was drawn through the inlet. duet

impeller .section and remaining piping by a pump located downstream. To close the loop,
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the water was discharged back into the runnel along the bottom leg upstream of the tunnel

impeller.

Flow was measured with a flow meter. and static pressures were measured at the inlet and

upstream of the impeller section. presumably ""ith pressure transducers in taps. Wake

surveys across the impeller section were performed ""ith an LOV (see Section 3.9) for a

range of inlet velocity ratios (OA < IVR < 1.0). The intake velocity ratio.IVR. isUle ralio

of the mean intake velocity to the free stream velocity of the flow. losses were quantified

by an inlet dUCI coefficiem ~ given by:

p, -Pr +~p.(v,; - vi)

" - ~.p.V,l

where.

Vi. Vr are the velocilies at the inlet and impeller seclion. respectively

Pi. PI' are the static pressures at the inlet and impeller section. respectively.

[2.5J

In describing self propu.lsion tests for differenl types of ship. the authors mention several

measuriog ICChniques. For example. io lests with a semi-displaccmcnt ship. flow rale was

measured by collecting the discharge in an auxiliary tank via a flexible hose positioned

aft of the nozzle outlet. As pointed out by Moon et aI. (1997) this inconvenient measuring

system can be avoided by calibrating the measured flow rate with pressUl'e measurements

while in bollard condilions 50 that the pressure measurements can be used in running

conditions.



Molher cxampl~ was for a pitoL or ram type inl~t for a hydrofoil catamaran mod~L Th~

general arrang~m~nt for this test was similar 10 lh~ open water I~t boot ~tup used by

Moon ~t at (1997). although in the present case to..... fort~ was rMaSUred. Thrust was

determined in two ways: directly by measuring th~ reaction fort~ on a calibt<ned load

uansducer thai was positioned in way of th~ jet discharge: and indireetly by measuring

the pressure chang~ across th~ nome venturi from which a velocity. flo..... rate. and lhen

thrust can be calculated as:

[2.61

where.

Qj is flow rate.

Vj isjelvelocity.

Vo is free sU'~am velocity fwd of inlet

Both ways were calibrated in bollard conditions and the authors noted that while they

were in good agreemeRL the pressure: m~umnents were used in the subsequent analysis

which suggestS that the pressaue measurements Wtte more effective. The number of

pressure gauges at the two sections across the vennui ....-as not reported.

Using the gross thrust T..- calculated from self propulsion tests and measumi resistance

R from bare hulliests (with inlets closed). the inlC1 drag Dj was calculated as soown

below. The~ were found for a range ofinlC1 velocity ratios (0.3 < lVR <1.0) for each of

~veral test speeds.

[2.7]
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The authors also gave details of a power prediction method that incorpora~ the resullS

of resistance. self propulsion. and cavitation tunnel experimenlS.

Kruppa (1991) reported on a set ofpwnp experiments that Wffe done to investigate the

effeclS of inflow disturbances on pump performance. The idea was to quantify the effects

"flypical featwes of wlterjet installations., such as upstream shafting and non-wtifonn

piping. compared to pump performance evalualed in ideal lest bed conditions. Detailed

internal flow measumnents were made with an LOV. The author snowed that for the

pump tested. the different inflow disturbances all resulted in I peak efficiency drop of

about 4% compared to ideal tesl condition results. It was also noted that nigh. speed

pumps. (e.g. axial flow) would suffer greater losses than lower speed pumps.

Minsaas (1991) described teslS done in a free surface avitalion tunnel (at the Technical

University of Berlin) to measure inlet losses and JlfeSSUlC and energy dimibutions in a

pitot type inlet watetjet Water was drawn into the inlet.. through the duct. and inlo the

impeller section by a downstream pump (no impeller was fined). Axial wake was

measured with.3 pitot rake fined at the impeller section. The orientation ofthe rake in the

impeller plane was controlled to step through 30 angular positions and pressures were

measured at 6 radii. Static pressure was measwed using pressUlC taps fitted at several

locations between the inlet and impeller section. including 6 taps in the same plane as the

pitot rake. Several different inlet lip geometries were tested. Cavitation patterns at the

inlets were recorded and measurements were made over a range of inlet velocity ratios

10



and C3viwion numbers. Extlemal drag on lhIe inld was rma.suml with a six compoDl:ot

""""'.
Thr: author presmted two ways ofcalculating the inlet loss cOiefficient: one was based on

the wake survey measuremmts. and the other on static pressure measuremmlS. Thle

results shoWied considerable differlences. with the loss coefficient approximately 10% to

20% lower for the static pressure based on mean flow rate calculation. This was

attributed to the fact that the surveyed velocity profile shows a non·uniform velocity

profile. rather than a mean now rate.

Terwisga (1997) presented a theoretica.l fiamlework for the trealmlet\t of watel'jet

powering that dealt wilh each system component and the propuisor-hull interaction.

W'hile the scope of this work is outside lhIe range of the p~nt r1eview. Terwisga (1991)

provided a working definition ofa waterjet-hull control volume that has practical use in

laboratory measurements. Specifically, he proposed that one of the control volume· s non

material boundaries was convenilet\t1y defined as being in the vertical plane al a distance

1.ll forward of the inlet ramp·s tangency point L is the length of the inlet defined as the

longitudinal distance betwem the leading and trailing tangent points. The limits of this

boW'tdary art set by the material botmdaty of the hull. or inId tamp. and the point in the

flow wh~ thtte an: no hull effects. This Ianer point can be approximately determined

....ith measurements of the nuid vlelocity profile with. for example. an LOV or pitot rake.

Svensson (1997) gave aqualiwive description ofKaMeWa's power prediction methods.

The measurement accuracy required to make reliable power predictions for waterjet

\I
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propelled vessels from sclfpropu.lsion tests is ....ery difficult to achieve. Ka.\lteWa has

taken a differmt approach which consists of using a combination ofcavitation tunnel test

experience. full scale data based colTtttions. and model resistance tests to predict full

scale flow rate and shaft speed for a given po~ and ship~

AtinetaJ. (19%) reviewM the various waterjet test methods used at the KaMeWa fltt

surface and conventional cavitation runnels. Complete waterjet systems are tested in a

free surface cavitation I~l with a dummy hull. CooslnJ(tion ofme waletjel is in clear

plaslic. Torque. Or. is measured by a shaft dynamometer and flow rate is delennined

from sunic pressure measwemenlS across the nozzle venluri. Flow rale detennined from

sUllic pressure measurements is calibraled with pitot tube measurements of the flow

profile in the discharge jet. Waterjet efficiency .,~ (uncorrected for modeling) is

calculated using the mean jet velocity Vj and the mean velocity of the flowapproac:hing

the inlet V. from:

p·Q.. V•. (V, - V.)
lJ. - PD.

W......

Po.m is delivered power Oil model scale

Qj is volume flow rate

Vj and V.. are velocities Oil the jet and inlet respectively

(2.81

Full scale power calculations are then based on resistance and self propulsion lest results.

including hull efficiency. Other measurements are made for various purposes. such as

determining blade StreS5CS. noise and vibration. and hull loads.

12
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Inlet tests are done in a conventional cavitation tunnel with an arrangement similar to that

described by Hoshino and Baba (1991). In addition to observations ofcavitation and pitot

rake wake surveys.. the inlet loss coefficient. c;. is de1mnined based on measurements of

velocity profiles at the inlet and outlet.

[2.91

wh=.

Eioo • E.. is the loss of power at the inlet

TIle lenns in the nwnerator represent the energy loss. Given the fact that the

measurements include surveyed profiles. an integral approach to the efficiency

calculations may improve the aceUl3Cy.

Dyne and Lindell (1994) gave a comprehensive description of the standard power

prediction method and concspoDding model tests used at SSPA. They then criticized

some clements of their work and proposed. some impmVm)Cflu. This work is clearly

reflected in the power prediction method given by the 21- ITIC Specialist Comminec: (of

which Dyne was a member) and as such it is instructive to review it in some detail.

The standard self propulsion test consistS ofa towed model free to pitch and heave. but

restrained in yaw, surge and sway. It is possible to usc stock pwnps, but the inlet and

nozzle geometry must be scaled. Where stock pwnps arc used. they must be operated at

or near theirdcsign point. Tests are done ill a series of steady model forward speeds and

pump speeds. At each test. the tow fotCC, shaft speed and torque, model speed, fore and

IJ
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aft drafts. flow Tate. and static pressures at the intake: and upstrum and downstream. of

the pump are measured. Photographs and video are also used. and presumably

aunospheric pressun: and water temperature are measured regularly.

Flow rale is determined with either a paddle wheel in the jet. or with static pressure:

measurements across the nottle: v~turi. Either way. the now rate is rUSt calibrated in the

bollard condition by collecting and weighing the discharge in an auxiliary tank. Using the

flow rate detennined from these measurements. the mean speed at any station of known

cross sectional area can be calculated from the continuity requirement. In this case. the

mean velocity at stations 7. 5. 3 and I are required (see FigW"t 2.1). Stations 3 and 5 have

material boundaries that define the cross sectional area. The stream tube area of the now

upstream of the intake. however. has non material boundaries and isestimaled using an

assumed ....idth of 1.Jb•. where bl is the width of the intake. and either a measured or

calculated boundary layer velocity profile 50 that the thickness hI ofthe stream rube can

be calculated from

.---
I;

A' r~rc ;.:ngency 00' n~.

,
Q, =1.3·b l · !ul,(Z).dz

-v1-

;: 7 A

F::a~~~_v,~_
'-v,-

5'09r.O"O~~'~~~"''''''''3'''

.....;/ ~:~= -··e

[2.10)

Figure 1./ - Ckfin;t;on ofwaterjet system conrrol volume
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Station 9 is a second non material boundary. When the discharge fomlS a vena contraeta

al station 9 behind the nozzle outlet. !be jet velocity shoWd be determined based on the

measured cross sectional area of!be venaconttaeta. TIle mean velocities al the inlake VI_

pump inlet V}. pump ouuet V,. andjet V,can all be calculated. The power prcliCiion

then proceeds through the following steps:

Modelthrusl:

T-p.Q.. (V, -V,)

Model wake:

w. (V, -V,)
V,

where Vo is the free stream or ship velocity

Thrust deduction:

<= T-(R-R,)
T

where.

Tisthethrust

R is the Iotal resistance

Rais!beairresistance

Model bull efficiency:

H
flH=

I-w

(2.11]

[2.12J

[2.13]

[2.14]

IS



Model shaft power:

PD ",,2·!t·Q·n

wh=,

Q is the shaft lorque

n is !he shaft speed [rotations per second]

Modd IOtai efficiency:

TIT ,.,{R-R.).Yo
P,

Model pump efficiency:

( , , I 'JQ,' PI+ 2·P·Y,·-PI- 2·P·Y,'

'1, '" P,

wherePiisthep~ureatstationi

Inlet loss coefficienl:

PI -Pl +-~'P'(Vll - V/}-p,g,Oh
C;IJ - I,

2'0poVI'

where 4h is the: jet's height above the water surface

Outlet loss coefficient:

LiteratulWReview

[2.15J

[2.16]

p.17]

[2.18J

[2,19]

[2.20)
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Waterjet efficiency:

2'~'(1-~)V, V,
(221)

The resistance values in the calculation of thrust deduction are measured ftom resistance

tests, Pis static pressure. and 6h is the height between the free waler surface and

impeller's centerline. To predict full scale power, velocities and flow rate are scaled

according to Froude SCaling, thrust deduction is the same in model and full scale. and the

ship wake is calculated in the same way as the model wake. by estimating the velocity

profile forward of the intake. Knowing the hull efficiency, and using special pump leSI!

to determine the pump efficiency." and relative rotalive efficiency "". lite ship shaft

power requiml can be predicted:

Ship shaft power:

pD=-_P_,-
'1 .. ''1"''1 .. ''1,

P
D

= Pc. .J.,.H .E.!... '1,..
P. '1,

where A. is !he model scale

(the subscripts s and m are shown explicitly to denote ship and model)

[2.221

[2.231

The authors went on 10 discuss a new proposed method in which net thrust is calculated

from momentum considerations. without recourse to a thrust deduction factor. The basic

17



COncepl is similar to the method proposed by the 21 S1 ITIC. which is described in

Chapter 5.

18lh l1TC Waterjet Tm Procedures (1987) describe methods which~ based on using a

theoretical model of overall system performance. lbis theoretical model is based on

examining element perfonnance and then using a system 10 accounl for the interaction

effects. Bare hull resistance tests are petfonned on a vessel equipped with the inlel

fairing. The experimental bare: hull resistance is then used with statistics provided by

\l.'3tc:rjet producers 10 detennine the gross thrust.

This method will yield a design thrust within an accuracy ofabout ± 5·7%. It is noted that

the thrust deduction is mainly due to differences in lrim and lift forces in the inlellTom

towed to propelled conditions.

English (1994) describes the elements of waterjeu 1olo;tb flush intakes. the problemsofien

associated with them. and some possible lechniques for improving performance. Design

variables are identified as well as some basic considerations such as choice of ramp angle

and selection of impeller speed Suggestions are made 011 methods 10 improve waterjet

petformance such as: boundary layer exclusion or re-energiz:ation. using impeller blades

with swepf leading edges and the use of pre-stage supercavitating pumps/inducers with

rotary flow homogenizes.

18
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CHAPTER 3

INSTRUMENTAnON

3 INSTRUMENTATION

This chapler is dedicated to describing the operating principles of many of the types of

inslNments used in the various experiments discussed in this thesis.

3.1 PitotTubM

Pitol tubes are used 10 make measurements of fluid velocity. They are probes which face

the flow stream. creating a stagnation point just ahead of the probe face. The: pressure

measured at this location can then be used with a refermc:e Static pressure to cakulate w

a\'erage local velocity at the probe.

The pilot tubes used in Ihe experiments discussed in this thesis measured both the

pressure al the stagnation point al the tip oCtile tube and !be stalic pt6SUI'C in the fluid.

The pitot-Slatic lUbe shown in Figure 3.1 consists ofasmaIl tube inside a slightly larger

lUbe. The inner tube exIends to tbt tip facing the flow stream and is expo5Cd 10 the
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pressure al the stagnation point. The outer tube contains small holes parallel to the flow

'ol,iticn are used 10 measure !he static pressure in the fluid. The diam~teIS oflh~ lUbes can

be chosen from a wid~ selection depending on the application. At tll~ lOp of a pilOt-static

tube are two connections for tubing that can be attached to manom~t~rsor olh~r pressur~

m~asurem~nl d~vic~s. Th~ ~xperim~nlS in this thesis used elecuonic pr~S5ure uansduc~rs

as discussed in Section 32. Pitot lUbes are inlJ'Usive measurement instruments in that they

ca~ disturbances in the system they are measuring.

The flow velocity can be d~tenn~ by using BemouIli"s ~nergy equation:

&.+~=f1.
y l'g y

wh~re"

Po· Slatic pressurc in l1uid

P•• pressure at sta&Mtion point

u • local averag~ fluid velocity

y'" specific w~ighl ofwatcr

g .. acc~l~raliondue to gravity

which can be ~x~ssedas:

[3.1)

[3.2)

Often witll pilOl·static lUbes Ihcrt can be small mors inuoduced by imperfections in the

lube or in lh~ locations of the pi~zomel~r hol~s m~ng static pressure. To account for

any discrepancies a coefficient of instrument CJ, may be included in Equation 3.3. The

value of C. can be supplied by the manufacturer or determined during calibration tests.
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Figurr 3.1 - Pi/Of TUM MrasurrmrnLS

3.2 Preuu,.. rransducen;

(3.J)

Pressure transducers are instruments that~ able 10 translate pressure in a Ouid to a

proponionaJ OUlJ)Ut voltage that can be sampled and acquired with a data acquisition

system. Calibrations are used to determine the pressure to output voltage relationships for

specific sensors. Two types of pressure transducers were used in the experiments

discussed in this thesis: gauge pressure transducers and differential presswe transducers.
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The gauge pressure transducer. shown on the right in Figure 3.2. measures the pressure in

a fluid relative 10 atmospheric pressure. It operates by measuring the mechanical strain on

a sensing diaphragm: one side of the diaphragm is exposed 10 the fluid. the other to the

atmosphere. The sensing elements of the diaphragm incorporate four piezo-resistive

silicon elements. These tiny strain gauge elements are designed to change their electrical

resistance in proportion to applied mechanical stress. The diaphragm is localed at the end

ofa threaded probe. At the top of this probe is a hexagonal cap with a rubber O-ring seal

used to insure water tight installation. At the top of the housing are wires for the electrical

connections and a small tube used to vent ..:me side of the diaphragm to aunosphere.

Adifferential pressure transducer. shown on the leli in Figure 3.2. operates under

essentially the same principles except that each side of the sensing diaphragm is exposed

10 fluids of different pressures. The transducer therefore measures only a pressure

difference. Differential pressure transducers are olien used with pitot·static lUbes since it

is the difference between the stagnation pressure and static pressure that is of interest.

The sensing elements are enclosed in a robust metal housing with a threaded hole in each

end for tubing COnne1.::tions.
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Figure 3.2 - Pressure Transducers

3.3 Displacement Transduce,.

A displacement transducer measures linear motion and position. This type of transducer

was used to track the change in venicaJ position of the towed model discussed in

Chnpters 6 and 1. The transducer. shown in Figure 3.3. worlcs on the principle ofa linear

variable differential transformer (LVDn. The LVDT consists of a primary winding. two

secondary windings and a soft iron core. An alternating curren! is passed through the

primary winding to produce a magnetic field which is concentrated in the soft iron core.

The core then induces a voltage in each of the two secondary windings. When the core

changes position. one secondary winding will receive more magnetic flux than the other

to produce a measurable voltage difference. This voltage difference can then be

calibrated against the linear position of the core.
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FigJUe J.J - LVDr Diagram

3.. FORe Tl'llnaduc.,.

Force tnnsduccrs or load cells apply similar principles as pressutt transducen in thai

they have internal gauges which change their electrical ~sistanee when stressed. Force

lraIlSducers are available in a variety ofdesigns. The experiments discussed in this thesis

used S-beam load cells. This transducer. shown in Fig~ 3.4. is designed to measure

axial force in l(JlSion or compression. It coru;ists ofa metallic S-shaped body, usually
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sled. with a cavity in the center. Four strain gauges an: fIXed [() the internal surface of the

cavity. These gauges change their electrical resistance in response [() mechanical

deformation. The four gauges form a Wheatstone bridge from which a voltage reading

can be sampled with a data acquisition system and converted to physical unilS based on

calibcationresull$.

~: .. :~ ·h '5 --'" "L -:c::::e:: -::: e

Figurt 3.4 - S-Beam Load Cell

3.5 Torque Transduc....

Torque transducers an: used 10 determine the applied load on a watetjet sy51eITl by the

mofor during operation. These measumnenlS give an indication of the unil's performance

and can be used for estimations of full scale power requ.ircmenlS. Kempf &: Remmers

dynamomelers an: often used for measuring torque on model propeller shafts at IMD,

However. chis method could not be used for lests with model waletjet thrusters since the

required shaft sp«ds are much higher than raced for these dynamometers. In order 10

make torque measumnents at these high shaft speeds. two approaches wert taken.
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The first approach involved a pair of small DC electric motolS which had maximum shaft

speeds exceeding 10.000 rpm. These motors were used for the self.propulsion tests

described in Chapter 7. The motor was mounted to a housing which contained a bearing.

A second section connected the bearing to a rigid flange such. that the motor section was

free to rotate. An extension arm was attached to the relating section containing the motor

and fixed 10 a small load cell. This arrangement can be seen in Figure 3.5. During

operation. the load cell measured the reaction torque from the motor. and gave an output

propartionalto the torque on the shaft.

Figure 3.5 - Small MOlOr Reaction Torque Arrangement

The second approach was used for the larger AC brushless motor used in the waterjet test

platfonn discussed in Chapter 8. This motor also had a high shaft speed (7000 rpm),
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making the usc of slip rings on a gauged shaft impractical. Again the ahemative was 10

m~ the reaction torq~ from the motor. The size and weight of the motor. coupled

with irregular results from lhe smaller torque measuring anangcment. lead to a

cUSlomized design ofa reaction torque transducer for this application.

The transducer was designed as single unit with three main components: the motor

mount. the moWlting flange. and four gauged webs. The motor was boh.:d 10 1M motor

mount which was suspended in the moWlting flange by the four webs as sho""'II in Figure

),6. Inc:ludcd in the mounting llilJ1ge were holes for anachment 10 the support frame as

well as four sets ofoverload SlOp screws which limited the rolalion of the mOlor mount as

a safety mechanism 10 prevent damage to the webs from high loads. A front view of the

transducer can be seen in Figure 3.7.

The majority ofthc tranSducer was machined out ofalwninwn using traditional

techniques. The web sections were cut using a wire: electric: discharge machining (EDM)

tei::hniquc. Sometimes ~Ied spark erosion machining. the process involves using tiny

sparks which arc belW~n the cuning wire and the pan material causing erosion. The

process is slow but coupled with computer nwnerically controllcd movement for the

cuning wire. can produc:e very small and accurate cuts.

The suitability of the web shape was examined using finite element techniques. Extensive

effon went into designing the webs suc:h that the stress distribution across the webs was

even. and concentrations were minimized. The T-shape web shown in Figure 3.7 was

seen to have the best stress propenies for gauge mounts regardless of the direction of the

applied torque.
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The four webs were fixed with strain gauges on each side for a lotal of eight gauges.

During o~ration one side of each web was under tension and the other under

compression. This can be see in Fig~ 3.7 given a counter<lockwisc applied torque rc

for compression. ·r fOf [ension). The gauges were wired tOgether to fonn a WhealStone

bridge sho\o\TI in Fi~ ].8. This arrangemenl was intended to minimize possible load

anomalies c.'{~rienced by the webs. such as supponing the weighl of the motor. 11Jc

equation for the transducer·s OUlput voltage is given below.

~_ (C,+e,) <T,+T,l
E -(C, +C 1)+(T1 +T,) (T1+T,)+(C~+C.)

E." output voltage

E ,. excitation voltage

(, .•.T,•• "" resistance of strain gauges as labeled in Figure ].8

[HI

Since the webs and a:auges were sensitive 10 temperature variations. fiberglass washers

were placed between the motor face and the mOIOf mounl in an dfon to impede the heat

uansfer from the motOf during o~ration. The natural frequency of the transducer was

another concern and design effon went in to ensuring that il was outside of the frequency

range induced by the motor at speed.

A special calibration rig was designed for this torque transducer. IMD does not have the

capability for dynamic calibration for torque. A static calibration was therefore used

which used weights with a known moment ann 10 apply loads to the transducer. A

dummy weight was used to simulate the cantilever load on the transducer caused by the
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motor. Stalic calibration of this type cannot account for. or detennine. the effects caused

by RF noise generated by the motor.

,- ..:::.... "c_~:~;
:: :5

Figure 3.6 - Large Motor Reaction Torque Arrangement
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Figur~ J.8 - WhealStOM Bridgefor Torque Transduc~r

3.6 Tachomettrs

Tachometers are used 10 measw-e the rotational velocity of mechanical components. The

tachometer operates under the same principles as a genecator. the basic design of which is

similar to a small DC mOlor. A magnetic core is surrounded by a primary winding. As Ihe
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co~ rotales. it induces a currenl flow and a corresponding vollag~ in the winding. This

voltag~. which is proponionallo rotational vcloc:ity. can then be sampled by a data

acquisition system. TachometerS were used 10 measure the impelt« speeds of the model

waleljeu in Chapters 8 and 10.

Figure ;./ - Simplified Tachometer

3.7 Incljnomew~

An inclinometer was used tom~ the running lrim ofth~ lOwed mod~1 diSCussN in

Chapters 6 and 7. Th~ inclinometer used in these experiments employed a torsional

flexure suspension sysl~m housed in a fluid. Th~ basis ofoperation is a small DC torqu~

motor which maintains the posilion of a penduJwn whose pivot point is a thin m~mber

thai can flex lorsionally.
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A torque molor is a variation ofother mOlors designed specifically to hold stalled or very

low speed. conditions for long periods oftimc without burning out or releasing the applied

10rque. Nonna! motors apply approximately 150% ofthc raled torque at zero speed.

which can cause them to bum out. Torque motors can act as a spring by continlJOUSly

applying a ccnain torque or pressure although nol always moving.

\\o"hen the inclinometcr is tilted. the pcndulwn moves under the forcc 01 gravity "'/hich

causes a sensor to send a signal 10 a servo amplifier. The amplifier thcn adjusts the torque

motor until thc pcndulwn has returned to its original position. The cUlTent used (0 drive

thc torque motOr pa5SCs though a stablc resistor developing a voltage proponional to the

tilt angle. This voltage can then be recorded by a data acquisition system. The

inclinometer arrangement. shown. in Figuu 3.9. is sWTOunded by a semi-viscous fluid

which acts 10 dampen shocks or vibrations. The entire unit is enclosed in .. reclangular

steel housing with it femalc connector on one side.
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~-------;1 Anpll f ler

y~ Outout

y- Output

TorSional
c!exure

Figure J.9 - Inc/inomel~r

Measurements made by the electronic transducers were recorded with a standard data

acquisition symm used by IMD. Most transducers give continuous or analog OUlput. For

example. as a strain gauge Ikfonr.s in a force transducer. the resisumce change is smoolh

and continuous (within its design limits). In the data acquisition SY$U~m. the analog outpul

firsl passes Ihrough a signal conditioner which can amplify it and electronically filler QUI

unwanted signals. ifnec:essary. The signal conditioner also supplies the required

excitation voltages needed for some transducers. The outpUt signal then passes from the

conditioner to an analog to digital convener. The NO convener tepC31edly takes discrete

measurements or samples of the signal at set time imervals. A sampling frequency of SO

Hz was used for Ihe experiments discussed in this thesis. The data acquisition system had
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several channels and re<:ord~ the output from all the transducers simuJ~usly.

Calibrations for convening voltages to physical units were perfonned through the same

data acquisitiOCI arrangement as used for me experiments. This "''as necessary to avoid

possible errors that can be caused by small differm«s in the behaviour of electronics

from different signal conditioners. channels. and AID converters, The sampled data can

then be anaIyzrrl with software to extract the requimi information.

The output history of r.he channels "''as viewed graphically by compUier which allows

several time periods 10 be selected for analysis, All of the individual da13. points in a

given selection were used to calculate: a maximum value. a minimum value. ;I mean

value. and a siandard deviation. In most of the tests discussed in this thesis. IWO

selections were made. The firsl selection was taken of data record~before the

experiment was started and used as a reference. The second selectioa was taken of data

recorded during the steady phase of the experi~nl. The' values used in calculations,

called wed values. were: the differenc:es between the steady state means and the reference

means. A sample time history ofa transducer's output is sOO"'ll in Figure :UO along 'o'im

example calculations in Table 3.1. The analysis software does noc limit the nwnber of

selections thai can be made and many other forms of analysis are available depending on

the application.
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Figure J. 10 - Sample Channel HislGry

Se:Jectio.t Se:ledion 2

Maximum Value "- Maximum Value y-

Minimum Value "". Minimum Value y-

i>, i:r,
M,on x"'~ M,on y",~

"
Standard deviation

J~(,,-,r
0"1"~ Standard deviation

Jt(y -,r
0," .c.L---

. m-I

x, .. measured values in selection 1

n .. number of values in seleclion I

Ref~nce Value

Steady State Value

TaredValue y=y-x

Table 3.1- Example Calculolions

y; '"' measured values in selection :!:

m '"' number of values in selection 2
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3.9 La... Dopple, Velocimetry

E:(~rimcntal measuremenl of the velocity distribution in a flow field can be a difficult

wk since most common measurement te<:hniqucs involve instruments "'bicn. w some

extenL invade or disrupt the flow they are measuring. PilOI tubes. hot wire ancmomcuy.

hoi disk ancmoll'lClJY. etc.. aU rcquitt a probe to be located in the flow ficld and only

measure an average flow velocity over the probe's measurement area. Since the~ are

limits on how small these probe's can be: made. measurement resolulion is limited. The

magnitude oflhe disruption a probe causes in the flow can vary. bUI Cannol be eliminated

completely. The use of a laser Doppler velocimeter or LOY, which relics un optics for

flow measuremem. can provide a means for making accurate non·intrusive measurements

with high resolution.

An lOY docs not measure the speed of the flowdircclly. Inslead. it uses laser light to

measure the velocity of tiny particles in the flow stream which are asswned to travel 31

the same speed as the flow il5Clf. These panicle5 are usually of the order of about I

micron in diamc1cr and the nwnbe:r of panicles in the fluid. or the seeding density. is

usually small enough w have vinuaJly no effect on the flow characteristics. The primary

components of an LOY system arc: the Iasct{s). optic system. computer controlled

indexer(s), probe(s), photo-deteelOrt,S). data acquisition. and processing software.

The principle of operation of an LOY is based on the behaviour of two imersecting laser

beams. Laser light has the special property of being coherent. Thal is. all of the photons

are travelling in phase so that laser light has a constant frequency. When two identical

lasers inter5C'ct. they will inlerfere in the volume of intersection causing a stable panero
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of constrUCtive and destrue:tive interference. An illustration of this is given in Figure 3.11,

A pair of identical beams are shown intersecting. The liplI is modeled as a sine wave

fluctuating through maximwn and minimum values. In the diagram. pan of Ihe sine wave

ofeach beam is replaced by ahmw.i.ng thick. and thin liDes that represent the maximum

and minimum value5 of their waves respectively. The consuuctive interference produced

by intersecting maximum and minimum values causes brightly illuminated bands or

fringes. Destructive interference produced by maximum values intersa:ting minimum

\'alues causes poorly illuminated bands between the fringes. The fringe spacing can be

calculated with the known wavelength of the l~rs and their angle of intersection. as

shown in Equation 3.5.

Loser-LIght
SinellQve
f=reqency: f

Figure J. I I - Loser lnterftrenc:e Pattern
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[3.5)

p - fringe spacing

A. = laser wavelength

a= angle of intersection

The actual intersection point is an ellipsoidal volume whose size depends on the diameter

ofthe beams and their angle of intersection.. In this volume. the fringes can be thought of

as disks. A particle travelling through this point is illuminated in pulses as it passes

through each fringe. The reflected light from tlle panicle can ne measured by a pholO-

detector. an analog device which can respond almost instamaneously to changes in light

intensity to give a proponional OUtput voltage. A sample photo-<!elector ompul of a

panicle passing through a fringe panem can be seen in Figure 3. [2. The analog output

voltage then passes through an analog ro digital convener such as described in Seclion

3.8. The signal infonnation can !.hen be~ by computer. The shape of !.he Doppler

bwsl: Sho~T1 in Fig~ 3.12 is caused by the Gaussian light intensity distribution which

the intersection volume has in aJllhree dimensions (i.e. the lighl is brightest 31 the center

of the fringes).
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I~ ..}

. . _. ..

- - --------- -

Figure J. 12 - Photo-Detector Signal from a Particle

Processing the pholo-<!eteclor signals into velocities is performed in real lime by the LDV

soful.-are. It first fillers usablc signals from background noise and then transforms the

Dopplcr bursts to the frequency domain by a Fourier ttansform. The predominant

frequency for a given signal represents the average time the panicle look 10 unci across

each fringc spacing. The paniclc vclocity can be then detmnined with the known frinl!c

spacing by Equalion 3.6. Sincc fringes~ parallcl in the intersection volwnc, this

vclocity only represents the eomponcnt ofa paniclc's absolUlC vclocity which is normal

10 the fringc disks.

v, "'p.f; {J.6]

v, '" panicle velocity componcnt perpendicular 10 fringe lines

p - fringc spacing

f; '" signal fmlumcy
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Many panicle signals arc occckd to attutately determine the flow velocity at a given

point. Each particle contributes to a velocity distribution from which the mean.

ma1:imwn. minimum and Slandard deviation can be used in subsequenl analysis of the

flow field. 1be number of panicles required by the LOV for a given flow velocity

~t can be chosen to suit the e:<pcrimenl

The LOV system at IMO. referred to in Chapter 8. can measure flow velocitlCi in two

orthogonal direclions with a single probe. The system consists ofan argon·ion laser

which produces a !lingle beam. which aftcrentering the oplical uNl. passe:> Ihrough a

Bragg cell. A Bragg cell is essentially a block of glass that is excited by an elcctro

m~chanlcal transducer. Oscillations from the transducer produce acoustical waves which

propagate through the glass to generate a moving panem of high and low density. The

incident lighl beam hilS the smes of travelling wave fronlS which aclas a thick

diffraction grating. By adjUSling the incKient angle ofthc cell and the acoUSlic frequency.

the beam can be divided by the cell bcN.·ecn its zrroth and first order of diffraction. The

OIiginal beam can therefore be split into two beams. one ofwbich is phase shifted. These

beams then travel though prisms which split each oftbcm into two colors: grem (l..

514.5 nm) and blue p.. - 488 nm). The four beams travel through manipulalors which

direct.them into fiber oplic cables and then lead them 10 the probe. At the probe !he

beams arc dil'e'Cted through a focusing lens which cause them to intersect. The planes

formed by the pairs of intersecting beams are situated at right angles 10 each other. A

panicle passing through the intersection volume is ilIuminarcd by fringes in !WO

onhogonai direcliorn simultaneously. The reflccted light (bade scaner) is collected by the

probe and focused intO a fiber optic cable which sends it [0 the receiving optics. The light
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is then divided by color and sem to two sepanl.le photo-multipliers. The resulting signals

can then be processed iOio velociry dala. A diagram of this set'up can be seen in Figure

3.14.

The direction. posilh'e or nqative. ofeach velocity compontnl can also be determined in

this system. Since one beam in each pair is phase shifted by the Bragg cell. in this case by

40 MHz. the interference panem of fringes roil at this COf1SW1l known frequency. This

means that even a stationary particle produces a Doppler burst. Panicles travelling in the

same direction as the fringe roll produce lower signal frequencies while panicles

travelling against the fringe roll produce higher signal frequencies. The processing

software accounts for this frequency shift while using ~lto :assign directions to the

veloc::ity signals.

Measuring velocities in several locations requires precise movement of the probe's

position. The (:(perimenLS discussed in Chapttt 8 use a computer conttolled indexer with

traverse ranges in three dimensions. This indexer. shown in Figure 3.1]. is conllOlled by

the LOV software so thai measumnentS can automatically be made in an anay of

locations set by the operator.
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..

:~-;;*
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Figure 3./3 -LDY /fldaing Frame

There are certain operational concerns with an LOV system which can inhibil its~ in

experiments. These include optical problems associaled with panicle seeding. and

refraction and reflection in the measuremenl environmenL Seeding is necessary 10

produce signals. However. 100 many panicles can confuse: the deteclOrs if multiple

panicles pass through the measurement point at the same time. These signals lAo1)uld be

rejecled by the software. Insufficient seeding will produce low dala rates which can lead

to velocity values based on 100 few measurements. It is much easier Ie. control the

seeding density when pcrfonning tests in air. such as in a wind tunnel. than in water.

Tbere is sometimes enough partkulate maner already present in wate110 achieve
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readings. but additional particles are often needed. The tests discussed in this thesis used

silver coated glass micro-balloons. Though these particles can easily be added to the

system. assuring even distribution can be difficult as they are slightly heavier than water

and tend to senle out of solution. Another seeding issue associated with water which can

cause problems is entrained air. Except in a cavitation runnel where the majority ortlle air

can be removed from the test water. most tank water contains air. Depending on the

conditions at the surface, this air can circulate as bubbles large enough to interfere with

the lasers. An air bubble. when passing through the intersection volume. does nOt reflect

much light back to the sensors but instead refracts it in all directions creating optical

noise and interference with particle signals.

Refraction of the laser beams can also hinder the effectiveness of the tests. The refractive

index of the testing environment affects the focal point of the lasers. When the probe is

completely submerged in water. the longer focal length increases relative to that in air.

TestS where the beams must pass through a viewing window. such as for cavitation

tunnel teslS. also affect the focal point. Reflected light from particles are also distoned

slightly by the refraction characteristics between the probe and the measurement point.

Since the laser beams do not stop at the intersection volume. surfaces behind the

measurement point must be considered when lesting. Reflected light from these surfaces

can swamp the sensors with light making recognition of panicle reflections impossible.

Background surfaces should be angled 10 direct the reflected beams away from the probe.
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CHAPTER 4

SIMILITUDE ANALYSIS

S1"LITUDE ANALYSIS

For any experimental program involving scaJe models. similarity between lhe full or

prototype scale and the model scale is required. It is nol usually possible to have

complelc similarity between lhe IWO systems. but by using dimensi(lnal analysis. a set of

modcllaws can be determined. These laws can then be used to ensure similarity (lfthe

most signif~t elements (lfthe system and provide insight intO the error that may arise

from incorTeCt scaling (If(llher elements. This chapleT JlfCSCDIS a dimensional analysis of

the watCTjet system using the method of synthesis. A set (If model laws are identified and

discussed in relation to the proposed experiments.
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When performing experiments at model scale it is important to understand w

relalionships between phenomena occurring al this scale lO those occurring at the full or

prototype scale, Insight inlo these relationships can often be deumnined using

dimensional analysis.

The first step in the analysis is the identification of the relevant variables and parameters

that can affect the system and then define their units in terms of fundamental dimensions.

Units are either fundamental or derived. The nature of the fundamental WLit can be

somewh:n arbitrary though it is wldcly accepted in engineering systems !.hat mass 'M-.

length 'l-, and time ·r. are hmdamcntal. Derived units such as velocity or density are

defined as combinations ofthc fundamental units (Yuan. 19671.

e.g,~

pressure

~

k.
p,

FundamemaJ units

M

M
T: ·l

The J1C(t step in the analysis is to form the system variabln in groups such thaI the

furldamental units ohhe variabln in the group an: eliminalcd. An example of this process

is givC'n below, These dimensionless groups. c:aJled 'A: terms, become the parameters ofthc

anaJysis. It is the premise ofdimensional analysis that two geometrically similar systems

are kinematically and dynamically similar if each of the dimensionless parameters in one

system is equal 10 the corresponding parnmctcr in the other system. regardless of the
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difference in scale. Relationships between model and prototype scale can therefore be

made by equating the 1"[ tenns fonned for each system.

e,g.

The number of II tenns required (0 accurately define the system is given in the II theorem

developed by Buckingham. It states iliat if there are 'm' variables with 'n' fundamenlal

dimensions, then a correct analysis will resull in (m-o) dimensionless parameters (Sharp,

1981).

There are several methods for crealing dimensionless parameters, This analysis uses the

method ofsynthesis developed in the late I%O's. In this method. groups of system

variables are first fonned such that the fundamental units form a length unit 'l'. A

complete list of these groups. called linear proponionalities. are fonned by combining

each variable one at a time with every other variable in the syStem. The exception is

density. p, which is only used when a variable has a mass dimension, Variables that are

already in terms ofa length dimension are left unchanged,

e.g. Combining velocity 'V' and RPM, 'N' gives:

Combining pressure 'p' and gravity 'g' gives:

Diameter '0' would be left unchanged:

~ ~ ItT'I.[t]
N lTT
p IM.r'·t"1

;g ~ [M.t"].ltr'] [t]

0--+ [t]
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The fonn ofa linear proportionality is dependent only on the variable units and not on the

system being analyzed. This means that proportionalities for common variables can be

detennined beforehand and listed for convenience. Finding a linear proportionality for

twO given variables then becomes a manerofsimply checking that list or table. An

example table oflinear proportionalilies for common variables used in fluid systems can

be found in Sharp0981l.

The 1t terms for the system are fonned by creating ratios of the linear proportionalilies.

Since all the proportionalities have units of length 'L'. a ratio between any two

proportionalities will be dimensionless. The nwnber of ratios needed 10 define Ihe system

is given in the 1'[ theorem discussed previously. It is a requirement of the analysis that

every system variable appear at least once in the final list of 1t tenns. The ratios must also

be linked by one or more oftbe linear proportionalities.

The total number of 11" lentts that can be fanned by all the possible ratios of all of the

possible linear proportionalities will usually be considerably higher than the number of

1t lenns that are necessary 10 defrne the system correctly. It is nol enough that the

dimensional analysis yields a correct solution; a convenient solution is required for the

results 10 be useful. The surplus of possibilities offered by the method ofsynthesis gives

the opportunity to direct the analysis to a convenient solution.
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4.2 W.terjet System

The method of synthesis will now be applied to the walerjet system. Table 4.1 gives a

general list of the variables and parameters which are considered necessary to describe

the system. These can be combined in terms ofa function as shown in Equation 4.1.

Variable or Parameter Svmbol !hliJ,j Fundamental Units

Thru" T N [M][L][TI'

Velocity V mI, [L][TI'

Shaft speed N ""', ITr'
Density kg/mJ [M][LI'

Gravitational acceleration mJs~ [LI[11"

Pressure p, [M][Lr'[11"

Dynamic viscosity kg/(m-sec) [M][Ll'ITr'
or kinematic viscosity m!!sec [LI'[T]"'

Characteristic length [LI

Surface tension m1sec! [M][TI'

Tabll! 4./ - Waterjet Variables and Parameters

The functional expression of system variables is given by:

!/I(T. V. N. p. g, p.lJ.. L.ft') '" 0 [4.1)

Linear proponionaJities of the variables can be fonned by syslematically combining the

groups of variables as follows:

vvr·(p:,r(~r·Gr·(~)·(f)·(f)·

( )'" ( ) ( )'" ( I (") ( "') ( I'"~ • ~ , P .~l • fg;, 7' v~el ' -!&J.
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[4.2)

With 9 variables and J fundamental dimensions. the 1'[ theorem requires that 6 1'[ terms are

needed to describe the system.

Choosing 6 proponionalities and combining with the length lmo. L, yields:

(( T 1'" ( V) ( v ) (V' 1( p 1'" ( • lJ' p.Nl.L' • H' U· g:L' p.N2.e • p.V2.e =0 [4.Jj

These can be arranged in a more familiar fonnat:

~(p)L,l. (N\)' (V;L). (id'(.N6;L,J.(P~'L)J =0 [441

These 1'[ tenos are recognized as:

Thrust coefficient: KT=(P.N;.Dl ) [4';]

Advance coefficient: l=(l) [4.61N·D

Reynolds number: (VL)RN = ---;- [4.71

Froudenumber: F'=(id [4.8]

Cavitation number: ( 6p 1 [4.91(1= p.Nl.L!
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(4.IOJ

(4.11]

The "l" Iron in the thrustcoeffici~t "~i1lSrcpl~ with tM impcllcrdiameter '0' as the

geometric parameter. The 'V' tcnn in the advance coefficient is tq)laced ....ith the

advance velocity "VA· and~ ·l·l~rm isdelined as the impdlerdiam~ter "D'.

The pressure Icnn 'p' in the cavitation number is expressed as "4p' or the diffe~nce in

Ute static pressure and Ute vapor pressure ofw,ncr.

A thrusl coefficient can be expressed as a function of me other 'It tenns.

[4.121

Asswning Utal the efficiencies of the mOlor and gearing at model and full scale are

similar. the same process of analysis can be pcrfonned for e~pressions involving power

'p'. shaft torque ·Qs".and volume flowra!e 'Q" Thcsyslcm variables forthcsc

l:.'(pressions are the same as given in Tablc 4.1.

P =+<V. N.p. g. p L qI)

Qs" +(V. N. p. g. p L.1p)

Q =+<V. N.p. 8. p. jol.l. 19)

(4.131

(4.141

(4.15J

Thc method of synthesis can then be applied to Ihcse functions as was done above. The

resulting lists of linear proportionalities are similar but each include tcnns specific to that
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expression. Choosing convenient It tenns yields many of the same coefficients named

above with the addition of a It tenn containing the parameter being sought.

K.=I(F,.J.R,.a. W,)

where. K~=P'N~'D' isthepowercoeffident

where. KQs = P'N~s'DI is the shaft torque coefficient

Volume Flow Rate:

K,,=I(F,.J.R,..a.W,)

where. KQ = N~D) is the volume flow rate coefficient

4.3 Oiscuqlon of 1t Terms

[..1.161

1".171

[4.181

[4.1 91

[4.10J

[4.1IJ

In praclice. it is nol usually possible to equale all the dimensionless paramelers in model

and prololype scale simultaneously; compromises must therefore be made. In many fluid

systems. sufficient similarity may still be achieved 10 make the method useful. It is often

the case that only certain dimensionless parameters are important for a given system and

nOI all the parameters need 10 be satisfied to achieve meaningful results. In the case of
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watetjets. it is OOt possible 10 satisfy all of the :t terms simultaneously. Each It lenn

defined by !he dimensional analysis is discussed below.

Revnolds Number:

(VoL)
R~= 7 [4.22]

Reynolds number can be thought of as a ratio of the inenial and viscous forces in the

fluid. Reynolds number can be used to indicale flow regime. Fluids can behave in one of

three fairly distinct regimes: laminar. transitional. and turbulent. When modeling. it is

imponant thaI the fluid is operating in the same flow regime of flow in both scales.

otherwise significant scaling CfTOr5 may occur. Matching Reynolds number between

model and prototype ensures malching flow behaviour with respect 10 viscous effects. but

is not usually praclical as it can result in prohibitively high model velocities.

L
e.g. [f t =;.., is the scale. then by matching Reynolds number.

:. V. z ;..,. V. i.e. Model velocities arc;'" times larger then prcNotype velocities

WatetjelS have high speed flow and operate in the turbulent flow regime ....ith

correspondingly high Reynolds numbers. If Reynolds number is not matched at model

scale. it is a requirement that it is at least operating in the turbulem flow regime as

indicaled by an adequately high Reynolds numbers. Typieally, provided values of
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Reynolds number are higher than 10· in both model and prototype. the scale error is

expected to be negligible (Harvald. 1983).

',·licl [·L~31

Froude Number can be thought oras the ratio ofinenial forces to gravit.uion;ll fortes in

the system. Waterjet systems perfonn work on the water by lifting it through an elevation

in order to expel it above the water surface. Froude nwnber is therefcre significant and

needs to be matched at model and prOtotype scales. Froude number is also significant in

studies of hull resistance where gravity is a factor in the surface waves produced by a

moving vessel.

AdVance Coefficient:

J-(Y.L)- N·D

Advance coefficient can be thought ofas the ratio of the axial velocity of flow into the

impeller. to the tangential velocity of flow relative to the impeller tips. This condition of

kinematic similarity is essential for modeling flow characteristics:md impeller

performance. lbe nature oflbe testing ammgement for waterjets discussed in Chapter 8

did not allow an accurate simulation of the behaviour of an actual waterjet unit. since

there was no forward speed component (VA :0 0). This is cailed the bollard condition.

Watetjel units rarely operate in the bollard condition; only briefly during stan-up. Instead
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they are designed to operate at high speeds and with correspondingly high advance

speeds. This limitation of this experimental arrangement is recognized.

Cavitation Number:

[4.25]

Another common fonn ofcavitation nwnber can be expressed with a velocity term by

compounding tenns 2 and 5 from Equation 4.3 and then adding a If: term so UUlt the

denominator \Ioill represent stagnation pressure:

14.26J

The fonn ofcavitation number in Equation 4.9 was chosen because. as discussed with the

advance coefficient. there was no forward speed and therefore no convenient

characteristic speed tenn to use in Equation 4.26.

Cavitation number can be thought of as the ratio of the difference between absolute

ambient pressure and vapor pressure. to the free stream dynamic pressure. Matching

cavitation number at both scales would require scaling the .dp' tenn since the scaling of

velocity 'V' has already been set by matching Froude number. 1be proposed set-up for

the experiments in this thesis does not allow variation ofeither the vapour pressure of

water or the absolute ambient pressure. Cavitation is_ however. an imponant aspect of

wat«jet perfonnance and can be modeled in a cavitation tunnel. A cavitation tunnel. is an

apparatus designed to operate with flows at a scaled absolute ambient pressure.
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{4.27]

Weber nwnber can be thought ofas the ratio ofinertial forces 10 free surface tension

forces. It is included in order 10 assure similarity wilh regard 10 the surface stresses in !he

cavitation bubbles. Weber nwnber. as with cavitation number. "''as nOI matched in the

....'alerjet platfonn experiments.

•.• Scaling Laws

Scaling laws allow the magnitude of a variable in one scale 10 be calculated from its value

at a different scale. These laws can be formed by using the n: lenns defined in the

preceding section. Si~ water was the fluid used in both scales and a cenlrifuge was not

used 10 affect if3vity. the: parameters of density. viscosity and gravily were not scaled.

The scale of any quantity in the system is givm in terms of the geometric scale A.

[4.28J

where. L is any similar linear measure of the systems. and subscripts 'p' and 'm' denole

values in prolOtype and model scales respectively.

Velocity can be scaled by equating the Froude numbers in holh model and prototype.

F. p '" F•• [4.29]
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[4.30]

(4.3IJ

N~xt using the advance c~ffi~ient J. the scaling law for shaft speed can be determined:

[4.31)

(·U31

(4.J4)

Th~ scaling law for pressures can be found by using a fonn of the 5'" 1t t~nn in

Equation 4.3.

-_P'--~
p.N,=·L,= - p.N.l·L.: [4.JS)

[4.36)

Scaling the thrust in the system is perfc>rmed by satisfying the thrust coefficient in bolh

the model and the prolotype.

.L[~l'·[.!:..l·
T. N.. L.

[4.37]

[4.38)
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{4.39]

Scaling the power in the system is done by satisfying the power coefficient in both the

model and the prOlotype.

-"'-=[.':'..)' .[-'='-) ,
poo Noo L..

[4.41]

[4.421

Scaling the shaft torque of the sySiem is perfonned by satisfying the shaft torque

coefficient in both the model and the protolype.

Q" =[.':'..)' .[-'='-) ,
Qs.. Noo L",

[4.431

[4.441

[4.45J

Scaling the volume flow rate ofme system can be done by satisfying the volume flow

Tale coefficient in both the model and the prototype.

.2..=[.':'..).[-'='-)'
Q. N. L.

(4.46]

[4.47J
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Swnmary of Scaling Laws:

~ ~ s..k

Length L,/L..

Vdocity V. I V.. ~i

RPM N./N. 1/5

Pressure p./P.

Thru<t T./T. A'

PO"'""tT P./P. ).,r.

T""I'" Qs./Qs• A'

Volume: Flow Rate Q./Q. ).l':

Tuble .J.2 - Scaling Laws

Similitude AnalysiS

[U8J
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CHAPTERS

MOMENTUM FLUX METHOD

MOMENTUM FLUX METHOD

Early attempts to develop lechniques for performing model tests of waterjel propulsors

involved applying those used for conventionaJ marine screw propellers. A walerjet.

OO'A"Cvef. is an infegral pan of the hull making some of the u-aditional concepts. such as

thrust deduction. difficull to apply to 'Naterjet propelled ships in a physically obvious

way. Measurement of some basic quantities. panicularly thlust. is difficult in practice and

requires instead an indirect measurement technique based on now rates. In response 10

these issues. a different approach "''3$ taken for perfonning model tests on walerjetS and

wate1jet propelled vessels. This approach. called the momentum flux method. is

presenfed and discussed in this chapler.

The momentum flux method is described in the "Final Repon and Recommendations fO

the 21 A IITC: Walerjets Group, Appendix A". The method was developed such lbat in

principle, il agreed with the procedures used by most towing tanks and manufac:tums
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involved in watcrjet testing. II is based on the laws of conservation of momentum. energy

andcontinuily.

The method is used primarily in the analysis of the steady stale behaviour of a w:ltcrjet.

Transient operation such as during start-up. aculerations. or in waves.. though imponam.

are nOl: considered pan of the scope oflhis thesis. For reference~. the v~1 is

consicicmi to be su.ti01UlrY in a moving flow. All flow velocities used in momenlUln and

energy calculatioos are made rela{ive 10 the vessel.

Momentum flux is deitned as the measure of the momentum in a quantity of fluid which

crosses a unit area of a given surface in a unit of time. Energy flux. used to calcul;1te

power and intemall055es. is similar but is the measure oflhe energy in the fluid. The

locations where momenlUm and energy flux are measured COlTeSpond 10 the stations as

defined in Fi@ure 5.1.

,.
Station No. Location

in undisturbed flow far ahead of the vehicle

far enough in fronl of the inlake ramp tangency
point, before inlet losses occur

Nonna! to the internal flow at Ihe aft lip of the intake

just ahead oClhe pwnp
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Between pump and stator or between stages

behind stator

at the nozzle outlet plane

behind the nozzle outlet plane where the static
pressure coefficient in !he jet is zero (vena contrncla)

Figure 5./ - Definilion olSlarion Numbers

5.1 Station 1: Watarjet Intake

The intake momenrum flu.x is measured at Station I (variables and parameters

corresponding to the inlake are denoted with the subscript I). Measurements are made

here to account for the fluid momentum due to the movement of the vessel i!Self. Given

the example ofa towed vessel moving at a given forward speed but without power to its

thrusters. water is forced through its jet uni!S due to the vessel's forward movement. or

thl;' fluid's motion aft when taken relative to the vessel. The velocity distribution of this

flow is used to calculate the intake momentum flux. Since this flow is also present in an

operating jet. it musl be accounted for in calculations of thrust and power.

The 21 n ITIC suggests thac the intake momentum flux be measured at a rectangular

plane area al Slation I. The flow into the jet is assumed 10 behave as shown in Figure 5.2.

Streamlines moving al velocity V (the vessel or model speed) separate near the intake:

some enter the intake while the rest continue along the hull. The distance from the hull

bottom where the fluid is drawn into the intake defines the height of the rectangular area

where the flux measurement is made. This is !he thCOI)': the actual method suggested for

determining the area is 10 assume a width 30% larger than the width of the inlet intake.
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The height is then detenni~ &om continuity. given thaI the flow rate through the

system. referred to as the jet flow rate Q,. is known.

Figure 5.2 -Idealized Flow to Intake

Since the height of this area begins at the hull surface, it contains a venical velocity

distribution that includes the boundary layer from the hull in this region. This velocity

distribution must be dctennined before the equations of cOf'llinuity. momentum or energy

can be: applied. Figure 5.3 shows an illustration ofthc boundary layer in this region. The

height hI would usually span the entire boundary layer and include a portiOf'l of the free

Stream which may have a constant distribution or may show variations due [0 the

accelerations from the jet drawing in water. It should be nor.ed thai this flow is assumed

to be Mu-dimensional or constant across the local y-axis as il 'NOuld be oriented in Figure

5J. It is reaiizrd by the' ITTC that this flow I\as three-dimensional characteristics: the

above method is suggested due 10 a lack oflcsting and measurement expertise in this

An illustration of the intlke momentum flux area is given in Figure 5.4. The figure shows

the bonom ofme model planing hullllSed for self propulsion experiments in Chapter 7.
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The starboard wateTjct' $ intake is sho'-'"Tl with three pitot tubes. The intake area is cross

hatched with its dimensions noted. The pitot tubes Vo'Cr'C used to detcnninc infonnation

about the velocity disaibution in the flow.

Figure j.J - Boundary~r J"grstio" {o J",o~

Figurr jA - Areap Jmou Mome"tUM Flux

..
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The following outlines the method for calculation:

From continuity.

Q. =lUh (A).dA,

where.

QJ is the volume flow rate of jet (kno\\n)

Al is the intake flux area

uL~(Al is the velocity distribution across Al

Applying the assumption of2-D flow yields:

[5.IJ

[5.21

A rettangular cross-sectional area with width ]00/0 larger than intake width is used:

[5.ll

The height hi can then be d~nnint'd implicitly from:

,
Q, = b

"
[Uh(Z).dz [5.41

Sin«: this method is based on several broad assumptions of the flow. other approaches

that can provide greater accumcy are needed. Simple variations on the above include

changing the size ofb.. and using a half~lIiptic intake flux area. The effects of these

variations should be detennined with a sensitivity analysis. Tests mentioned in the 2'-

ITIC showed that an error of20-/0 in the choice ofb, resulted in only a 1'1. error in

predicted power and that the influence of section shape was small. More complex

variations would require greater knowledge of the three dimensional inflow effects oflhe

jet during operating conditions. from both physical experiments and numerical modeling.
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The momentum and energy flux for Station I are sensitive to the velocity distribution and

area used in their calculation and are influenced by Ihc same ~ations expressed

above. 1be equation for momentum flu.'C at Station I is given by:

M, 'p' Ju,(Q)'dQ
o.

where in general.

dQ = u,. ·dA

yielding:

which further simplifies to:

15.5)

[5.6J

[5.7J

[5.81

It may be desirable in some cases to express the momentum flux in the following fonn:

M1 =p. JVE, ·dQ,
0,

where VEl is the local velocity energy component of the flow:

VE1=V·i~)\cp

(5.9J

(5.10)

and C, is the salk pressure coefficicul obtained from the difference in the static ptt$sure

PI at Station I and the static pressure po in the undistwbed flow, given by:

[5.11]
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The energy Dux at Station I is calculated in a similar manner as the momentum nux.

EI"'~'P' Judl.dQ
- 0,

which can be expressed as:

EI"'~·P·bl· fU.,i.dz
- "

The local energy velocity VEl can also be used in this calculation.

E, '" ~,p, JV[l
l

·dQ
0,

5.2 Intltrmediat8 Stltiona: Wltltrjet Unit

The intermediate stations defined in Figw-e 5.1 are used in calculations relating to

[5.12]

[5.I3J

[5.1 41

efficiency components of the model W31eljet. Determining momentum and energy flu.~

inside the waterjel ducting requires detailed knowledge of the velocity profiles at the

various stations. Accurate measurement of these profiles. especially near the impeller and

stator. may be exceedingly difficult during some tests. Special test rigs with a larger scale

,.l..ate~el may be needed 10 determine lhe behaviour ofw now inside the thrusler. This.

in conjunction with n~caJ simulations. may be used 10 develop greater wx1emanding

oflhe dynamics ofa given wateTjet design.. The equations for momentum and energy Oux

for the inlema.l stations arc:

EJ =~,p, jVE/-dQ
0,

where the subscriptj denotes a given SIalion nwnber.

[S.tS]

[5.16]
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Tn the undisturbed flow ahead of the vehicle. Station O. the energy flux is:

EO=Ql'~'P'V~ [5.17]

5.3 Stlltion 7: Vena Contracta

The decreasing cross sectional area of the nozzle forces the velocity of the flow to

increase, providing the necessary thrust. It also causes the streamlines in the jet to

converge and they tend to continue converging beyond the nozzle exit until they bl:come

parallel. usually about half the nozzle diameter from the nozzle face. This point shown in

Figure 5.5, is called the vena contracta and is the region of the free jet stream with the

minimum cross sectional area. Beyond the vena contracta the streamlines tend to diverge

due to frictional effects. The vena contraeta is useful for calculations because as the static

presswe coefficient in this region is zero, all of the fluid's energy is kinematic.

Accurate knowledge of the velocity distribution across the vena contracta area. as with

the intake flux area. is imponam to detennining meaningful values for energy and

momentum flux. If the flow rate of the jet QJ ' is also detennined from flow velocities in

this region. then accuracy becomes even more significant. The 21 11 ITIC stresses the

imponance ofcorrectly assessing the flow rate when it showed that a I% error in QJ can

result in a 34% error in predicted power. Considerable etTons must therefore be made to

use reliable methods of detennining and checking the jet flow rate.
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~(Z((Z)Z7Z2«

Figure 5.5 - Vena COfl(raCla ofJet

Ifiliejet velocity distribution is known. the volume flow rate can be determined from:

[5.18]

The momenrum flux equalion differs slightly from those at other stations:

M, :p. h..dQ+ f(p, -p,)·dA
Q, A.

[5.191

where (In - Po) is the pressure ~duction caused by tangential or rotational velocities.

U7f' prcscntin the flow:

The energy flux al Station 1 is determined from:

E,:::~·P· fVE/·dQ
- Q,

[5.201

[5.21]
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which can be wrinen as:

[522J

\\tItte Vo is the local energy velocity al Station 7. intended ro account for tangential

vdocities in the jet flow:

(5.:!3)

The influence of moderate jet rotalion is small but the change in momenlum flux is

affected. When it is difficult to detennine the velocity components of the jet accurately.

chec:ks should be made to detennine the slrength of the jet rotalion and the magnitude of

axial jet velocity deviations 10 ensure that any simplifications are juslified.

5." Calculation.

Once momenlum and energy nux are delmnincd for each station.. it is then possible to

calculate other parameter! that can characterize the perfonnance of the propulsion

system. 1bese include:

Jet thrust

Effective jet system POWtt

Elevation power

Intemallosses

Effective pwnp power

Model shaft power

Predicled full scale power
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5.4.1 Jet Thrust

The change of momentwn flu..'( for corresponding stream rubes in resistance and self·

propulsion tests. can be wrinen as:

<\M 1ot ::::M, ·cos(a)-M,

where.

is the angle between the shaft line of the jet and the horizontal plane

6M", is the change in ffiOmentwn flux

[5.:!4]

The value of 6M..., is the component of momentum flux produced by the waterjet. It is

theretore equal 10 the effective thrust of the syslem (LlMM values for multiple jet units

would be summed). Delennination of the full scale resistance and thrust could then

follow the same procedures described in Chapter 7.

The 21" lTIC. however. scales this value directly without accounling for variations in

resistance components from model to full scale. computing the effective full scale

resistaJlcefrom:

Rs =!l.6M
14

}..J

P.

5.4.2 Effective Jet System Power

The effective jet system power. P'SE. can be computed from the increase of energy

between Station I and Station 7:

[5.25J

[5.26J
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5.4.3 Elewtion Power

The power needed to lift the water to the height of !he jet above Ihe undisnubed waler

surface is computed from:

[527J

In cases where only pan of the jet is above thc undisturbed free "''aler surface. PEtEV is

calculated as:

PEVn. ::p.g. Jz.dQ
0,

(S.lS}

where Ihe integration is performed only above the undisturbed free surface (z 2: 0l.

5.4.4 /nte",./ Loa..

Power is also needed 10 overcome Ihe inlet and outlet 105SC$. The loss coetTJCienlS for the

int:1ke and diffuscr<:;ll. and for !he outlet oozzle t:;,7. can be expressed as follows:

[5.19)

~ E,-E,
"':::-E,-

Calculation of E) can be simplified iflhe velocity distribution just ahead of the pump is

uniform. This is. however. almost never the case. In reality the velocity is quite non·

uniform wilh large velocity variations.

The power associated wilh intemallosses is given by:

[S.31]
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Since in many practical cases il is impossible 10 determine the velocity distributions at

any station inside the watetjet system in self-propulsion lests. the conclusion is that

internal loss coefficients must be detennined in spttial tests with large models.

pennining detailed velocity and pressure measurements 10 be perfonned. In these tests.

which can be carried out either in a special test rig in a towing tank or in a cavitation

tunnel. modeling of the boundary layer ahead of the intake is imponant for obtaining

accurate results.

5.4.5 Effective Pump Power

The effective power PPE. is the sum of the conlributions described in Seclions 5.4.2 to

H.4:

[5.32J

or where HH is the increase of the mean lola! head across the pump:

15.3J]

(5.34]

5....6 Model Sh." Power

If the pump efficiency (TIP) of the model. detennined in a conventional pump tesl rig. and

the pump installation efficiency (TlillSt), accounting for the non-unifonnity of the inflow 10

the pump in the watetjet syslem. are both known. then the delivered power CPOM) needed

to propel the model can be determined.
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[S.JS)

One method suggested by the ITIC is to lest the pump in a lest rig to determine the pwnp

efficiency and then repeat the testS with a special inlet. modeling the flow at Slalion 3

ahead ofme waterjet pump. The difference in the results will then give the installation

efficiency.

A more direct method VI'Ould be 10 test the pump in the same rig as used for testing the

intemallosscs. The flow into the pump is then modeled in a natural way and lhe scale

effects caused by differenl boundary layers ahead of the intake in model and full scale

could be clarified. The tests can be used either 10 determine the intemallosscs and the

product of pump and installalion efficiencies separately. or 10 give an effective jet system

power plus the elevation power:

(5.36)

A practical problem with this procedure is that twO walerjet systems must be

manufuctured. a smaller one for the self-propulsion lests and a larger one for the special

The model shaft power can also be determined from torque measurements. If POM is not

equal to 2· ,T·Q· n. then the estimate ofinlemalloss coefficients (C:;lJ. ~S1) or efficiency

values (llp. 'li..l) should be reconsidered.
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A cbeck of the mood shaft power can only be used to estimate the toW error in

efficiencies and loss coefficients and not specific details. It is also limited to calculation

of the effective jet system efficiency al model scale.

5.4.7 Predictwl Full $ule Power

The calculation orfull scale power mjWres full scale values of volume flow rate. size of

inlake area. and energy velocities at Stations I and 7. Due to the scale effects of the

boundary layer profile al the inlake. lhese quantities can not be conveyed directly from

corresponding model values. However. the following procedure can used indireclly to

detennine the required values.

Firstly. the full scale boundary layer thickness and velocity profile at the inlel are

predicted using boundary layer theory. including effects ofa cenain hull roughness at full

scale. The stalic pressure coefficient is assumed to be the same as in the model lest.

Full scale values ofQj. MI. til and M1 are then computed from the momentum theorem.

using the full scale velocity profile and maintaining the change of momentum flux. Inlet

and outlet shapes must be geometrically similar for model and fuJI scale.

(5.371

(5.38)

Full scale values ofEI and El. appropriate intemalloss coefficients c;lJS and ~7S, as well

as pump and installation efficiency figures hI'S and hiQalS, are to be estimated.
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If the special tests mentioned above have been carried out with a large waterjet system. it

would be possible to convert the results to full scale with some confidence. especially if

the tests have been performed with a full scale boundary layer at the inlet.

Using the figures estimated in Section 5.4.7. the full scale effective pump power PP'ES is

computed as described in Sections 5.4.2 to 5.45 together with the increase of mean total

head across Ute PLlIllp H)~s as SROwn in Se(:tion 5.4.5. The pump shaft power can Uten be

computed from:

[5.39]

5.5 Stock Waterjet PumJM

For practical reasons the self propulsion tests are often carried out with stock pumps

rather than with gwmetrically similar models of the full scale pumps. If this is the case

the prediction procedure is as follows:

a) Although the pump is nOI to scale. the inlet and outlet configurations must be.

b) The methods described under Se(:tions 5.1 to SA.) are the same. However. the model

pwnp should not be operated far from its optimum in order to avoid strong rOlation

and large axial velocity variations in the jet.

c) The internal losses and the efficiency values at model scale are of no interest so the

procedure continues with Section 5.4.7.

d) To be able (0 detennine the intema1losses and the different pump efficiencies in full

scale it is necessary to carry out the speciallests mentioned above with a large

waterjet system with scaled pump and internal dueting.
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e) If results from such tests are not available the predictions will have to depend on the

accuracy ofestimating intemallosses and pump efficiencies.

5.6 Summary

The methods for waterjet testing discussed in this chapter are from the 'Final Report and

Retonunendations to the 21" ITIC: Waterjets Group, Appendix A" (\996). The

momentum flu." method is a clear improvement on the original ancmpts involving

techniques developed for screw propellers, but still has room for improvement. The

method relies heavily on knowledge ofvelociry profiles in various sections of the

waterjet. There are many practical difficulties with accurately detennining this

infonnation experimentally as is discussed in later chapters. Cenain assumptions about

the natW'C of the flow. used for simplifications. as well as the need to make estimations of

many efficiency parameters are also drawbacks of the method which tend to decrease

confidence in the full scale predictions. The work discussed in this thesis is directed

primarily at developing expertise allMD in making the experimental measW'Cments

required by this method. This type of expertise is necessary before perfonnance

evaluations ofjets. improvements in methodology, or any research focused on specific

areas of waterjet propulsion. can be perfonned.
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CHAPTER 6

BARE HULL RESISTANCE TESTS

BARE HULL RESISTANCE TESTS

The first phase of testing consisted ofa series of bare-hull resistance tests. These were

used 10 determine characteristics of the hull at sp«d including: resistance. running trim.

and heave. Though this was a walerjet propelled vessel. the model huJl for these tests did

nol contain the inlel holes for lite waterjets. There has been some debate (ITTC. 1996)

over the usefulness of perfonning bare hull resistance lests on waterjet propelled vessels.

since the action ofthejets and inlets significantly changes the behavior of the flow near

the hull which can affect vessel performance. As this was a development project focused

on testing and measurement techniques. it was decided to perfonn the bare hull tests as a

baseline for results achieved by other lesting methods.

The vessel leSled was a 1:8 scale model oftbe Niagara Jel Boal by MetaiCraft Marine

Incorporated. The Niagara is a recreational crUt which operates in riven and lakes
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giving day tours for up to 36 people with 2 crew. There are several Niagara type vessels

currently in operation. 1be panicu.lars of the vessel are given in Table 6.1.

LBP 11.8 m

Beam 4.3 m

Displacement (Loaded) 18 tons

I

PropulsIOn 13 x HamJlton ~91 \\"3.tel)ets

Max. Speed 40 knots

Table 6.1 - Particulars for Niagara Jet 80al

6.1 Model Construction

The model was constructed in three steps. A block of polyurethane foam was tirst

machined to the shape ofme hull minus a thickness to accommodate a layer of fiberglass.

This was done with a Line numerically controlled milling machine. The foam was hand

finished 10 remove cutting steps. fiberglassed and polished. This hull fonn was used to

fabricale a female mould of the hull shape. also out of fiberglass. 1be female mould was

then used to consuuct the final model. which consisted ofa layer of gelcoat and two

layers of carbon fiber mat with epoxy resin. The carbon fiber was chosen over

conventional E-glass to minimize the model weight while ensuring adequate strength.

The model's structure was reinforced with: transverse stiffeners. longitudinal stiffeners. a

watenighl bulkhead ncar the stem. and a shear deck with coaming. 1be model. shown in

Figure 6.1. was fined with a plastic cover which acled as a splash guard during tests.

The interior of the model was designed to be open. allowing maximum flexibility when

arranging instrumentation and ballast weights. The model was fined with several Ren-
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Shape.... pads which were machined flat with the Line. These were used as mounting pads

and references for instrumentation. The line was also used to make three boles in the hull

which wett either plugged or used for the installation of pitot tubes for flow

measurements near the hull surface.

Figurr 6. } - Niagara Jrt Boor Mood

The hull surface was marlc.ed with station numbers on the bottom and pon side. The pan

side was also marked with a grid used to determine the wetted surfaced area from

underwater video laken during tests. The starboard side was marked with a smaller grid

used 10 position flow visualization tufts. Outlines for the posilion of the W3lerjet inlet

openings were marked on both sides. Two rows ofNIbulence stimulation studs were

attached 10 the hull bottom and knife edges were fitted alona the chines to promole flow

separation (sec Fi~ 6.2).
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6.2 Turbulence Stimul8tion

As discussed in Chapter 4. flow regime is an imponant aspect ofmodcltesUng. Full scal~

vessels usually hav~ flows in the turbulmt flow regime which means flow al model scal~

must also be nubul~nl. Ikpending on the scal~ used. il is possible for Ihe mod~1 flow 10

be in any of Ihe Ihree: regimes. In order to promole turbulenc~ at model scale. d~vices

were used 10 ·trip· the flow. Laminar flow near or in the uansitionaJ regim~ can be forced

inlo lurbul~nc~ by using obstacles which induce eddies in the flow which in IUm gm~ral~

Ihe chaotic flow streamlines characteristic of th~ nubulenc~regim~. Flow wilh

sufficiently low Reynolds numbers may fe-stabilize after a disruption or pass by it

wilhout change. so it is important to be aware of the specific Reynolds numbers involved

in a given experimmt. Sev~ral melhods have been sugg~sted for stimulating turbulence

such as a lrip wire, or some other form of roughness near the bow. IMD conventionally

uses ro\\o'S of 111M diamC1er by 118M high studs placed I~ apart c~nter 10 center. fined on

adhesiv~ tape for stimulating turbulence on ilS models (Hughes and Allan. 1951).

It is usually recommended that the studs be placed about 5% aft of the bow. Placing the

stUds 100 close to the bow may result in laminar flow re-establishing itself farther do....Tl

along the hull; farther aft ohlle stem leaves the flow undisrurbed over Ihe ponion oflhe

hull forward of the studs. The location of5% aft of the stem has been suggested to be the

best compromise between these two situations. The line of stUds should be placed parallel

to the waterline at Ihe bow.

Turbulenc~ stimulation is complicated slightly when dealing with planing craft since the

relative attitude oflhe hull with respect to the water changes significantly with forward
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sp«d. Studs located near the bow may be submerged at lower speeds but may lift out of

the water as the vessel aims with increasing speed. These higher speeds. and

consequently higher Reynolds numbers. may result in naturaJ turbulence over the hull

eliminating the need for studs. If this is not the case. another row or rows of studs may be

required fanher aft to ensure turbulence over the full operating range of the model.

Anothllr considllration with high speal moods is thll behavior of the flow at the: chines.

Planing craft often have V.shaped hulls with hard cilines. At full scale. the flow hits these

chines and sprays outward. At the lower Reynolds numbers of the model. the lluw can

cling to the surface of the model instead ofsepatllling from the hull as spray. This can

result in a higher specific resistance. Separation can be promoted on the model with the

use of knife edges along the chines. The knife edge extends about Imm from the hull

surface and can trip the flow causing il to separale from the hull. Full scale planing craft

often have spray rails which perform a similar function. forcing the flow to separate from

the hull in an effort to decrease wetted surface area.

The Niagara model was equipped with two ro....'S of turbulence studs. The first set began

at the celllerline at station 9.5 (see Figure 6.2) and e)(\ended to the chines between SUlIion

8 and station 8.5. The second sct began at station 6.5 and extended to the chines between

station 5 and station 5.5. The angle of the stud rows relative to the celllerline was

intended to match the half angle ofentrance of the waterline. Two rows were used to

ensure stimulation at all speeds. Flow separation al the chines was achieved with knife

edges extending from the transom to station 10. The positions of the turbulence stUds and

knife edges can be seen in Figure 6.2.
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Figurl! 6.2 - Model Hull Markings

6.3 Model Blillutlng

Sinc~ planing craft pcrfonnance is sensitive to ballast condition. the bare hull resiSlallce

tI$lS Iolr"ere performed OVtt a range of displacements and locations of the longitudinal

center of gravity (LeG). Three displacements each with thrft: lCG positions for a tolal of

nine ballast conditions were tested. A table shololring the full scale and model scale ballast

conditions is shown in Table 6.2 along with their naming codes. These were used to

identify the ballast condition of the model. For example. ballast condition .A2. had a

displacement 0(24.70 kg with an LCG of0.534 m forwasd ofth~ transom. The proc~dur~

used for ballasting the model for these conditions. as well as determining the VCG and

model inertia. is given in Appendix A.
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Full Scale Model Scale Naming
Displacement Displacement Cod,

12.646 kg 24.70 kg A

14.Snkg 29.05 kg

17.106 kg 33.41 kg C

Fuji Scale Model Scale Naming
LCO- LeG- Code

3.976 m 0.497 m

4.272 m 0.534 m

4.576 m 0.571 m

- LCG IS referenced forward of

Tab/I? 6.1 - Ballasl Conditions IJ( Model unJ Full S4:ale

6.. Description of Facility

The bare hull resistane:e test series was carried OUI in IMO's Clear Water Tank (CWI).

The towing tank. shown in Figure 6.3 and Figure 6.4. is 200 m long. 12 m wide. 7 m deep

and contains fresh water. The models are attached to a 14 m long tow carriage which

spans the full width of thr tank and weighs approximately SO IOns. The carriage moves

along steel rails running the length of the tank. It is powered by eighl elettric motors with

a total power of 1500 kW. which can give a maximum speed of 10.0 m/s with

accelerations available in steps of0.1 mJs~ up 10 1.2 m/~. Limitations on the tank length

arc imposed by the locations ofme underv.'aler video cameras, wave maker. and ,,-ave

absorbing beach.. which sbonen the usable run length 10 about 160 m. The ma.ximum

practical acceleralioo and d«eleratioo of the caniage bas bttn found 10 be only about O.S

mlr in order 10 avoid wheel slippage on the steel rails. These restrictions limit the

rnaximwn carriage speed to approximately 8.5 m/s while still providing a few seconds of

constant velocity.
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6.5 Tow Arrangement and Instrumentation

The model was outfined wilh instrumentation to measure running trim. heave and tow

force. Pitol rubes through the hull were used for some tests to measure the now velocity

Dear the inlet locations. Flow visualization tufts were anached to the hull around the

location ""'here lhe pon inlet opening would be when installed (see Figure 62). Model

velocity was measured by the carriage and air velocity ncar lhe model was measured ""ilh

an anemometer. Video was taken bolh above and below water during tcsts.

The model was fined to the tow carriage with a gimbal and yaw restraint. The gimbal

~d in these tests, sho....':l in Figure 6.5. was custom built for tcsting small models (undl:r

~ meters in length). It consiSted of a universal joint which attached to~ model with a

mounting plate. On top of the universal joint was a b~ plate on which a linear bearing

or "frictionless' table and load cell were located. The load cell was attached rigidly

between the base plale and frictionless table ""ilh bracketS. The tOw force provided by the

carriage was lranSmined through the heave post which connected to the linear bearing.

The bearing transmitted the tow fon:e through the load cell and on to the model. The

heave post applied a supponing moment to the frictionless table which forced the base

plate to mnain horizontal.. The load celllhereforeme~only the horizontal.

component of the applied load to the model which by definition was the model's

resistance. The universal joint allowed the model to pitch and roll freely and the heave

poSt was free to move venically in the tow post arrangement.
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Figure 6.5 - Gimbal ArrongemenJ

The tOW post contained lxarings for me bcave post and a connection for a displacement

tranSducer (SC'C Section 3.3) wh.ich attached to the topofthc heave post and measured its

vcnical movement and hence me vmical position ofthc model. At the lOp of the tow post

were clamps which attached to the carriage tow post

The gimbal was located near the aft ofthc model. as opposed to at its ccnterof gravity. in

order to better simulate the thrust produced by its waterjets. The location of the applied

tow force or thrust to the model can affcct running trim and therefore the behaviour oCthe
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model. The gimbal should be placed as close as possible to the jet units in order to model

the force system of a self propelled vessel.

The model was prohibited from rotating about the heave post by a yaw restraint sho'Ml in

Figure 6.6. The yaw restraint was designed to provide only a reaction force against yaw.

It was counterbalanced so that il did not affect the ballast. and its arrangement allowed

the model 10 freely heav~ and pitch and roll.
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Figure 6.6 - Tow ArronKf!menl

Running trim was mtasured with an indinomettr (sec Section 3.7) that rc:sttd on a pad

machintd Itvtlto the hull baseJint. Three pilot tubl:s. used for some tests to measure

flow velocity ntar the hull, were bdd in place with a brace attached 10 the coaming. The

tubes passtd through holes in tht bull and Wt~ positioned paraJlelto the hull bottom so

that the beads oflM tubes formtd a plant just wad of the bl:ginning ofwherc 1M
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starboard inlet was located when the waterjets were installed. This arrangement is shown

in Figure 6.7. Table 6.3 lists the locations of the pitot tubes used during tests. Pitot-l and

pilot-3 used differential pressure transducers while pitot-2 was anached to two separale

absolute pressure transducers giving individual readings for the static and dynamic

pressures (see Section 3.2). All of the pressure transducers used were placed in the model

during testing and constituted a considerable part of the ballast weight (not shown in the

figures).

Figure 6. 7 -Inlet Pitot Tuln! Locations (Starboard Side)

Pitot-I

Pitot-2

Pit01-}

P05ition I

9.5mm

l7.5mm

25.5rnrn

P05ition2

3.0mm

7.0mm

9.5mm

Table 6.) -Inler Pita' Tube POS!Ilons
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Table 6.4100 the measurements made during me bare hull resistance tests. The data

acquisition system (see Section 3.8) sampled at a rate of 50 Hz for all channels. Other

measurements. such as air and waler temperature. as well as atmospheric pres.sure. were

only made occasionally to ensure testing conditions remained constant. Measurements

made from underwater video are discussed in Appendix B.

Vaits I.smullell'

Carriage speed

Heave

m1s From carriageconuol

N 50 lb. Load cell horizontal in gimbal

LVOT connecterllo heave post

RWU\ing Trim

Fluid pressure jUSl befor-e
inlet plane near hull

Air speed under carriage

Wetted surfac:e area

Wcnedlengths

Flow visualizalion

Water and air temperature

Ambienl Aunospberic........

d<g.

p,

mI,

m'

·C

p,

Inclinometer anac:hed to hull

Three pito1lUbes with pressure transducers

Anemometer located near model under
carriage

S1i1l frames of underwater video taken at speed

Still frames of underwater video taken at speed

Examining flow visualization IUfts on still
frames of underwater video taken at speed

Digilal thermometer
(measurement recorded not acquired)

Digital barometer
(measumnent recorded not acquired)

Table 6.4· Bare Hull Resutonce Measuremerrls and Instt1lmentotlon
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6.6 Test Progr1lm

The bare hull resistance test program was divided into four types of test series:

I. Bare hull without tufts or pitot tubes

_. Bare hull with tufts, pitot tubes in position I

oJ. Bare hull "'lth tufts. pilot tubes in position 2

4. Bare hull without tufts. pitol tubes in position 2

Th.: test sc:ric:s spanned full seal.: vdocities from 10 knOts to 45 knots in 5 knot

incremenlS. or model speeds from 1.82 to 8.18 mls as shown in Table 6.5. The velocity

was scaled according to Froude number as discussed in Chapter 4.

Full Seale Speed Model Seale Speed

10knois 1.82m1s

15 knots 2.73 mls

20 knOts 3.64mJs

25 knots 4.55m1s

30 knots 5.46m1s

35 knOlS 6.37m1s

40 knots 7.28mJs

45 knots 8.18m/s

Table 6.5 - Speeds at Full and Model Scale

All eight speeds with all nine ballast conditions were tested without flow visualization

tufts and pitot tubes. These provided a baseline with regards to resistance. running trim

and heave. The second test series was perfonned with IUfts and pilot tubes in position I

(see Table 6.3). These were intended 10 establish the behaviour ofthe boundary layer

flow near the inlet under varied running conditions. The third series was run only in the
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B2 ballast condition (design condition) with the pilot tubes in position 2. The last sel of

tests were performed with the pilot tubes but withom the flow visualization tufts.

6.7 Bare Hull Resistance rest Resutts

The experimental results for the bare hull resistance tests were primarily used as a

baseline reference for the self propulsion lests discussed in Chapler 7. The following

sections present some of these results. Data in the figures refers to the tests withoul pilot

tubes and flow visualization tufts. unless otherwise stated.

During some tesls. panicularly at the higher model speeds. the model experienced a form

of dynamic instability called porpoising. A briefdescription of this phenomena is given

in Appendix C. This behaviour affecl~ some of the leSI results since measurements were

nOI being taken with the model operating at steady state.

6.7.1 Res;stlfnce

In general. the resistance profile of planing vessels take on a characteristic shape.

Resistance tends to increase with vessel speed unlil a critical value is reached. This is

called the ·hump· speed and is a local resistance maximum where the vessel altempts 10

climb its own bow wave. As the vessel speed increases past this. the vessel begins 10

plane which results in reduced resistance until it reaches a local minimum. Beyond this.

increasing speed results in a steady increase in resistance.

The model resistance profiles measured during tests followed this characteristic shape.

Resistance was sensitive to both displacement and the position of the LeG. There was
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also a significant cffect produced by the presencc of thc inlct pilOt tubes and flow

visuali12tiontufts.

Figure 6.8 shows the resistance results ohhc three LCG positions fOf the "B" ballast

condition. The cffect of LeG on resistance was most predominant in the hump region of

the resistance curvc. Moving the LCG aft increasai the resistanC:c in this region. As the

\~I rac~:i h.igher~~ dfect of moving the LCG aft rcdua:d resistanCe. An an

LCG ....-as thcrefore a peonalty at lower speeds but was beneficial at planing speeds.

Figure 6.9 shows the resistance results for the middle LCG over three displaccments.

There seemed to be a proportional upward shift of the resistance curve ",,;th increasing

model displacement. The greatest differencc was secn at the top of the resistance 'hump'

where the heaviest displacement showed considenbly larger resistance values.

Tl\(: peak of the hump of the resi5lanCe curves OCCunN at about the same model speed

for all ballast conditions. coinciding with the peak in NMing aim which also occurm:1 :u

that speed. approximately j.4 mls.

The instNmentation also had an effect on the resiSWlCe curves. Figure 6.10 shows lhrec

test series of!he B2 ballast condition with different levels ofinstrumcotation in the flow.

The added resistance of the pitot tubes and tufts increased with model speed. The middle

curve is !he resistance of the model fined with the pitot tubes at the inlet but without the

flow visualization tufts. Though only containing a few points, it lies about midway

between the other curves showing that the effect of the pitot tubes was about the same as
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from the tufts. These effects are also discussed in Section 7.4.1 along with results from

the self propulsion tests.

Rnisw.u R..utta: 81. 82. B3

,
"

Figure 6.8 - Resistonce Ruulu: 81. 81. 81
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Resistance Resutts: A2. 82. C2
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,
"

Figllr~ 6.9- R~sistanc~R~su"s: .41. 81. C2

.., "

R..iatllnce Results: B2
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"

Figuu 6. 10 - Resistanc~ Ruu/lSo' BZ
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'.1.2 Running Trim

The running trim of the mood increased sharply as the model gained speed. It peaked at

aboutlhe same model speed as the hump in the resistance curves.. lhen gradually

deaeased as model speed was increased.

The running trim results followed similar trends in relation to ballast condition as the

resistance curves discussed abov~. Figure 6.11 shov.-s the running trim results tOr lhree

lCG positions. As with the resisla1lC~curves. th~ aft lCG position produced high~r trim

angles at low~r speeds but ~duced the trim angle at planning specd.s. Th~ effect of

displac~m~nton runnina trim can be seen Figure 6.12. As with the resistance curves.

increased displacement resulted in incre~ trim. which was most pronounced at the

hwnp speed of about 3.4 m/s.

The pilot lUbes and flow visualization tufts had Iinle influence on the running trim profile

ofmis mOlkI. Comparisons of the running trim ofw model in various conligur.llions

can be seen in Section 7.42.
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Figure 6.11- Running Trim Results: 81.82. BJ
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6.7.3 Huve

Heave or sinkage is the vel1ical change of the moders position while at speed. Generally.

the mOOd was seen 10 fil"Sl rise as it approached planing speeds. Near the hump speed. the

model would then be pulled down byp~ forc:~ on the hull as modd speed

increased. This ·sinkage· as v.ith running trim. showed signs of leveling off at higher

'i=b.

Figure 6.13 shows the effect of the LeG position on the heave profile of the modd al

speed. The effect was similar to those from displacemenl changes in the resistance and

running trim proliJes. As the LeG was moved forward. there was a proportional decrease

in the magnitude of the measured sinkage at the higher model speeds. This effect was nOI

as pronoW1Ced at the lower modd speeds.

The effect of changes in displacement on the heave profile is shown in Figure 6.14.

Lighter model weights produced sma.lJer changes in heave al speed. while the heavier

displ~menlS sho....-ed propo"ionally larger changes in values of heave. The zero value

was the position ofme model at rest.

A.s with running trim. the presence of the inJet pitol tubes and now visualization tufts bad

linle effecl on the heave proliles of this model. Comparison of heave from differenl

model configurations can be seen in Section 7.4.3.
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Huve Results: 81, 82, 83
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It7." Wetfed' ArMs and Lengths

l'be procedure for convening the model scale data detennined in these tests 10 full scale

data requires certain characteristics of the model at speed. These include the wetted am

of me hull. and the wened lengths of me centerline or keel. and chines. Underwater video

was taken during tests lO detennine lhcse values. The profiles of the curves for '4-ened

area and length depend dire:t1y on the heave and trim of the model. An e:<arnpte of

measured results from the video a:na.lysis is given in Figure 6.15.

The analysis procedure for the video and sample piclures of the underside of the hull at

speed are presented in Appendix B. The conversion procedure for detennining full scale

data from model scale results as well as sample calculations are given in Appendix D.

Wetted Areas and Lengths: Condition A2

u,

~ 025..
~ 0.20·

I 0.15 ~

--..,....-,;;.--
_WIt1edCal'lIer1il'le

. _WIned ell.,..._

000 ---------.----.-.
0.0 1.0 2.0 3.0 •.0 5.0 6.0

Model Speed[1TII1J

Figure 6. J5 - Wetted Areas and ungths: Al

'7

"
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6.7.5 Pilot Tube Menurements

The second and third lest series were performed to determine the characleristics of the

flow near the locations where the waletjet inlets would be when installed. This

information was to be used in conjunction with similar data from lhe self propulsion tests

discussed in Chapter 7 10 help invesligate the effect of the waterjets on this 110w. The

flow measurements were made using three pitot tubes oriented parallel to the hull bottom

and pointing forward. at different distances from the hull (see Figure 6.7 and Table 6.3 l.

Each pitot tube was intended to give a velocity measurement of the 110w in its region of

the boundary layer.

The thickness of the boundary layer can be estimated ....ith equalions developed from

experiments with turbulent flow (Daugheny et aI .. 1985). An example of such a

calculation is given below:

S 0.377
~= Rn('!

where.

6 is the thickness of the boundary layer

x is the location of interest

Rn is the Reynolds number

Reynolds number. disc~d in Chapter 4. was calculated by the following:

Rn=~

where.

V is the model speed

y is the kinematic viscosity of waler

L is the characteristic length

[6.11

[6.21
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The characterislic length. L. was taken as the average of the wened chine and centerline

lengths as de{ennined from the underwater video analysis (see Appendix B).

L= La.n< + L""",_
2

where.

4hin< is the wetted chine length

Lccnlrnin< is the wetted centerline length

[6.3]

The theoretical boundary layer thickness at the location of the pilot lUbeS is shown in

Figure 6.16 plotted against model speed. It ranged Irom about 2 to II mm depending on

model speed.

Calculawet Boundary Lay., Thicknes.

7.0 9.0

0-

0.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0 6.0

MoOeISpeed(mIs,,-J_~__

Figure 6.16 - Colculaled Boundary LO}'(!r Thiclcnc$$
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The results from the pitot tube measurements did not provide much insight to the size or

velocity distribution in the boundary layer. In the second test series. where the pitot tubes

were in position I (see Section 6.5). the pitot rube closest 10 the hull consistently showed

a slower flow speed than the mean. This suggested that it may have been located just

inside the boundary layer envelope. Based on these results. the pitot rubes were moved

closer to the hull. position 2. for tesl series 3. Only a few tests were perfonned with this

arrangement and only for the B:! ballast condition.

Figure 6.17 shows the readings from the pitot tubes for test series 2. ballast condition 82

over the eight model speeds combined with the results from test series 3. The results from

test series 3 show slightly lower velocities than those for test series 2. which was

expected as the measurements were made closer to the hull. However. no clear velocity

profile tesembling boundary layer flow was evidenl in the data. The measurements.

panicularly those from test series 2. seem to be measuring the free stream velocity. This

is shown in Figure 6.18 where the pitol tube results are planed against model speed.
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Pkot Tube Readings: 82. Pitotll in Pc.itions 1 & 2... ---- - ---~------
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The thinness of the boundary at higher spuds presents measurement difficulties with the

pilot rubes due to their size. Even at the lower speeds. the pitot tube and pressure

transducer arrangement for measuring flow velocity did not seem have the sensitivity to

provide the required level of resolution to distinguish a boundary layer profile. The use of

pitot lUbeS for this type of measurement does not seem to be practical for a model of this

6.8 Conclusions

The bare hull resistance test series for this model followed e5lablished procedures for this

type of experiment. The results provided a useful baseline for the self propulsion

.:xperiments of this model discussed in Chapter 7. The flow measurements near the hull.

however. did not provide adequate resolution of the flow velOCities in the boundary layer.

More sensitive and less intrusive measurement techniques should be investigated for this

typeofexperimem.
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CHAPTER 7

SELF PROPULSION TESTS

SELF PROPULSION TESTS

The second phase of experiments consisted of self-propulsion tests. In this type of model

test. the model is powered by itS own propulsion system while being towed by the

ClU'ria@e. The Niagara model was fitted with a pair of smaJl wate!jellhrusters and IX

electric mOlors. Instrumentation on the motors and the jetS was used to make

mea5umtlent5 needed to apply w momentum flux method discussed in Chapter 5. Self

propulsion tests mo~ closely model the behavior of the full scale vessel since the flow

field induced by the watetjet units is present.

7.1 Model Preparltlon

After the completion of the bare: hull ~sistance tests. the model was stripped of

instrumentation and placed in the Line CNC milling machine where the inlet and nozzle
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openings were made. and attachment pads for the waterjets were machined. The model

waterjet units were then installed as shown in Figure 7.7.

7.1.1 Model W.terjet Units

The waterjel thrusters used in these experiments were not scaled models of the propulsors

found on the Niagara Jet Baat. Since the purpose of this project was to develop

experience in testing methodologies and instrumentation. it was decided that the least

expensive waterjets available would be used for this first attempt at this type of test. The

units used came from a model hobby company which produces small w:uerjet units

complete with motors and controllers for use in recreational radio controlled model boals.

These jets were an appropriate size for the Niagara model and seemed 10 have the

requisite power. The alternative was to have custom made jets designed and

manufactured. which due 10 their size and components such as the impeller and slator.

would have been prohibitively expensive.

The model jets. shown in Figures 7.1 and 7.2. v.'CTe ofa simple design for pure a:<ial flow.

The inlet opening was rectangular with a rounded aft section {see Figure 6.2). The

internal ducting spanned the inlet to the circular se<:tion which contained a two bladed

impeller. Directly behind the impeller. the dueting connected to a removable nozzle

which contained four integrated stator blades. The impeller and nozzle are shown in

Figure 7.3. The steel impeller shaft rested in a brass tube which passed from the outside

of the unit through the inlet dueling to the impeller with a bearing at each end. The

impeller. fixed to the end afthe shaft. rested against this tube with a small Teflon washer.

The body ofme unit was plastic as was the nozzle/stator and impeller. It was powered
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with a small DC motor which fined to a flange on the unit. A small coupling was used in

the transition from the mOlor shaft 10 the impeller shaft.

Figure i.I-Side Viewo/Model Woterjet

Figure 7.2 - Model Waterjet
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Figure 7.3 - Model No:=!e/Slotorand Impeller

Tht motors used to power th~ model wal~rj~ts did not hav~ a controll~r for accurately

scning the shaft speed. How~ver_ the shaft speed was related 10 the molor's excitation

voltage. Diff~rent shaft speeds could lhe«:fore be achieved by adjusting the motor

volLag~ with digital po~ supplies. This method did not give tighl control over the shaft

speed as can be seen in Figure 7.4.....mch plots shaft speed venus molar voltage. This did

not pose a significant problem since accurate shaft speed~mcnts were made

independently with lachom~ters. The two motors produced slightly different shaft speeds

for the same excitation voltage. Figure 7.5 shows a plol ofme shaft speed diff~renc~

between th~ two motors against excitation voltage. Since no clear relationship could be

detennined. this difference could 001 be adjusted for when testing. However. sinc~ the

magnitude of th~ difference was usually within a few perc~nt. mean shaft speeds for the

two motors were used for caJculations.
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Another difficulty with these motors was their large current draw. The power supplies

available were limited to 20 amps while the motors were rated for 25 amps. The power

supplies therefore could not be used to develop the full motor power necesS<lI)' at high

model speeds. Full power was instead achieved with a 12 volt automOtive banery

connected to each motor for high speed tests. Since the data acquisition of motor voltage

and current required the digital power supplies. these channels were not sampled in tests

llsing banery power.

Shaft RPM n. Motor Voltage

""" ,

Figure iA - Shaft RPM vs. Motor Voltage
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Shift RPM DIffenonQ 'ft. Motor Vo/tagf!

..

-«JO._. -.
Figure 7.j -Shaft RPM Differenct \o'S. Motor Voltogt

7.2.2 Model Outfitting

'.• "
".

The model thrusters were mounted in the hull as shown in Figure 7.7 (some details are

omitted for clarity). The small reaction torque gauges discussed in S«tion 3.5 were used

\loith both mOlOrs and can also be Sttn in the figure. The port taeho~r was mounted

directly above the pon motor while the starboard tachometer was mounted on the

starboard longitudinal stiffener to accommodate the inst3llation ofw inlet pitot rubes..

which are not shown in the figure. A small pump was used to circulate cooling waler

through the motors during testing.

The gimbal and tow arrangement for the self propulsion tests were the same as for the

bare hull resistance tests and consisted of: an inclinometer. underwater and above water

video. yaw restraint. inlet pitot tubes. flow visualization tufts.. and turbulence: stimulation.
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Absolute running trim and heave data was taken during these tests. This differs from the

bare hull resistance tests which measured only the changes in trim and heave ofthe

model at rest to the model at speed. The running trim values were instead taken relative

to a horizontal reference and heave values were taken relative to the waterline (zero

heave meant the baseline of the model was at the water surface). At rest. the inclinometer

measured the model's stalic trim. and the displacement transducer indicated the draft of

the model at the heave post location. When comparing data with the bare hull resistance

tests in later discussions. relative or tared values were used.

Three additional pitot tubes were used in these tests in an attempt to determine the flow

rate at the pol1 thruster nozzle. The stator. which was integrated in the nozzle. divided the

nozzle area imo four quadrants. Facing the IlOzzle. a pitot tube was located at the upper

left quadrant. the lower right quadrant and dead center (see Figure 7.6). The tubes were

mounted with a bracket attached to the coaming and transom. The instrumentation used

in the selfpropuJsion tests is listed in Table 7.2.
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Since the configuration of the model changed due to the added instrumentation. a new

ballast plan was created in order to ensure that the same ballast conditions as the bare hull

resistance teslS were being used. The same procedure discussed in Appendix A was used

with the addition ofdummy weights sized and located to match the weight ofthc water

inside the thtustet units. The intemal jet volwnc should be treated as lost buoyancy rather

than added mass but since this volume \lo'3S small. mis method was adequate for these

tests. The ballast conditions were the same as presented in Table 6.2. The model incnias.

however. had changed as shown in Table 7.1.
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Measuremeat

Carriage speed

"""',
Heave

RUMingtrim

IFluid pressure just before
inlet plam: near hull

Air speed under carriage

5elfPrOPIJlsionTests

Unib !IDSlrllDlenl

m1s IFrom carriage conlrOl

N I 50 lb. load cell in the g.imbal

ILvor connected to heave post

deg. IInclinometer attached 10 hull

Pa IThree pitollubes "ith pressure transducers OIl
1 stbd.lnlet

m1s ~~:eter located near model under

Wetted surface area

Wetted lengths

Flow visualization

Slbd. mOlor speed

Port motor speed

Stbd. motor IOrque

Port motOr torque

Stbd. molor voltage

I Port motOr voltage

Stbd. motOr current

Port motOr currenl

Fluid pressure in jet

Water and air lemperature

Ambient aunospheric
pressure

m'

RPM

RPM

N'm

N'm

volts

volts

""'"
""'"

p,

"C

p,

Still frames of underwater video taken at speed

Still frames of underwater video laken at speed

Examining flow visualization tufts on still
frames of underwaler video taken at speed

Tachometer

Tachometer

Reaction torque transducer

Reaclion torque transducer

Signal from PO"''ef supply

Signal from po....'ef supply

Signal from power supply

Signal from power supply

Three pitOl tubes with pressure transducer in
port jet

Digital thermometer
(measuremem recorded not acquired)

Digitalbarome1er
(measuremem recorded nOI acquired)

Table 7,] - SelfPropulsIon Measurements and I/Utnlmenlollon
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1.2 Test Program

The self propulsion lests consisted OffWO types of test series:

I. Self propulsion \Io1th tufts and pitotlubes

2. Self propulsion without rufts or pitot tubes

The same model velocities were used as listed in Table 6.5. As will be discussed. self

propulsion lests ofa towed model require several runs for each model velocily. while the

impeller speed is varied. Tests were performed with the digital power supplies and some

teSIS used banery power. The self propulsion tests did nOI include tests for all oflhe

ballast conditions as used in the bare hull resiSlance lests. The increased number of runs

per model speed limited the size of the test series that could be perfonned in the time

alloned in the tow tank. The design condition. 82. was tested across its full range with

and without flow measuring instnunentation.

7.3 Self Propulsion Point

As discussed in Chapters 4 and 6. the resistance of the model cannot be convened

direelly 10 full scale since Reynolds number was nol matched at both scales. The effect of

incorrecdy scaling Reynolds number. which is related to the viscous or frictional

component of resistance. can be estimated by calculating this resistance component at

both scales using empirical fonnulas. Other resistance components which are not

matched at both scales. such as the drag from instrumentation at model scale. can also be

estimated. The total model resistance. expressed non-dimensionally. can then be

corrected 10 represent the full scale resislance by subtracting unmatched resistance

components at model scale and adding the appropriate components at full scale.
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An example of this type ofcalculalion was perfonned for the bare hull resistance lest

results in Appendix D. The net difference hecween the non-dimensional resistance at both

scales should first be calculated in order to perfonn the analysis of the self propulsion lest

results.

Once the non-dimensional coefficients for the total resistance at model and full scale

were delennined. they were both expressed in tenns of model scale units. These curves

are sho\Vtl for the 82 ballast condition in Figure 7.8 (Run is the measured model

resistance. and Rts· is the total resistance corrected for full scale bUI expressed at model

scale). Higher Reynolds numbers at full scale result in a lower frictional resistance

component and hence lower overall resistance. The difference between these two curves.

the resistance correction line. is also plotted in the figure.
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Figuu 7.8 - Resistance CorrtClion Line
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The resislance correction line is needed to properly detine the self propulsion points of

the model during the self propulsion tests. The self propulsion point can ~ loosely

thought of as the point where the model is being enlirely propelled by its own power and

is not being aided or hindered by the presence of the tow post and carnage. Al model

scale. the self propulsion point: is when zero force is measured by the load cell in the

gimbal. However. in order 10 adjUSI for the differences due to scale discussed above. the

self propu.Ision point applicable to fuI) scale results is the point at which the lOW fOKe

equals the appropriate value on the resistance correction line.

This point is not generally achieved during a single lest but is interpolated from data

taken from several lests. The procedure involves systematically changing the thrust by

varying the impeller speed while lOwing the model at a COOSIant speed The lOW force
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measured over a series of impeller speeds should contain both under-propelled (greater

than the resistance correction) and over-propelled (less than the resistance correction)

values for a given model speed. The selfpropulsion point is then interpolated from these

measurements. For these tests. three to five points were considered sufficient for the

interpolations.

Figure 7.9 shows the tow force measurements tor the lowest and highest model speeds

ploned against impeller speed (82 ballast condition with pitot tubes and tufts). Also in

lItc figure are lines representing the corresponding values for resistance correction

discussed above. A self propulsion poinl is defined as the intersection of the appropriate

resislance correclion line with the linear regression line fit through the data (higher order

regression curves could be used if suitable). The self propulsion points for each model

speed are shown in the figure.
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Partial Tow Force Results: 82 with Pltots & Tufts
90 -----~---.--.- ------------
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Figure 7.9-Partial Tow Force Results: B2 with Pitots and Tufis

The data forthe highest model speed in !.he figure (8.18 mls) also illustrates a problem

experienced for all of the ballast conditions tested; !.he model waterjets were unable to

produce sufficient thrust at high speeds. It was therefore necessary to extrapolate the self

propulsion points from the available data. The use of extrapolations affected the accuracy

of the self propulsion values which were used in all subsequent calculations.

In order to simplifY the analysis of the self propulsion results. the self propulsion point as

defined above was not used in the remaining discussions. As these experiments were

focusing on testing methods and instrumentation, comparing and evaluating data at model

scale proved 10 be much less complicated. The self propulsion point referred to in the rest

oflhis chapter refers to the model self propulsion point, or the point of zero lOW force

without the resistance correction.
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Figure 7.10 shows the complctc set of tow forces measured during tests at thc 82 ballast

condition with pitOl tubes and tufts. along with thc linear regression lines used to

determine thc model sclf propulsion points. These sclf propulsion points are plortcd

against model speed in Figure 7.11. The last thttc points in thc curvc were values

calculated from extrapolations as sho",n in Figure 7.10 with dashed lines.

The: cwv.: for lmpc:ll~ spctd shown in Figure 7.1 ; was !he besl of thc ballast conditions

tcsted. This was attributed to !he nmob« of runs performed at cach speed for this

condition. Fcwer runs for the other conditions produced scveral clearly inaccurate self

propulsion points al the higncr s~ds due to extrapolation el'TOr.

Tow forw 1tftuttI;: 82 with Pitofs and T_

i: JO

~o -----,-.~-,----.-,-.~--,-,~--.~--.-~--'_---12loOO '3loOO "500
..._""..... s,.a(IlPMJ

Figurf! 7./0- Tow Forc~ Rtsult.r: B2 with Pilots and Tufts
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Impell... Speed at SeW Pf09Ulsion Points; 82. with Pitots and Tufts

""'"0.0 '.0

~$pee<llmlll

Figure :-. 11 -lmfHJlcr Speed at &JfPropulsion Points

The values ofother measuremeOls at the self propulsion points were calculated in a

similar manner. Trim. heave, pilol lube results. wetted lengths and areas, were ploned

with the tow force results and fined with regression lines.

Figure 7.11 shows the results of running trim for the test series discussed in the above

figures. These results show that running trim was not very sensitive to impeller speed or

thrusl. Running trim values were fairly constant throughout the range of impeller speeds

at each model speed. The trim data at the two highest model speeds. 7.35 mls and 8.18

mis, showed more spread lhan measurements al the lower model speeds. This was a result

of the porpoising behaviour discussed in Appendix C. Results for many of the higher

model speeds of the self propulsion lests were affected by porpoising. Figure 7.13 shows

the running trim values at the self propulsion points ploned against model speed. This
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curve closely matches ruMing trim curves detennined during the bare hull resislaJlce

This procedure was repealed for the remaining measurements taken during the self

propulsion tests including those from the underwater video analysis (discussed in

Appendix A}.

Running Trim Rnultl: 82 with PltCltll mid Tufts

1-- ---

f 10

Ci 6,0•
~ so

Ir ... ,.

00·· .. , ~ ~_._

~ ~

f_Forct(Nl

Figure i.I2 - Running Trim Results: B2_P / -P8
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Runninll Trim It Sen Propulsion Points: 82, wtttl Pltots end Tutts
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Figure 7./J - Running Trim at SelfPropulsion Poims

7." Experimental Results

The self propulsion te5ts served several purposes; to develop experience at (MD in testing

methods for waterjet propelled vessels. to compare relevant data with the bare hull

resistance tests in order to evaluate the testing method. and to evaluate the use of the

momentwn flux method as outlined by the 21 11 ITIC.

7.4.1 Res/.fance.nd Impeller Speed

Significant differences in model resistance were observed for ditTerenllesting

configurations for the same ballast condition. Figure 7.14 sltows the results of the tow

force measurements made for various configurations of the 82 ballast condition from

both the bare hull resistance tests and the self propulsion tests (no power to thrusters).
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Th~ influenc~ of~ach chang~ in th~ mod~l·s condition was significant.. particularly at th~

higher speeds. Th~ most predominam ~ffect was the: presenc~ of the inlet openings which

shifted the resistance curves UP\olo-ard by Dearly 2lW. at the highest speed. The addition of

the pilot tubes and tufts to the hull resulted in an upward shift ofapproximalely 10% al

the highest speed. Several tests were performed wi!h the flow visualization rufts bul

\oloilhoul the pilot rubes Ino inlet opmings). Though the curve only has a few points. il

shows that die influence of !he pilOltubes was aboUI the sam~ as for the IUfts. each

~ponsible for aboul a 5V. upward shift of the resistance al the highest model speed.

These results show considerable resistam:e penalties caused by the instrumenIation.

Increases in model resistance of such magnitudes. due to the use of these devices. show

they were affecting the flow fields !hey were intended to measure. Less intrusive methods

3Ie needed [0 gather this information at this scale.

Figure 7.15 shows the average impeller speeds calculated al the selfpropulsion points for

lests with and without the pitol tubes and tufts. Also ploned in the figure an: the tow

forces measurements made during the same lest sets. bul without power to the model

thrusters. 1bc impeller speed curves have a similar shape 10 the lOW fon:~ or resistanC~

curves. The upward shift in mi$WICc caused by the pitolrubes and rufts is reflKted in

the impeller speed cwves with a cOlTeSpOnding upward shift. This shows that the impeller

speed curves respond proportionally to changes in mCM:le1 resistance for this model.
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7.4.2 Running Trim

The running trim of the model was not very sensitive to the presence of the jets or to the

extent of their operation. Running trim was also unaffected by the presence of flow

disturbing insU'Umentation such as the pitot tu~ and tufts. As with the bare hull

resistance tests. the running trim profiles were much more sensitive to changes in the

position of the LCG and changes in model displacement. Figure 7.16 shows various

running trim data for the 82 ballast condition from the self propulsion tests and from the

bare hull resistance tests. The curves show that the model followed similar trim profiles

re~ardless of the presence of instrwnentation. inlet openings. or operating thrusters. Bare

hull resistance tests could therefore be used 10 estimate the running trim protile of some

vessel types. This profile can be used 10 estimate the vessel speed when the ·hump· in the

resistance curve will occur. As discussed in Chapler 6. the peak in the running trim curve

corresponds to the hwnp in the resislance curve and indicates the onset of planing.
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Various Running Trim R..utls (TaM): Condition 82
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Figure -.16 - Various Running Trim Results

7.4.3 Heave

Heave or sinkage is a measure of the change in the vertical position of the model's center

of gravity when running at speed. Figure 7.17 shows various sinkage profiles for the 82

ballast condilion from the self propulsion and the bare hull resistance tests. As wilh

ruMing trim. discussed in Section 1.4.2. the sinkage profile was nOI very sensitive to

testing configurations. Sinkage. however. also similat to the running trim. was sensilive

to changes in the ballast condilion.
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The cunenllevel supplied 10 lhe motors was acquired by the data acquisition system from

the digital power supplies used for moS! tests. The sct:ond powering configuration

discussed in Section 7.1 involved using large batteries. It was nol praclicallo include

current and voltage meters with this arrangement so these channels were not acquired for

these tests. This limited the accwacy of me self propulsion points for current since the

regression lines lacked key data points.

Qualitatively. it is evidenl from Figure 7.18 which shows the current results for the 82

ballast condition. thai the starboard motor was consistently drawing more current to

operate than the pon mOlOr. This was due to a high degree of mechanical friction on this
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shaft. Both shafts, considering their size. seemed 10 have exceptionally high mechanically

losses, but the starboard shaft was particularly 'light"

Motor Cu.....nt Renita: 82, with Pitow ,lind Tub

,
"

Figure i,f8 - MOIor Current Results

7.4.5 Motor Torque

The lorque produced by the motor was measured with custom reaction torque transducers

discussed in Section 3.5, Figure 7.19 shows the measured torque profiles al the self

propulsion points for the 82 ballasl conditions with and without pitot lUbes and lUfts, The

load cell for the starboard torque transducer failed part way through the lesting program

leaving many lests. such as the 'No Pitots and Tufts· series in the figure. without

starboard torque data.
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The mOlars were high speed and produced very linle torque which made torque

measurement a difficult task. The load cells needed [0 be sensitive and consequently

produced noisy signals as the transducers responded to vibrations from the mOiors and

the planing action of the model. Due to the spread found the torque data it could not be

used for calculations of po....-er or efficiency.

The torque proliles did. qualitatively. match some previously made observations. The

starboard motor produced higher torque than the port motor which agreed with the

current measurements discussed in Section 7.4.4. Also. the starboard torque measured

with pit011Ubes and IUftS was higher than those "1thout. This corresponds [0 observations

made in Settion 7.4.1 concerning the added resistance due to the presence of pitot tubes

and tufts in the testing configuration.

Torque Rnultl: Condition 82

__ Pon.NoPitotlOlTufti

-SIb<l.. ';lIIPi101I_T..t\s

_~port."IlII~_~..2.~__~

¥ 0.0
i<

! 030-

0.00 - _

0.0 1.0

. -_S__I~_.I _

Figure 7./9 - Motor Torque Results
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7.4.6 Inlet Pita' Tubes

The pitot tubes (see Section 3.1) located al the inlet. shown in Figures 6.2 and 6.7. were

inlended to measure the velocity distribution of flow just ahead of the inlet. This data

would have been used in the calculation of the momentum intake flu;~ discussed in

Section 5.1 for the application of the momentum flux method. Figure 7.20 shows the

fluid velocities measured by the three inlet pitot tubes for the B2 ballast condition for

both the self propulsion tests and the bare hull resistance tests.

As can be seen in the figure. the resuils from each pitot lUbe from the bare hull resistance

tests (labeled 'BH') and the unpowered self propulsion tests (labeled 'SP') are almost

identical and closely correspond 10 the carriage speed. II was hoped for these tests that the

pitot tubes would measure into the boundary layer at the hull. but this was not the case.

They did. however. show consistent results measuring the free stream velocity of the

flow. The inlet pitot lube measurements for the powered self propulsion tests were

broadly scanered. It was expet:ted thai the flow during these tests would be accelerated

above the free stream velocity due 10 the action of the jets and could be measured by the

pitot lubes at their respective locations. The actual results were difficult 10 interpret and

were not used in calculations.
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"'1M Pilot Tube Results: condition B2
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The jet pilot tu~s were locaterljusl aft of the port nozzle (see Figure 7.6). These pilot

tube measurements were crucial for applying the momentwn flu.~ method since they were

to provide data on the magnilUCks and diStribution of the velocities in the jel stream. The

spread of the data.. as shown in Figure 7.21. greatly hindered !he accuracy ofvolwne flow

rale calculations. an imponanl parameter in W3lerjet lesting

However. as with several of the other ~u1ts. certain observations can be made about the

curves in general. Firstly. the lower pitol tube showed the highesl overall velocilies. The

fluid travelling along the lower streamlines did not have as far to travel and did not need

to be elevated like streamlines striking the upper pilOI tube. The center pilO! tube showed
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the lo....~st overall velocities which ....-as likely caused by its proximity 00 the stator hub

which .....ouId have produced a wake affecting the measurement.

Jet PiCot Tube Rnutta: Condition B2

o
0.0 '.0

MOdel Speed [ml

Figllre i. 2J - Jet Pilot Tube Results

During the coune of the testingp~ several mechanical problems .....ere encountered

which affected test set-up times and the accuracy ofacquired data. Most of thtse

problems were associated with the waterjet thrusters and motors. Among these ~re:

Motors wen: under·po.....ered

Sel screws in shaft couplings would often vibrate Oul of position disrupting torque

cransmissiontoimpellershaft

Intmninent power interrUptions to motors due 10 faul!)' electrical conneclions
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a·rings connecting the motor shaft with the w:hometetS were prone to breakage

Impeller shafts leaked water that had to be removed between tests

Poor connections between pilot rubes and pressure transducers resulted in air bubbles

periodically forming in some tubes

Calibration unit for pressure O"ansducers exhibited leakage during calibration tests,

Pitot tubes were not calibrated for flow velocities.

Many of mese problems were addressed during the lest program. Effon should be made

in future to avoid these types of problems when performing similar teslS.

7.4.9 Dynam;c Instability

As mentioned in Section 7.9.1. tests of this model al certain ballast conditions and speeds

resulted in the dynamic instability known as porpoising (see Appendix C). Thlt model

was more disposed to porpoising during the self-propulsion tesls than during the bare hull

resistance teslS. This could be attributed to the different model inenias involved in these

teslS and/or the influence of the model thrusters.

7.5 Analysis of Results

Several problems were encountered during the course or this phase of testing. some of

which directly influenced the test data. As a portion oCthe test data was consequently

unusable. much of the desired analysis could not be perfonned. Therefore. the

momenlum flux method. discussed in Chapter 5. was not applied 10 these teslS.

A notable observation was made during the analysis of the underwater video. Tests which

employed the flow visualization rufts around the starboard inlet showed that there was
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flow moving from the transom to the aft of the inlet. Figure 7.22 is an image from lhe

underwater video of a self propulsion test (ballast condition A2. model speed 7.35 mls.

battery power to thrusters). The figure shows the aft tufts being drawn forv.'ard into the

inlet. This contradicts the assumption made for these tests; that the inlet flow was

ingested entirely from oncoming streamlines into the inlet. Similar flow patterns were

seen for nearly all of the lests using the thrusters regardless of model or impeller speed.

The flow reversal shown here presents difficulties for measurement and analysis of the

intake momentum flux.

Figure 7.22 - Underwater Video ofInlet
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7.6 Recommendations

This test phase provided much experience and knowledge in the practical aspects of these

types of experimentS which can be used in future endeavors. Certain general

recommendations can be made:

Toy wateljets cannot be used for experimental purposes. Effon should be put into

designing and fabricaling precision stock wateljets for use In experiments which

incorporate instrumentation for measurements.

The size of the model and propulsors made many measurements difficult and

consequently gave poor results. Scale factors leading (0 larger model sizes should be

employed.

Motors used for wateJjets should be chosen to have the requisite power with

controllers able 10 accurately maintain a given shaft speed.

Alternative methods for lorque measurement should be investigated.

Altemative flow measurement techniques should also be investigated. Pitol tubes

could still be used. but more calibration and testing would be needed.

Flow rate measurement afme jet is crucial. Methods for direct flow measurement or

sufficiently calibrated indire<:1 measurements should be developed.
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CHAPTERS

WATERJET TEST PLATFORM

WATERJET TEST PLATFORM

The ~xt St3ge in the development of walerjet testing capabilities at IMD was the

development ofa waterjet test platform. Using cxperitnce gained during the self

propulsion teSlS described in Chapter 7. and based on models from other rese3l1:h

facilities (Dyne and Lindell. 1994). it was decided that a stationary platform capable of

determining pttformance characteristics ofan instrumented model waterjtl unit should br

developed. The model propulsor could then be used in self propulsion teStS using the

platform data to calculate items such as jet flow rate when runninG at speed.

Ideally. the platform should incorporate an inflow to the wateljellhat would simulate the

flow the inlet would experience when operating in a moving vessel. Testing in the ballard

pull condition. though not ideal. does simplify the early stages of the development of the

platform. The waterjet model discussed h~ was designed 50 that it could. in future. be
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mounted to either the tow tank carriage or the cavitation tunnel in order to perfonn

experiments incorporating a free stream velocity.

The platfonn was designed and built for a small trim tank atlMD. The trim tank is 7.3 m

long. 2.4 m wide and I m deep. II has its own water filtration system and overhead crane.

The platform housed a scaled wate~et propulsor of a size that would make measurements

feasible but not so large that it could llOt b!: used in a towed model vesseL The wate~et

model was designed to be modular. facilitating fabrication and allowing easy variation of

components. As there was no pre.existing plalform which could have been modified to

accommodate a wate~et. the model thruster. platform. and supporting components were

all designed and built specifically for this project.

8.1 Instrumentation

Flow measuttmenls are both the most imponant and most difficult to make for these

types of tests. Two types of flow measurement techniques were employed in the test

platlonn. Firstly. jet 110w rate was detennined by direct measurement of the weight of

discharged water collected over a timed interval. Flow velocities at various locations

were then calculated from pressure measurements made just before the impeller. and at

two posilions in the nozzle. Attempts were also made to usc the laser Doppler

velocimeter (LDV) discussed in Section 3.9. 10 measure velocity profiles of the flow

emering the inlet. across the nozzle. and in the vena contraeta. Other measurements made

in the test platfonn. such as thrust. shaft speed and torque are listed in Table 8.1.
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Mcuuremetlt Vails Ilastnamcat

"""" N ISO lb. load cell in line with thrusler

ShaftSp«d revj~
Taken from motorconlJ'OlIer. Verified ""ith
lasertaehometer

ShafiTorque N·m Custom-made reaction torque tranSducer

MOIorCUl'l'ent Am", Taken from motor conlJ'Oller

Fluid pressure just before 1Four pressure lr3nSducers arranged
p, concentrically around a station just before

impeller
impeller and nusb with internal surface

Fluid pressure at
Four pressure tranSducers arranged
concentrically arotmd a station at the

begiMingofnozzle p,
beginning oftht nozzle and nush withsec;:ion
intemalsurface

Fluid pressure at end of
Four pressure transducers arranged

p, concentrically around a station al the end of
nozzlese<:tion

the nozzle and nosh with internal surface

Ambient Atmospheric p, Digital barometer
Pressure

Water and air temperature 'C Digital thermometer

Inclinometer gauges position of lest fra.rm
Watercollectiontil1'le showing bqinning and end ofcollection

pmod

Colltttcl water weight k, Collection tank weighed with 2000 lb. load
cell from overhead crane

Fluid velocity mapping at mI, LOV indexed through.l fixed volume near
inlel inlet

Fluid "elocity mapping in
LOV directed through a window in the

mI, nettle and indexed across the internal
nozzle

diameter

Fluid velocity mapping in
mI, LOV indexed across the diameter of the jet

jet stream stream at the vena-conuacta

Possible inception of Visual inspection of impeller region with aid
cavitation of strobe light

Table 8.1 - Test Platform IflJ17'UnH!tIIation
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8.2 Sea-DooTld Waterjet

It was decided 10 use the propulsor from a Sea_DooTlol (Explorer '94) personal watercraft

as the model tested in the plalfonn. largely because of the intcresl Bombardier Inc.

expressed in the project. Personal watercraft (see Figure 8.1) are geneTally smaiL one or

tWO person \'essels. which operale at very high speeds with excellem maneuverability

powered by a single \\'alerjet with a gasoline engine. Bombardier Inc. agreed to provide

the necessary geometry for fabrication of the model. as well as infonnalion on shaft

speeds and powering used in their walercraft.

Figure 8. I - Sea-Doo ™ Watercraft

8.2.1 Scale Considerations

The model thruster was designed to a scale of I: 1.82. resulting in an impeller diameter of

3 inches. The choice of scale was a balance between the ability 10 install instrumentation.

powering and weight considerations of available electric motors. and limitations imposed

by the towing carriage. As memione<l. the platfonn was intended for testing a range of

wateljets which could conceivably be used in self propulsion tests in the towing tank and
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not just for r.his specific test set up. Certain compromises therefore had to be made ~ith

respect to the Sea·Doonl model. Personal waten:raft tend 10 be very highly poWtted

relative to their size. much more so than a waterjct propelled yacht or high speed ferry.

This fact. coupled with the relatively small physical size ofpersonal \/o'3tercraft.. meanl

that a model sized for the towing carriage and for the power available 3t model scale

would be too small to instrument. This arrangement would also restrict the testing range

of the platfonn to only this type ofvesscl. The scale of the model ....'3S therefore increased

10 a size where it could be insuumented and where the platfonn could be used to tesl

waterjets from other vessel typeS. This also meant that the testing range of the Sea_Doone

model was limited. A reasonably sized e1eclric motor could only provide enough power

to span a portion of the model's operating range and tests involving the lOW carriage

would also be limited due 10 speed restrictions.

An illustration of the differences in the requirements ofmcdels of different vessels can be

S«n in Table: 8.2. The Sea·Doonl waterjet used in the platfonn and a waterjct used in 3

typical high.speed ferry were scaled to the same physical model size ....ith a given electric

motor. The resulting power. shaft and vessel speeds.. required and available al model

scale are shown. Mechanical losses and other factors lIlC not accounted for in this

simplified example. but it does demonstrate that larger vessels with correspondingly

larger scale factors. require considerably less power than the Sea·Doo~model.
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Vnstl Full Scale Required at Model Scale Available at Model Scale

Sea-DooN
65kW 8.0kW J.36kW

7000 RPM 9500 RPM 7000 RPM
Watercraft

60knot5 23 mls 8.5 mls

High Speed
790kW 0.25kW J.J6kW

2100 RPM 6640 RPM 7000 RPM
FelT!' 35 knots 5.7m1s 8.5 mls

Tabll! 8.1- Requirements at Scale

8.3 Model Waterjet Design

After the scale and mOlor were chosen for the given geometry. the next step in the design

was to break up the thruster into cC'mponents. A modular design provided the mosl

flexibility in the test apparatus with regards to future work. It was also convenient with

regards to fabrication and instrumentation. The model waterjet was separated into the

lollowing units as shown in Figure 8.2:

1. Bonom Plate

_. Grill

3. InJetS«tion

-I. Shafting & Seals

5. Impeller Housing

6. Impeller

7. Stator Section

8. End Plate

9. Stator Cone

10. Nozzle

I1. Motor and Shafting

Arrangement

A right hand rule coordinate system was used in the platfonn. The positive x-axis was

oriented parallel to the impeller shaft and in the direction of now. The positive z-a.xis

pointed upward while the y-axis was oriented according to the right hand rule.
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--7"~~:---~_,ir~~;.\
-.----=0-._

Figure 8.2 - Cross Section ofMcxJel WOierjet

8.3.1 Bottom PIa'"

Waterjets are usually fully integrated into the hulls of the vessels they power. This poses

some difficulty when attempting to separate them as independent unilS. On the lest

platfonn the bottom plate acted as a replacement for the hull bonom. For this trial design.

the bottom plale was flat and did not incorporate the geomeuy of the b<mom of the Sea-

"Olt~ fer Att~'",,'S

~WolerJtt Bo.

~~: .•-.-
'~..._.~ ,.t.,,,

Figure 8.3 - Bottom Plare
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8.3.2 Grill

The grill localed at the bottom of th~ inlet is intended on the full scal~ craft to prev~OI

foreign objects from eOiering the thruster and causing damage 10 me internal components.

It is included in the model in order to match flow characteristics. Since the full scale grill

is integrated with the hull as well as the inlet. the model grill was modified slightly to

meet flush with the current flat bonom plate. Although small craft generally use !!rills.

many larger applications of waterjet propulsors do not.

The grill was fabricated with the Stratasys FDM 1650 rapid prolotyping machine at the

Faculty of Engineenng and Applied Science at Memorial University. The method

involved constructing a 3-D computer model which was then 'sliced' by the prototyping

software. The model was then built level by level by a small tube which extruded molten

ASS plastic. Surface finishing and final fining was done at IMD.

8.3.3 Inl.t Section

The inlet section consisted of the transition in dueting from the opening in Ihe bonom

plale 10 just before the impeller wh~re the interior of unit became circular in cross

seclion. In the full scale craft. most of the inlet as defined here is fabricated as pan of the

hull. The model grill. though removable. was fully integrated into the design of the inlet

since they must meet 10 fonn a smooth transition for the incoming flow. The inlet seclion

was also made in the rapid prototyping machine out of ASS plastic, but had to be made in

two pans because of its size. Figure 8.4 shows the assembly of the inlet. grill and bonom

plate. The division line shown was the intersection ofth~ two parts of the inlet which
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were permanently fastened together. Surface finishing and mac:hining of bolt holes and

the shaft clearance hole was done at IMD.

Figure 8.-1 - In/t!l and GrilJ

'.3.4 Impeller Houaing

1'ht' impeller hOU$ing. shown in Figure 8.5. was a shon cylindrical section of the watetjet

ducting in which the impdler was located. This section was made optically clear so that

visual inspection of the impeller could be made during testing. Four pressure transducm

were placed at the forward end in order 10 measure the pressure just ahead of the impeller

(Station 3 shown in FigUR: 5.1). The section was symmetrical and can be reversed in the

5C:t-up so that Ihe pressure transducers read the pressure around the impeller itself. The

impeller housing was machined allMD out of a solid 4 inch di:mteler acrylic rod.
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Pre:SSlrf

irl1t'6liJcers

IIoltilll"

Figure 8,5 -Impeller Sec/io"

1.3.5 Impe".,

Thcl impeller is a imponant element in a watetjet thruster. Small changes in the impeller

design can lead to signifICant changes in jet perfurmance. The lest platfonn could be used

to make comparative StUdies of different impeller designs. provided model impellers of

different designs are available. The Sea_Dootlt impeller consisted of three overlapping

blades ofconstant pitch on a tapered hub. The shafting arrangement was different from

full scale and was designed specifically for litis model. The model impeller fined to the

shaft by sliding on from the shafi.·s fore-most end. A small flange was machined at the aft

end of the shaft to fit into a recess in the aft of the impeller hub. Six screws and two

posilioning pins (nolshown in figure) held the impeller in place. Just aft of litis flange.

the remaining end of the shaft was machined to a smaller diameter designed to rest in a

needle bearing located in the stator hub (see Section 8.3.6). The impeller and shafi. can be

seen in Figure 8.6.
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Fabrication of model impellers or propellers is usually an expensive process because the

tolerances required for hydrodynamic testing are tight often requiring the use of a multi

axis CNC milling machine to cut the model out of a solid pitte of parent material. The

model impeller used in the platfonn was fabricated using a considerably less expensive

technique. A computer model was first created and a wax model was built with the rapid

proloryping machine at MUN. The wax model was then sent 10 Skat·Trak Perfonnance

Products Inc.. a company specializing in manufacturing full scale impellers for personal

watercraft. They were able 10 cast a stainless steel impeller from the wax model as well

as perfonn the surface finishing and additional machining of the hub interior. Future

anempls could be used to funher refine this method.

Figurl! 8.6 -Impeller and Shaft
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8.3.6 Stator Section

The stator in a waterjel thruster is a set affixed blades or vanes designed to 'straighlen'

the flow coming from the impeller, The impeller impans a rotational energy 10 Ihe flow.

The stator ttansfers some of this energy into axial flow which is the only component

producing the waterjet's thrust. The stator section is made up of the Slamr hub. blades.

and outer cylinder or housing. In the full scale thruster. the entire section was cas! as a

single unit. The model stator however. was broken into three components. The stator

housing consisted of two parts: top and lxmom blocks which bolted together 10 fonn a

circular internal section the length of me stator. The stator blades and hub were the third

piece which fined between the stator blocks. The outside edges of the slator blades were

machined to exactly match the internal surface of the S1ator blocks so that when they

were secured together. the unit became rigid with visually imperceptible seams belween

componenlS. The forward end of the stalor hub contained a needle bearing for the

impeller shaft. The aft end contained a threaded hole for the tail cone which was used to

provide a smooth ttansilion at the end of the stator hub. The stator section componems. as

well as the tail cone were all CNC machined from aluminum,
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Figllre 8. 7- Stator Section

'.3.7 End Plate

The end plate of the model represented the transom of the vessel. Oftm the transom of

full scale craft is angled to provide a more favourable thrust angle for operation. FIX"

modellnts. the jet was made horizonWIO facilitate measumnmlS. The m:t plate shown

in Figure 8.8 was a removable component ofthe model set·up since changes ofjet

components may require different platt: dimensions. The end plate connected directly to

the structure of the housing for the model thruster (watcrjet thrusler box). discussed in

Section 8.4. t. The bottom stalor block bolted to the inside of the end plate and provickd

alignment for the shaft which rested in the bearing located in the stator hub.
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Figllrr 8.8 - End P/ufr

8.3.8 Nozzle

I
O·r.

, 1

1

~zzle

location

80it Holes for
Stotor SloCk

The nozzle shown in Figure 8.9 is also a key componenl ofme waletjet design since it

controls the con\'ersion of pressure energy to kinetic energy of the llowas well as

pro\'iding a higher prt'SSW'C at the impeller which can help delay the inception of

C3\'itation. It was designed 10 smoothly decrease: the cross·sectional area of the flow

giving a proportional rise in flow velocily. Four pressure transducers were placed around

two loealions in the nozzle. A small acrylic window was included in the side of the

nozzle near the exit. The inlenlion was [0 use the LOV (see Section 3.9) through this

window 10 make velocity measurements across the diameter ofw nozzle.
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The model nozzle was machined on a CNC lathe from a1wninum. On full scale craft the

nozzle is often used to provide steering control eitha by redirection of the nozzle itself or

in conjunction with a steer.l.ble secondary nozzle. Reversing can also be done al the

nozzle with the use ofa ·bucket· that divens thcjet forward. providing reverse thrust.

This test program did not focus on vessel :nancuverabilily or jet steering control SO these

fearuus were not modeled.

Pressure
iransducers

Figun 8.9 - Noz=ft

'.3.9 Motor and Sh.tling Afqngement

The arnmgement oftbe entire modellhrusler can be seen in Figure 8.11. The power for

the waterjet was provided by a brushless 3.36 kilowatt electric motor mounted 10 custom-

made reaction torque transducer (discussed in Section 3.5) secured to the structure oftbe

waterjet thruster box. The motor shaft was connect::d 10 the impeller shaft with a zero

backlash bellows coupling. The impeller shaft rested in a needle bearing at its aft end and
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a self aligning bearing near the coupling. No thrust bearing was used; the forces from the

impeller shaft were absorbed in the motor and torque transducer. As the shaft entered me

inlet section it passed through a pressurized seaL shown in Figure S.l O. Two seals were

placed back to back across a small cavity which was pressurized with water. At high shaft

speeds. standard seals can often leak due [0 vibrations. The pressurized cavity produced

stronger contact between the seals and the shaft. and acted as a barrier to prevent air

ingestion. Air in the system causes performance 10 deteriorate and can affect pressure

measurements. The shaft diameter of the model was slightly larger than dictated by the

scale factor in order to meet the required strength for the system.

;:,tt,nglorHose~

ConnectIon ~

ShaItSeOI8ICC~~

Re~:),n,ng?lo.te~~

. i:10ellerl 1:->'
; Sh,ft I
, ,

Figure 8./0 - Shaft Seal
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8.4 Test Platfonn Design

The test ptatfonn consisted of the saucrurc and components needed to pcrfonn the

cxperiments with the model thruster.~ include:

Watctjetthrustcrbolt

Pivot frame

Suppon frame and lDV Indexer

Watercoll~liontank

'.4.1 W.terjef Thru5tw Box

The w3terjet thruster box was a w31enight enclosure for the model. It had a clear plastic

covcr fitted with openings for wiring and acCess 10 the modcl. A small ventil:nion fan was

also fitted to provide cooling for the mOlor. The waterjet bolt consisted of a frame made

from aluminum box tubing fined with an aluminum metal skin. Two longilUdinal

suppons which ran the length of the bottom of the box were used for anachment of the

model lhrustercomponcnts such as !he many inlet clamps and the torque transducer.

Brackets fined to the outsick of the box provided anachmc'nt points for the load cell and

flexible linkagcs(or flexures) which were used in conjunction with the pivot frame to

measure system thrust. COM~tion points in the watCljet box (or thruster box) for the

torque uansduccr. end plale. flexures. etc. ""-ere all carefully machined after the unit was

fabricaled 10 ensure proper alignment of all components. Figure 8.12 shows the jet

system installed in the waterjel bolt.
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Figure 8.12 - WOlerjer Thruster Bo.t

There were six connection points on the exterior of the waterjet box for flexures. Flexures

are rods which have sections with a very small diameter. This shape allows a flexure to

be flexible for small deflec!ion bending while at the same lime being rigid along its a.xis.

Figure 8.13 shows the Iype of flexure used with the thruster box. The flexure arrangement

shown in Figure 8.I4 was designed to rigidly connect the waterjet box with the pivot

frame while allowing measurement of the unit's net thrust. Three flexures suspended the

thruster box venically while two flexures provided lateral suppan on the pon side. The

orientation of these flexures provided rigid suppan in all but the dire1;lion of thrust in

which they wen:: inclined to bend. The sixth flexure was located at the front of the

waterjel box in line with the impeller shaft and the center of the Dozzle. It transmiued the
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thrust to a load cell attached to the pivot frame. Since the force measurements by the load

cell only required very small def1«tions. the entire system. connected and aligned

properly. was strong and rigid.

Figure 8.13 - Typical Flexure

_cng'to.ld,nai
:'exur!!'

Figure 8. J" - Flexure A"ongeme1ll

Load (ell

r rransverse
F'exure

The load cell used was a 50 lb. (200 N) S·shaped force transducer (discussed in Section

3.4) which was calibrated in position with the thruster box and pivot frame. Two eye

bolts were attached to the thruster box an equal distance on each side and in plane with

the load cell. Wires from the eye bolts ran together 10 a single~ which passed over a
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pulley to a weight tray. The pulley location was adjusted until the wires were level and

aligned with the load cell. Calibration was perfonned by adding a series ofknown

weighlS to the to tray simulate model thrust. This in-silU method of calibration ensured

greater accuracy for thrust measurement but accounting for sySlem induced bias.

8.4.2 Pivot Frame

The pivot frame nOI only provided the supponing structure for the thruster box and

flexures. but also enabled the thruster 10 be primed prior to testing. A side view of the

pivot frame and waterjet box can be seen in Figure 8.15. For the thruster to act as a

watetjel. the flow must be ejected from the nozzle above the waler's surface. This means

that when operating. the majority of the thruster must be above the waterline. However.

the impeller cannot establish the flow unless it is at least partially submerged at start up.

At full scale when the craft is at resL the nozzle and impeller are submerged. As the

impeller speed increases. it first acts as a ducted propeller with a fully or partially

submerged flow. The vessel then gains speed. increasing the wake at the transom and

providing a trough in which the nozzle can eject water into the air as a waleljet. Since the

test platfonn was testing at the bollard condition. a different approach was needed for

establishing flow at stan up (priming). The pivot frame was used for this purpose by

providing a means of manually submerging the impeller and nozzle until the flow was

established. and then returning the nozzle above the water's swface as a full waterjet.

The shape of the pivot frame was designed primarily to accommodate the flexures

attaching it to the waterjet box. The pivot frame was fabricated from structural a1wninwn

with connection points machined for alignment. Two pillow block bearings were located
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at the front end of the frame in which rested a shaft which acted as the pivot axis for the

frame. Mechanical SlOpS were used 10 keep the frame from being over rotated. One stop

prevented the frame from rotating above ils horizontal position while another prevenled it

from lowering more than 10 degrees. FigW"C 8.15 shows the pivot frame and thruster box

in their horizontal and priming positions.

A rendered view of the pivot frame can be seen in Figure 8.17. A handle localed at the ait

pivot frame was used to manually raise and lower it This was aided by a counterv.·eight

system not shown in the ligure. A wire attached 10 the handle traveled by puJleys over the

suppon frame to a weight tray suspended al the side of the trim tank. The weight was sel

to keep the pivot frame in its horizontal position when at rest. The unit was primed by

lifting the weight tray. which lowered the pivot frame to ilS down position. Safety bolts

on each side of the handle could lock the pivot frame in the horizontal position by sliding

into matching holes in the suppon frame. An inclinometer anached to the pivot frame

was used to detennine the position of the frame when analyzing data.
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Figure 8./5 . Priming Position

Figure 8.16 shows the locks used to support the thruster box during maintenance of the

thruster unit. These locks prolected the flexures from adverse loads. such as those thai

might occur when thruster components were being repaired or replaced. Two locks on

each side of the thruster box consisted of a threaded rod with a Iapered end which

traveled through blocks anached to the support frame 10 a hole in the side of the thtusIer

box. The rod was moved in until the Iapered end fined lightly in the undersized hole in

the thruster box.
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Figure 8.16 - Support Locks
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'.4.3 Support F,..me .nd LDV Indexer

The suppon frame. shown in Figure 8.19. was made from structural aluminum and

spanned the width of the trim Wlk.1t supponed the pivot frame and 'A'3terjet box. the

LOV indexer. and had connections for !he w;uer collection tank used in the flow

meilSurement lestS discussed in Section 8.5.2. The pivot frame was supponed by bearings

for the pivot shaft at its forward end and by a counterweight system not sho\,llTl in the

figure at its aft end. The safety boll5locking the pivot frame in itS horizontal position and

the suppon locks for the waterjel box all used the suppan frame for cOMection points.

Mounted to the starboard side of the suppon frame. the LOV indexer (see Section 3.9)

contrOlled the position of the LOV probe which was anac~ to the end of an extension

arm. Attempts were mJde 10 make flow velocity measurements with the probe in three

areas: under the inlet. in the nozzle. and in the free jet stream. Measurements under the

inlet required that the probe be tilted a! a slight angle (5 degrees) to allow clearance for

the converging laser beams at cenain measurement points. This was achieved with an

angled spacer plate between the probe bracket and extension arm shown in Figure 8.23.

Measurements in the nozzle and in the free jet required the probe to be level. These tests

used tll~l spacer plate for lhe probe bracket. which could also be used 10 extend the

range of the probe aft for some tests.
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The water collection tank was used 10 detennine the average flow rate throuih tht

waterjel by weighing the mass of water it ejected over a measured period of time. This is

found to be an accurale and reliable method ofllow rate mea.sumnent. The size of me

uim tank posed a problem when first designing lhe collection tank. The limiled W31er

surface area of the trim tank meant that if water was collecled from lhejel without being

replaced. then the ......ater level in the trim lank would quickly drop belo...... the kvd of the

inlel. allowing air to enter the system. This was solved by allowing lhe coll«tion tank to

be free floaling. As water enlered the collection tank. the collection tank wound sink.

displacing an equal volume of water and thereby mainlaining the water level in the trim

The collection tank. shown in Figure 8.19.......as made from an a1wninum bo:.: tubing

frame with a sheet mew skin, The entrance hole was ......here the connl.':ction was made for

thl.': ducling used to direcllhe ......aler from the jel to the tank. An air \'em hole localed al the

tOP of the tank prevented pressure from building during collection and a valve at the tank

bonom was used 10 drain water after testS. 1bfie was an access panel al the back of !he

tank for nWnlenance. Two rods on each side oflhc front oflhe WIk were used to keep

the tank in position during teSting. These rods fined into SIOlS in the suppan frame and

were held in with pins. During water collection. the tank rotated from a floating position

to a ffiOSlly submerged position. The shape of the tank was designed 10 minimize !he

reaction forces on the suppon rods throughout its range of rotation during a leSI. Four eye

bolls located al the comers of the lopofthe tank were reinforced with the tank·s internal

struCture to provide lifting points for the overhead crane which was used for weighing
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and draining.~ ~mply tank w~ighed aboUl60 kg and held approximately 350 kg of

Figure 8./9- Wot~rCol/Ulio"Tank

The ducling used 10 direcl the water into th~ collection tank consiSled of four parts.. AI~

nozzl~ end. a shon length of ri@id three inch diameter tubing was fined with a damp

....rhich anach~d 10 1M suppon fmme. This tubing ....-as made to fil as dosely as possible [0

the nozzJe withom any physical contact while allowing room for priming. This separation

...."as used 10 ensutt thai the dueting did nol affect the naru.re of !he now or measuremenlS

such as thrust. The jet stream exited the nozzl~ with a diameter just under two inche5 and

~an to ~xpand as it moved aft. The dueting likewise expanded with a sheet metal

diffuser JUS! behind the rigid tube anached to a l~ngth offiv~ inch diam~ter flexible ho~.

This hose was required to nell. and bend freely as th~ collection lank rOlated from an

empty to a filled position. Anoth~r sheet metal diffuser then connected the hose to !he

collection tank. This mangement can be seen in Figure 8.20.
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Figllu 8.20 - Wattr Cal/ection Arrangement

8.5 Tnt Program

The commissioning lest proi',ram for platform was desillned primarily to evaluate the

platform's components. instruments and the methods used for testing. A rigorous series

ofshak~wn tests were first performed 10 determine and co~ unforeseen difficulties

in the various systm1S. These tests were performed over a period of two months during

.....hich many components and methods .....ere fine tuned. Tests were performed as needed.

necessary modifications were made. and the tests re-OOne. This process continued until

the testing methods were well defined and the results were accurate and repeatable.

Once the shakedown phase of testing was complete. three additional test phases were

performed. They consisted of the following:
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I. Flow tests

., Water collection teSts

3. Flow mapping tests

- Flow mapping at inlet

- Flow mapping in nozzJe

- Flow mapping in jet vena contrae1a

The o=xperiments spanned impeller speeds ranging from 20 rps (1200 rpm) 10 Q; rps

(5700 rpm) in increments of5 rps. Speeds much below 20 rps .....ere unable 10 maintain a

....'3terjet and speeds in excess of95 rps would have required a more powerful motor.

Tests at impeller speeds of 70 rps and 15 rps were not perfonned due to excessive

vibrations of the shaft. bearings and seals at this apparent natural frequency. T.:sts for

each series were performed at least twice in order to check repeatability of the data.

Before lesting began. the trim tank was equipped with wave damping lines (swimming

lane dividers) at each end of the tank. These were used to dampen the waves and

circulation caused by the jet. Spray walls W'eTe fined at the aft end of the trim tank to

prevent water spray from getting on the floor aroWJd the tank.. The el«:lronic equipment

and compu~rs on the surboard side of the tank wen: protected from spray with a clear

plastic partition which allowed the operator 10 monilor the experiment.

'.5.1 Flow rests

The flow tests were used to acquire pressure. thrust. torque and current data from the jet.

Data acquisition began about 30 seconds before the motor was energized to establish

references for the data channels. Thejel was then primed as shown in Figure 8.15 and

held until a steady flow had been achieved. The jet was then returned 10 its horizontal
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position where the impeller accelernted to its set speed. Steady operation continued for

about:! minutes to allow sufficient data for establishing means. 1be impeller was then

decelerated and the motor deactivated. ending the test. Accderation and deceleration

values (3 rpsls) wen: set by the motor controller 10 allow gradual transitions from stopped

10 running speeds in order to minimize stress on components.

The tirst senes "....as pertormed with a standard jaw-type coupling between the motor shaft

and the impeller shaft while the second two series employed a bellows-type shaft

coupling. There was a significant de(:rease in noise and vibration when the second

coupling was installed. The original bellows coupling sheared during the shake-down

teslS and since it took time to m:eive Ihe replacemem. a jaw-type coupling was used for

the first few tests.

3.5.2 Water Collection Tues

lbe ....."iller collection tests were used to determine the mass flow rate of the jet. Thrust.

pressure and cunenl data were also acquired. Each test began by ",,~ighing me empty

collection tank (discussed in Section 8A.4) from the overhead crane with a 2000 lb.

(9000 N) load cell. The tank was then fined into slots in the suppan frame and secured

with pins. Data was acquired for about 30 seconds befOre stan up as a reference. The

pivot frame was then lowered 10 its priming position and the impeller brought up to

speed. The discharge from the nozzle during this acceleration phase was direcled

underneath the colleclion tank. Once the impeller reached its sel speed. the pivot frame

was quickly brought up to its horizontal position. where the flow was directed through

ducling into the collection tank. As the tank filled. it rotated about its coMection points to
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the support frame. Once the tank ..lias full. the pivot frame was quick.ly broughl back to its

priming position which stopped the flow into the collection lank. The impeller then

decelerated 10 a full Stop to end the dala acquisition. The tank was disconnected from the

support frame and weighed. After draining. the tank was re-weighed before the next lest

[0 account for any water that may still have been present. Figure 8.2\ shows the positions

of the pivol frame and collection tank at various points during a test.

The analysis of the test data was slightly different from the other tests discussed as three

selections were taken. 1bese selections can be seen in Figure 8.22 which shows a sample

time history for both the pivol frame inclinometer and the impeller speed. The first

selettion was made before the lest began and was used as a reference. The second

selection was taken during the period when the jet was dim:ted inlo the collection tank.

shown by the pivot frame in its horizontal posilion. This gave the collection lime. The

third selection was used to determine the data means used for analysis. Marked

'Selection' in the figure. it consisted of a period of steady state operation that did nOI

include sudden changes from underwaler to above waler flow.

The transilion phase at the beginning and end of the collection period had the potential to

cause errors in both the determination of the collection time and the weight of the

collection tank. However. this unavoidable transition phase was brief enough not 10 have

produced any signHicanl error in the measured results (sec Section 8.6.3).
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8.5.3 Flow Mapping Tests

The flow mapping tests were perfonned using a laser Doppler velocimeter discussed in

Section 3.9. There were three areas of investigation:

A volume below the inlet

The velocity profile in the nozzle just prior to exit

Tht: velocity profile in the vena contracta or other areas in tlle free jet stream

Measurements in tlle inlet area required tlle probe to be set at a slight angle as discussed

in Section 8.4.3 and shown in Figure 8.23. The probe traversed a three dimensional array

of measurement points. The size and density of this array was variable: a light array to

focus on a given area of interest. or broad to determine general velocity infonnation in

tlle region. The probe was 2-D. measuring velocities venically and longitudinally relative

to the waterjet. For full 3-D measurements. a third LDY probe set an angle relative to the

present probe but measuring tlle same points would be required. These tests were

primarily used to evaluate LOY testing methods so the third component was not essential.

Figure 8.13 • Probe OrientQtion for Inlet Tests
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Mapping testS in the nozzle were made through a small lens built into lhe side: of the

nozzle as described in Section 8.3.8. The laser probe was mounted horizontally and

uavc:ltd in only one direction to measure velocities across the nozzle diameter. 1besc

measurements repreKnttd the axial and tangential components of the flow in lh.is region.

This method of dcIe:nnining nozzle velocities ....'35 not intNSive as compared ....ith the

pitol tubes discussed in Chapter 7. These velocily measurements are necessary in order to

determine jet performance parameters with the use of the momenlum flux method

discussed in Chapter 5.

Tests in the vena contracta or other areas in the free jet were performed in a similar

manner but with a grealer range since there was no lens restricting the lasers' position.

This velocily information is also useful in momentum flux C3Jculations.

8.6 Experimental R..ults

The results from the experimenLS are Pf'CSCIlted in the following sections. These include:

Tlvus,

TO<q'"

Flow Rate

"=we
MotorCurTent

Flow Mapping

8.6.1 Thrust

Thrust measurements were made by the load cell fined between the thruster box (see

Section 8.4.1) and the pivot frame (see Section 8.4.2). These results are shown in Figure
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8.24. The force measurements from the load cell are plotted against the impeller speed. A

second order polynomial was fined through the data points from the five test series

discussed in ~on 8.5. The high R1 value shows a tight fit between the trend line and

the experimental data.

[I should be notN that the regression curves for this and other results do nol go through

the origin. This was due 10 the nature o(the testing arrangement. There "'"as a minimum

impeller speed at which the now could be maintained after priming. below y,itich there

was insufficient power to overcome gravity. As menlioned with full scale vessels. the

waterjet units are at least panially submerged at low speeds. so overcoming gravity is nOl

a problem. For the modellested in the platform. the minimum impeller speed was not

much below 20 rps. so trends cannot be accurately extended below this value. Figure 8.25

illusmues how the thrust mighl have behaved at low impeller speeds. Since now could

nol be established until about 1200 rpm. the measured thrust was therefore zero. On«

now was established there would be an immediate thrust jump at lhat impeller speed. The

thrust readings would then follow the experimenlai regression curve with increasing

impeller speed.
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1.6.2 Torque

Figure 8.26 shows lile results from the torque transducer (see Section 3.5) which

measured the reaction torque of the motor and hence the shaft torque during tests. These

results were only for the flow tests since the U'anSducer was nOI yet installed at the time

the waler collection tests were performed. "This data. also fitted with a quadratic

regression line. shows a higher degree ofdeviation from lile fined curve than the thrust

results. This was attributed to both noise levels and sensitivity. The torque transducer was

directly exposed to the mechanical vibrations of the system which appeared in the oulput

signal as noise. Although the system ran relatively smoothly with the bellows coupling.

there was a certain amouOl of vibralion that could nol be prevented. The transducer was

also in close proximity to a high voltage mOlar produced electronic noise in the signal. A

long sampling time was used to help lessen the effect of noise by providing many points

for an average. but this was only moderalely effective.

Another issue was the sensitivity of the transducer. The transducer was designed

specifically for this motor and it was decided for safety to use the peak torque rating of

the motor as an upper limil for the transducer. The webs and strain gauges were therefore

designed for applied moments in the range ofabout 20 Nm. As can be seen in the figure.

the upper range measured during lests was about 2.5 Nm. Only about 1/8 of the

transducer range was used. decreasing the resolution of the output signal. It is possible to

change the gain oflbe signal conditioner to increase the resolution and sensilivity of the

rransducer. but noise levels would increase as well. The gauged webs of the transducer

would have to be smaller to truly increase sensitivity, but they are already close to the

limit on how small they can be w!lile still supporting the weight of the motor.
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One other possibility for the spread in the data was that there may have been small

changes in torque from test to test. This could have been caused from the shaft seal

exerting more or less pressure on the shaft during a given series. or changes in the level

of lubrication on various pans. When curves were fined to each test series. as opposed to

combining the data as was done in Figure 8.26. the individual curves had similar values

of R1 and spread as when they were combined. Since a teS[ series was pertonned more or

less conlinuously under the same conditions. it was concluded that the spread was more

likely caused by the noise and sensitivity issues discussed above.

~ 2.0

!

I·· :
; . ~

0.0

o ""------"'----,
Figure 8.26 - Shaft Torque Results
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8.6.3 Flow Rate

The flow rate results from the water collection tests can be seen in Figure 8.17. As

discussed in Section 8.5.2. each test involved three separate measurements: pre-weight of

collection tank. collection time. and post-weight of collection lank. The combined results

of flow rate follow a linear trend with a high degree ofconsislency as indicated by an R~

value of 0.9999. A high degree ofconfidence was therefore achieved in this method of

measuring flow rate.

Flow Rate from W.Ulr ColMedon

R'-O.9999I'
Wne~rn

2SONPoln\ll

o
o

Figllre 8.2i - Flow Rate Resulls

8.6." PfUSure

The results from the pressure transducers are shown in Figure 8.28. The figure shows the

avernges of the four lraflsducers in each of the three locations; impeller section. nozzle

forward and nozzle aft. The results fit closely to quadratic regression lines with R~ values
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ofbener than 0.999 for the impeller section and forward nozzle transducers. and a 0.97

value for the aft nozzle transdocers.

The average of the impdler section transducers excluded the bonom transducer since it

was damaged during the shakedo'ol.'tl tests. Due to its location. it was no! possible to

replace this particular transducer without complele disassembly of the W3letjel unit. Also

lor mese teSlS. the impeller section transducers were located directly over the impeller

sholo\11 as 'Position 2' in Figure 8.29 as opposed to just: ahead of me impeller ('Position

I') as previously discussed.

The data from the aft nozzle transducers showed slightly more deviation from its

regression line man the omer readings. This was largely due to me low pressures

experienced in this region. which led 10 the same resolution and sensitivily errors for !he

15 psi (100 kPa) transducers as were discussed for me torque transducer in Section 8.6.1.

Future lests should employ more sensitive transducers in this area
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Inpeller Tronscueers
POSition 1[npeller iranSdueers\

Position 2 1

Figurr 8.19 -lm~lIrrPrrssllTr Transducrr Positions

1.6.5 ItIotor eunwrt

The results for the motor cwrent were the least consistent of the mrasured data. It should

be noled that motor current measuremenls ....-ere nol measured directly. but delennined

from the motor controller. There were electrical COlUlectiOns on the controller which

produced a voltage proponionaJ to the current draw of the motor (a manufacturers

calibration was used of5 amps/volt). This data was primarily used as a guide to the
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power conswnption of the mOlor. but it was also hoped that a relationship between molor

current and torque could have been developed. If there had been «Insistent results

be~'ttn the two data scu. it may ha\'e been possible. in furure arrangemmts. to l1SC the

current data to estimate shaft torque.

110 -

!
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o
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Figur~ 8.30 - Motor Currlnt R#1wt1

'.8.8 Flow Mapping

Detailed now mapping was not completed at the time of this thesis, Difficulties v.ith the

LDV and the optics of the test sct up made velocity measurements difficult or impossible

in the designated regions discussed in Section 8.5.3. AJthough data was not collected.

much experience was gained in using the LOV system.
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In working wilh variations of me test set up to accommodale the LDV. one set of

measurtmenlS .....ere made inside the jet uniLjust aft of the stator. Originally.

measumncnlS were to be made in the nowe through a small window (sec Figure 8.9).

but reflet:tions inside me smoolh aluminum nowe made detCClion of particles

impossible. In order to prevenl this optical noise. a clear section was positioned between

the stalor and the nozzle (this clear section was a spare impeller housing described in

SC(;tion 8.3.4). A window similar 10 the one in the nozzle was included in the section to

prevent distortion of the la$Crs. The tail cone (see Figure 8.2 and Figure 8.7) W3.S

removed due to its interference with the lasers' measuremenlline.

This newamngcmcnL which allowed the Lasers 10 pass through the jet unit ""ith minimal

rentttion. was successful in pcnnining !he LDV 10 detect particle signals. MeasuremenlS

were made in a straight line across the horizontal diameter of the added section in I nun

increments. Figure 8.31 shows the results from these tests with the impeller operating at

60 rps. Bolh the O1:<ial and tangential velocities arc given in the figure. Posilive tangential

flow on the negative x·a:tis in the figure was in the same direclion as the impeller motion.

Positi\'e ungenlial flow on !he positive x-a.xis in me figure was in !he opposile direction

as the impeller motion. The figure shows only halfof the measured data which was then

minored Kross !he cenler oflhe lest line. The actual dala on the posilive side of the x

a.xis in the figure followed the trends shown. but with much more scane:r. Noise levels

increased considerably past the halfway mark in the test section and consequently

affected the velocity measurements.
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Figure 8.32 presems the same results as Figure 8.31. but in comexlofthe geometry of the

tesl arrangement. The axial velocity. shown at the top of me figure. shows boundary

layers near the section·s walls which quickly level off to a nearly steady now. At the

center of the section. a well defined dip in the velocity is shown. This corresponds 10 the

stagnation region produced behind the slator hub as the tail cone was removed for these

lests. The tangential velocity. shown at the bonom of the figure. also shows small

boundary layers near the section·s walls. There were two regions of tangentiaI 11ow

measured in the test section. The outer region near the walls consisted of flow rotating

with the impeller. Inside of this. the flow was reverst'd and rotaled in the opposite

direction. This flow condition could have been caused by me staler blades near the hub

over compensating for the impellers rotational affects. This flow would be forced 10

rotale opposite the impeller. which then affected the now in the hubs stagnation region. It

is unlikely that this type of flow would exist in a Wlil which included a tail cone.

AddilionallOV measuremenlS in other regions of the jel system would require

modifications to both the lest set up and the lOV probe. These modifications could be

made in future based on the experience gained from these and other tests perfonned on

the platform.
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Figure 8.3/ - LDV Measurements Aft o/Stator: 60 rps
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8.1 Analysis of Experimenul Results

The uperimcntal results wett~ for ~veral purposes:

to evaluate the effectiveness of the various measuremmltechniques used in the:

platform:

to obtain characteristics of the model waleTjet that could be used to determine items

such as thrust and !low rate during a self-propulsion test:

10 make observations about the model and platform that could be used to improve the

equipment and testing methodology.

1.7.1 Flow R.te C.librat/on

A«ur3le determination of the jet !low rale. as discussed in Chapter 5. is crueiOlI for

OIpplying!he momenlum flux method. One of the: k.ey functions of!he test platform was to

determine the relationship between mass flow rolfe through the jel and the pressure drop

across the nouIe as measum:l by pressure transducers. This relationship could then be

used 10 calculate flow rate during a self propulsion lest or cavitation tWUlel tesl where

water collection measurements would be difficult or impraclical.

This method of flow rale determination was based on the assumption thaI the velocity

distribution of the now in the nonle is indepcndenlofthc: inflow conditions 31 the inlet.

~ise. the nozzle flow at the bollard condition as mcasW'Cd on the [est platform

'>'-"Ould be incompatible with the nonle flow with different flow conditions OIl the inlet

such as during operation in a towed model. This assumption was considered reasonable

since the effect oflhe impeller and stator al high shaft speeds would conceivably

overwhelm any incoming flow characteristics. However, il does need 10 be investigaled
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through comparison of nozzle velocity profiles of tests with differing inflow conditions.

An investigation ofmis type was beyond me scope ormis thesis,

Figure 8.33 shows measured flow rate ploned against me pressure drop across the nozzle.

The pressure drop was the difference in the average values ofme forward and aft nozzle

pressure transducers. The meofetical value for flow rate can be determined from me

nozzle pressure drop by applying Bernoulli's energy equation and the principle of

continuicy.

Bernoulli's energy equation can be expressed as:

[8.1]

where,

PI and p:! are me average pressures althe forward and aft nozzle locations respectively

VI and VJ are me average velocities al the forward and aft nozzle locations respectively

ZI and Zl are elevations forward and aft nozzle locations respectively (ZI = ZlJ

Yis the specific weight of water

The conservation of mass flow rate is given as:

[8.21

where.

AI and Al are me se1,:tional areas at me forward and aft nozzle locations, respectively.

Equation 8. I and 8.2 can be combined to express flow rate in tenns ofthc pressure drop

across the nozzle as shown in Equation 8.3.

Q_ A"A,•.~.~
J,.(A(-A, )

[8.3)
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The now rate calculated by me above equation was ploned along with the measured

values in Figure 8.33. The equations for the calculated values and for the regression curve

through the measured results are both given. As can be seen. there was a difference of

about 8% between the two curves. This difference was attributed to both frictional losses

and the effect ofa langemial or rotational velocity component in the flow. Despite the

influence of the stalor. the flow leaving the nozzle still had an appreciable rotational

component which was visible during testing. This component had the effect of increasing

the absolute velocity measured by the pressure differential in the nome without

increasing Ole axial velocity. which accounts for the flow rate.

Flow Rate v•• Nozzle Pruaure Drop

• MtIU1l'ItdFIowRate
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Figure 8.33 - Flow Rote ys. Nozzle Pressure Drop
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'.7.2 Flow Ve/ocitia and ThfU$t

Although the model thruster was operating in the bollard condition. an attempt was made

[0 applY' some of the elementS of the momentum flux method as a check on the teS!

~ltS. For the bollard condition. the momentwn flux method was simplified somewhat

since values of inlet momentum and energy fhL'l: become ttrO. Intcre:st \\'as therefore

focused around the impeller and nozzle.

The average velocity at the nozzle exit can easily be determined from the measured !low

rate. It is also possible to estimate this velocity from the pressure readings in me nozzle

using Bernoulli' s energy equation and the conservation of mass flow rale.

The equation for ideal avernge velocity at nozzle exit is:

[8.4]

.....~.

Vj and Al are the average velocity and sectional area of the nozzle exit respectively.

Figure 8.34 shows the velocities calculated by the above method planed against the

oozzle velocities as determined from the flow rate. AJso SOO\\l1 in the figure is a reference

line representing I to I corttSpOndence between the two axes. This is similar to the data

ploned in Figure 8.33 but in a different fonn. The measured values were all slightly lower

than the calculated values. which was due to tangential velocities and frietiona110sses as

mentioned in Section 8.7.1. This effect seemed to be linear and could be accounted for

with a coefficient of discharge (CD:: 1.082) used in Equation 8.3 based on the regression

line in Figure 8.34.
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The velocity distribution in the nozzle. including the relative magnitudes orthe tangential

and axial velocity components. could not be detmnined due to problems with the LOY

tsee Section 8.6.6). This had an impact of the accuracy ofmommtwn and energy flux

values which depend on knowledge of velocity distributions. An example of the man

that could result from incomplete knowledge of the velocity prolile in these Iypes of

calculations is gi~ below.

Figure 8JS shows a IWO dimensional example ofboth a constant and quadratic velocity

distribution each having the same area and width. Values for flow rate. momentum flux

and energy flux were calculated for each distribution and are shown in Table 8.3. It can

be seen that for the same vallJC of flow rale. there is aboUI a 17% difference in
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momentum flux and nearly a 35% difference in energy fllLl: belWtefl the two

distributions. Although this is an extreme example. as the aetuaI distribution in the jet

would likely fall SOrMw!w:re in betWtefl A and B. it does demonstrale the potential

impact of velocity distribution on computed results.

• I I I
I I 1

I I

I I

I! I II

A
) X a

Figure 8.jj - Exampl~s ofJl~focity Distrib~Iions

p,,,,,,,,,,, Distribution A Distribution B Comparison

Flow Rate Q" =- jv,,(x)'dl: Q. '" jv.(x).dl: Q. -Q.

Momenwm
M" "'p' jv/(x).dx M. '" p. jv. :(x).dl: M" "'~.M.Flu.l:

Energy Flux E" zp·i· jv~l(x)'dx E. zp:~. jv.'(x).dx E" ",,*.E.
Table 8.3 - Example Comparuon ofDlstnbuilOn Results

According to Equation 5.14. the thrust from a waletiet with a horizontal shaft line is the

difference in the jet and inlet momentum flux. Since in this case the inIel momentum flux
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was zero. the theoretical thrust was detennined by the jet momentum flux. As mentioned.

the velocity profile in the jet was not measured; it was assumed to be constant in further

calculations. The average nozzle velocities detennined from the flow collection tests

were used for these values.

Figure 8.36 shows the thrust calculated according to Equation 5.19. ploned against the

measured thrust from lest platfonn' s load cell. Also planed is a relcrence line

representing I to I correspondeoce belWeen the two axes. The results were clo$('. but the

calculated results were all slightly less than the measured values. Based on !.he elTect of

the velocity distribution and the use ofa conSlant profile. this was an expected result. The

linearity of the curve suggests that the actual velocity profile in the jet did not change

significantly with increasing flow rale. A flu.x coefficient (en... : 0.9553) could therefore

be included in Equation 6.19 to correct for the use of an assumed velocity distribution in

these calculations.
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Figure 8.36 - Calculoted Thrust vs. Measured Thrust

'.7.3 Torque CMibtation

There was an exp«tation tha! a 10000udcWT'el1t relationship could have been detennined

that could be: used in teSting situations where the torque uansducer would be impractical.

Torque would be: calculated as a function ofmeasured Ct1JmlI. Figure 8.37 shows the

torque results plotted against the mOlOr curTftu results. Ahhough there was a linear trend.

there was considerable spread in the data As mentioned. eiTons could help 10 improve

torque results in future tests. but additional equipment would be required 10 improve

cutTent measurements. Detennining torque from measured currenl proved to be an

unreliable method.
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Figure 8.37 - Torque vs. CurrenT

The efficiency of the ~'alerjet SYStem can be expressed as the ratio of power transmitted

10 the shaft. to the power produced as thrust. TlIere~ olhtt efficiencies thaI can be

computed for various sections of the syslem as discussed in Chapter 5. but the focus in

this section is on the available measured. data.

The delivered power. or power uansmined 10 Ihc shaft is given by:

[8.lJ

where.

Qs.., is the shaft IOrquc at model scale

(l) is the shaft speed in radians/second
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Using Equations 5.21 and 5.26. the power produced as thrusL called the effective jet

system power. can be simplified for the ballard pull condition as:

P'5( = E. =p.~. }u./ ·dA

The efficiency can be expressed as:

[8.6]

[8.71

Figure 8.38 shows the delivered power and effective jet system power ploned against

impeller speed. Also shown in the figure is a power curve supplied by Bombardier for

this waterjet This full scale data was plolted at model scale as 'Predicted Power' for

comparison. These results do not provide much quantitative insight into the model

thruster's power requirements since both sets of data contain inherent inaccuracies. The

effective jet system power. calculated with Equation 8.5. used the same velocity values

and profile as for calculated thrust in Section 8.7.2 and would contain the same type of

error. The delivered power was based on torque measurements which were not shown to

be reliably consistent.
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Figure 8.38 - Power vs. Impeller Speed

Figure 8.39 shows the efficiency results calculated with Equalion 8.6. There was a high

degree of spread in the data shown by the low R~ value of0.86. This figure ilIustr.lles Ihe

effects of errors in the calculale1J power values. The efficiency values were very high.

some were even greater than one. which is impossible. This means that either the

effective jel system power. based on oozzle velocities. was giving values which were too

large. or the delivered power. base1J on shaft lorque measurements. was giving values

which were too low. A combination of these effects could also produce these results.

(I should also be noted that these power and efficiency curves were for the ballard

condition and wouJd change significantly with the inclusion of the inlet momentum and

energy flux that would accompany operation in a towed model or cavitation tunnel.
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8.8 Conclusions

The developmenl of the walcrjet test platform was intended 10 provide the necessary

equipment to make measuremenlS ofcertain characteristics of model w3terjels. This data

could Ihen be used by itself for comparative evaluations of system performance. or as a

basis for further experimenlS involving actual or simulated inflow 10 the jet. The design.

construction. commissioning leslS and results discussed in this chapter show that the

platform has successfully met many ofthese goals.
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CHAPTER 9

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The aim of this project was to evaluate modeltt:Sting t«hniques of waterjet thrusters and

"'-''3lerjet propelled vessels. Several conclusions and sugaeslions can be made from won:

discussed in this thesis as well as recommendations for futurt work...

9.1 Conclusions from rnts

The fim phase of testing. the bare hull resistance tests series. was used to provide a

baseline for the model at speed. These tests demonstrated that the methods used for

measuring resistance. heave and trim produced consistent results. It was shown that the

moders perfonnance was sensitive to both the displacement and the position of me LeG.

The tests went smoothly except for the unexpected porplising behaviour seen at high

model speeds. Flow measuremmts with the pilOt rubes produced results consistent with
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the free stream velocities but did not have the resolution nceded to detcnnine the velocity

profile in the boundary layer. Measurement of Ibe wetted surface area oflbe hull at speed

from underwater video ""'as effective. but as shown in Appendix B. many of the imagC$

became blum<! at high model sprMs. Greater resolution and shorter frame times would

improve this method.

The scll propulsion phase: 01 experiments was used to gain experientt in this [JJJC of teSt.

as 1l."C1i as to idcntify areas where improvements to the instrumentation and testing

methods could be made. II was found. for this model. that the pitot tubes and t10",,"

visualization tufts used to detennine flow characteristics were intrUSive and had :I

significant efrett on the model's resistance (about a 10% increase). The running uim and

heave profiles. however. were not sensitive to either the presence of thc pitot tubes and

tufts. or 10 the extent of operation of the model thrusters. It was found that these profiles

were sensitive to ballast condition as in the bare hull resistance tests. The results from the

pitot rubes at both the inlet and waterjet nozzle showed that this method for determining

flow rate was incfTettive. Shaft torque measurements of the toy thruslers also proved to

be difficult. This was due to both the poor quality of the toy units. and to their smail

physical size. The experience gained from these results lead to the development oflbe

waterjet lest platfonn. A larger. prttision·made model thrustcr was used. non-intrusive

instrumentation was installed to detcnnine flow rate. and a more sophisticated method

was developed to measure shaft torque.

The design of the W3terjet test platfonn was centered around requirements determined

during the self propulsion tests. The stationary plalform boused a watetjet model of
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modular design. Insttumentation n~ed for measwl:ments was integrated inoo the design

of both the platform and model thruster.~ of the primary functions of the platfonn was

10 measwl: the jet flow rate by means of water collection over a timed interval. in order co

calibrate pressure taps in the nozzle. During a self-propulsion lest with the model

wate!jet. jet flow rate could then be determined from these non-inltU5ive pressure

ffie3Surements. eliminating the need for pilOt tubes in the jet. The results from the ",,-ater

collection teSlS and the pressure transducers in the bollard condition were shown to

produce a high degree of confidence for this method. This was emphasized by the high R~

value (0.99991) of the regression curve fit through the experimental data.

Experience using the LOV system was gained during these tests. Several types of

measurements were planned with this instrument to determine flow velocity distributions.

Though the cl!IRnt platform and model arrangement made many of the planned lOV

me3Surements difficuh 10 achieve. knowledge gained from the attempts can be used in

the design and planning of future worX with the lOV system. One set of mea.sumnents

was achieved with the lOV iMide the wate!jet dueting. after certain modifications. which

show this insuumcntoo be a promising method of detcnn.ining velocity distributions.

Other measurements made by the platform include thrust and torque. Thrusr. was

measured using a load cell! flexure system commonly used at IMD in force

dynamometers. The thrust measurements gave consistent and repeatable results as

demonstrated by the high R~ value (0.9997) of the regression line fit through the data.

Shaft torque used 10 determine the power input to the thrusler was measured with a

specially designed reaction torque transducer. The motor mounted. directly to the
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transducer. so that when a load was applied 10 the shaft. the reaction forces from the

mOlor could be detennined from strain gauges on thin webs in the transducer's body.

This method for measuring torque seemed to be a practical alternative to anaching strain

gauges to a thin section of the shaft and using slip rings to maintain electrical contacts. A

gauged shaft is often used for slower speed applications but is not recommended for the

high shaft speeds used in these waterjet experiments. The test results for the torque

transducer were less consistent than other measurements made on the platform. and

showed a greater spread in the experimental data. This problem was attributed to both the

sensitivity of the transducer, and to the RF interference produced by the electric motor.

Future etTon should be directed at resolving these problems or to developing other

methods for measuring shaft torque.

The bare hull resistance and self propulsion tests provided valuable experience in the

practical aspects of experimentally testing model waterjet propelled vessels. The lead to

the development of a waterjet test platfonn which can be used to calibrate a waterjet

thruster for flow rate. as well as provide a tool for evaluating some of the model's

pert"onnance characteristics such as the magnitudes of the rolational velocity in the jet

stream. The design and commissioning of the test platform provided valuable experience

with regards to torque measurement at high shaft speeds and the use of the LOV system.

which can be used in future research work at IMD.
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9.2 Recommendation. for Futu,. Work

This project has only scratehc:d the surface of possible m:as of research involving

waterjet propulsion. 1bere are severa.l areas which cou!d directly follow the work

discussed in Utis thesis. The first would be to make the necessary modifications to the

platform and model 10 facilitate LOV measuremcnlS. Improvements to torque

measuremenltechniques should also be investigated. Once reliable flow and torque

measw-emenlS can be made at the lest platfonn. the next step would be to lesl the model

"ith now to the inlet. This can be done either in a towed model or al the cavitation

.-1.

The cavitation tunnel is the logical choice for this stage since it is a stationary platfonn

and could easily incorporate the lOV for flow measurements. Significant modifications

would be required to the cavitation tunnel for tests of a waterjet model. bUI the end resull

would be tool which could easily vary the inflow conditions at the inlet (perhaps even the

angle of attack). It may even be' possible 10 take advantage of the lunneiS ability 10 induce

cavitation at model scale by lowering the ambient pressw-e in the water.

Tests in the cavitation tunnel could be used to investigate the flow conditions at the

nozzle ..ith various inlet flow conditions and may be used to justify Of disprove the use

ofbollard pull resWlS for flow calibration in self propulsion lests. Cavitation at the

impeller. stator and inlet can also be studied in a cavitation tunnel. in conjunction with

cavitation studies. inlet designs can be assessed in tenns of drag losses. To complement

lowing tank tests, cavitation tunnel experiments can be useful to investigate boundary

layer thickness and velocity profiles forward of the watetjet intake which cannot be'
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studied in the bollard condition. Similarly. intemall10w inv~ti(!:3tionscan be made to

determine. for e.'umple. the effecu of shafting and other material boundari~on the flow

to the impeller.

Towed model experiments with model thrusters would be the next stage in this vein of

experimental research. The characteristics of a model waterjet gained from experiments

in the stationary platlOrm and cavitation tunnel could be dlen used to perform self

propulsion tests in a model hull. These experiments could be used to delCmline thrust and

powering requirements of various hull types. They could alS(J be used to inveslig:J.le

Wll.lerjet f hull interactions which arc difficult to predict by other means.

There arc also many areas of research involving computer simulations and computational

tluid dynamics tcchniques which could be used in conjunction with cxperim.:nml

methods in evaluatini the performance of Wilterjets and "OItCrjcl propelled vessels.
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Appendix A

A,1 Model Ballasting

Proper ballasting of a model is an important pan of an experimental test progrnm. The

pcrfonnance of planing craft in panicular is sensitive to displacement and center of

gravity. The model discussed in Chapters 6 and 7 was ballasted for nine conditions: three

displacements each with~ positions of longitudinal center of gravil)·. The following

oullines the procedure used for ..chieving these condilions. as well as for detennining the

model's \'ertical center of gravity and !he inertia about the pitch axis for each condition.

The first step was to weigh all the model's components. The model is usually ....'Cighed

with all pennanenl instrumentation and outfitting such as: the gimbal, yaw rcslTaim

mount. cover. any cabling suspended as it would when testing. and all fixed

instrumentation such as the inclinometer and pilot tubes. The yaw rcslTaim itself is

counler-balanced so thai il should not affect the model's ballasl condilion when

connected (~ Section 6.5). Other components. such as pressure transducers. individual

bal13Sl wrights. and heave posl. were weighed separately, When the model is anached to

the carriage. the heave post is COMccled to the gimbal. (~ Figure 6.6) which suppons its

weighl. This was accounled for during ballasting by placing a dwnmy weighl equal to the

heave post weight on the gimbaL

All necessary equipmenl and ballast weights were added to the model until it was at a

target displacement. The model was then placed in the swing frame shown in Figure A.I.

The frame. made of aluminum with Iightcoing boles not shown in the figure. was

supponed by knife edges on each end which rested on the smooth level surfaces of the

frame suppons. Since the frame suppons could not apply a reacting moment to the swing
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frame. the model and frame lilled unlil!heir center of gravity aligned with the knife

edges. The angle of tilt was determined by an inclinomeler attached 10 the swing frame.

The swing frame alone was weighed and balanced previously so that it rested

horizontally when empty.

A given model LCG was achieved by placing marks on each side of the model at the

desired LCG location. The model was !hen supported horizontally in the s....ing frame and

positioned 50 thaI the marks were vertically aligned with the knife edges. Alignment was

ensured wim the use of plumb bobs from the swing frame. The frame and model were

then pennined to tilt to equilibrium. Ballast weights were re-localed until the model

rested horizontally in the swing frame. The ballast arrangement was then marked in the

model and recorded with diagrams. The ballast weights were distributed symmetrically

about the longitudinal center line of the model in order to avoid problems with modellisl.
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Figure "'./- Swing Frame

A.2 Inclining Tnta In Swing Frame

-s-",-' "
S_::::.. :SL.... ·::!'

Once a given displacement iltld LeG were achieved. the VCG was determined with an

inclining test. A known moment was applied to the: sv.;ng frame causing it 10 tilt. The lilt

angle was mea.suml and the: distance from the: rotation point to the center of gravity ofthe:

model and swing frame were calculated. The VCG and weight of the empty swing frame.

determined previously. were subtracled to give the veo oCthe model. Example

calculations and results from an inclining experiment are given below (see Figure A.2).
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P=O.996kg

L -0.099 m

Z "0.026 m

H =O.J79m

MbDc = 2.987 kg

veGr '" 0.032 m

M-.ld=~4.70kg

g" 9.807 mJs~

- Applied load

- Transvt:rse distance to applied load

• Vertical distance to applied load

• Disrancc from hull bottom to rotation point

• Mass ofS\l.i.ng frame

• veo of frame relative to rotation poiru

- Massofmodd

• Acceleration due to gravity

veo

Calculated or Measured Values

• Mean lilt angle

• VCG of model and frame relalive 10 roUltion point

· veo of model relative to rotalion point

• veo of modd relative to hull bonom

x,

- Mass of frame and model

• Moment ann of applied load

• Resulting momenl ann for FT

I Actio. Til'ADeIe CII.aee i. Till ADck

I Initial angle 0.00"...

Apply load 2.50deg. 2.50ckg.

Remove load O.OSdeg. 2.45deg.

Re-apply load Z.50deg. 2.45deg.

Remove load O.OOdeg. 2.50deg.

Mean angle- 2.475 deg.

Table 04./ -Inclmmg Results
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Swnming the moments on the tilted swing frame gives:

P·X 1 =Mr·X l

where the momenl arms are given by:

x: = VCG T . sin(9)

Rearrnnging:

VCO r =J:....[Z+_L_)
M r tan(9)

VCGT : 0.0837 m

Subtracting the frame:

VCG
M

_ VCG r · MT - VCG F · Mm...M_.
VCGM = 0.0934 m

Changing reference from rotation point 10 hutllxmom:

VCO=H-VCO M

VCO = 0.0856 m

Appendix A
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Figure A..l- Indill/'ng &~rimuu

".3 Swing Tn..

The mass moment of inenia of the model about its pitch axis was determined by a s....ing

test which relied on the principles of a physical pendulum. A physical pendulum consists

of any rigid body able 10 freely rotale about a horizontal axis. The swing frame and
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model were given a small push 10 cause them to rock about the suppon points like a

pendulum. The period of motion was detennined by measuring !he time the frame and

model lOok [0 complete a number of swings. The inertia was then calculated using the

equations based on the motion of a physical pendulum sho~ll below.

The dynamic torsional equation for the swing frame and model is gi~ by:

IA.7}

where the mass moment ofinenia Jr. is given by:

[A.8j

Substituting and rearranging;

~+ V~~t 'g.sin(9):O [A.'J

This is a non·linear diffe:enlial equation whose: solution leads to elliptic functions. An

approximate solution can be made by assuming small oscillations.

sin(9) ... 9 for small angles (the difference between 9 and sin(9) is less than 1% if9 is
less than 14D

)

Approximating Equation A.9 gives:

Solving yields:

"'T¥" .r~] (~]9(t):e 1 f :co1v~·t +i·sin V~·t

which can be expressed as:

[A.IOJ

[A.II)

A7
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The period of oscillation is therefore:

~
T:2.lt·V~

[A.12l

(A.IJI

The radius of gyration for the model and swing frame was calculated by re-arranging

Equation A.13. The inertia of the frame was subtracted from the lotal and the model

inertia was then expressed about its own VCG. Example calculations for a swing test are

given below. Since the model's VCO was needed in these calculations. the inclining tests

should be performed first.

Known Values

H:0.179m

If:0.048 kg·m 1

M.....xl '" 24.70 kg

8-9.807 mls2

• Distance from hull bottom 10 rotation point

• Inertia of frame aboul rotalion paim

• Mass of model

- Acceleration due 10 gravity

Calculaled or Measum;! Values

• Mean swing period

VCG • VCG of model reialive to hull bottom

R, - Radius of gyration of model and frame about rotation
points

• Inertia of frame and model about rotation points

• Inertia of model about rotation points

• Inertia of model about VCG

AS



NofCydes Time(!ee) Average Period (!ee)

10 21.26 2.126

'0 21.59 2.159

10 21.49 2.149

10 21.71 2.171

10 21.52 2.152

10 21.61 2.161

Mean Penod:: 2.153

Table .,1.2- Swing Results

From Equation A.I3:

h: 2.711 kg·m~

Subtrneting the inenia of swing frame:

[modol:: 2.663 kg·m:

The incnia about the VCG of the model can then be found with:

1=2.457 kg·m l

ApperldixA

[A.14[

[A.1S]

[A.16[

[A.J7]

[A.J8]
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When performing swing and inclining testS. the weighl and inertia of the swing frame

shoukl be made as small as possible with respeel to the model. The swing frame weight

should be less than about 10% of the model to ensure reasonable accuracy. There are

Other methods v.'hich can be used to determine the model inertia suc:h as hanging wire

methods (bifilar & aifilar).
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B.1 Undet'wllter Video Analysis

In order to detennine lhe full scale resistance from model scale measurements. the wened

surface area of the model at speed was required. This can be fairly suaightforward for

larger displacemem \'essels since. for a given ballast condition. the wened surface area

remains essentially constant through its operating speed range. However. planing vessels

can undergo signiflcanl changes in wetted area with speed due to changes in its running

trim and heave. Because of this. the wetted area of the model must be detennined for

c3chlest.

Undcrwater video was taken during the bare hull resistance tests and the self propulsion

tests discussed in Chapters 6 and 7 in order 10 delcnnine the model's welled surface area

31 speed. The cameras were localed at the cenler of IMO's Clear Water Tank (see Section

6.-1) poin1ing upwards at lhe path of the model. Two black and white cameras were used

which recorded the model's passage on standard VHS Lape which was then viewed frame

by frame for analysis.

The model. as discussed in Seclion 6.1. was marked on the pon side with a grid. Accurate

measurements oftbe wetted area from video images depends on detailed information of

the geometry of this grid. The grid consisted of a series ofStation lines and buttock lines

as well as lines along the chine and centerline (see Fig~ 6.2). Due to the shape of the

hull. grid squares approaching the bow b«ame distoned and therefore define different

areas than squares ncar the stem. The dimensions and areas of all grid squares were

meas~d and recorded.
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The video was examined with video equipment that enabled Ihe model to be seen, frame

by frame, as it passed through the cameras viewing area. These frames were then

'captured' as black and white digital images that could be viewed and edited by

computer. The images were enhanced, where necessary, to increase the degree of

definition of the grid lines and the water/air interface. The choice of black and while

images over color images allowed a greater range of image enhancing options with the

software. Figure 6.1 shows an example digital image from the underwater video, The

grid lines are enhanced for clarity and some details are identified.

6uttockUnes

""""----S(chine)

+--7

+--3

+--2

+--'
(centerline)

Figure E.I ~ Underwaler Video Image
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The grid lines on the model were measured with software which call record positions and

distances in units of pixels. Pixels. or picture elements. are small squares of various

shades of gray which make up the black and while digital image. The wened area of the

model was mapped in pixels and then convened to physical units.

Convening from pixel units to physical length units must be done repeatedly in a given

imagt:. Tht: IWO dimensional video image is ofa three dimensional hull at an angle

relative to the camera. Grid line measurements in the image are projected lengths which

can change from position to position and from one orientation to another depending on

their angle and distance from the camera. Since the true dimensions of the grid were

known. many references were available for convening the pixel measurements to

physical units.

The procedure for detennining the wened area from the images depends on the type of

test being perfonned. the hull shape afme model. and the geometry ofthe grid markings

used. The method used for these tests relied on measurements along the bunock lines.

The pixel coordinates of three points were recorded for each bunock line of the grid. The

first two points defined the distance between two successive station lines. The third point

was located on the bunock line at the air/water interface. The number of whole stations

before the air/water interface along that bunock line was also recorded. An example of

this is given in Figure B.2 which shows the three points taken per bunock line.
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Figure 8.1- Reference Points on Undenmter Video Image

The distances from point 1 to point 2. and from point 2 to point 3 were then calculated in

pixels. Since the true distances between points 1 and 2 were known from the grid

dimensions, they were used as a references for detennining the true distances from points

2 and 3 as shown in Equation B.l. When converting from pixel measurements to model

units, a reference should be taken as near, and as close to the same orientation as

possible, to the projected line of interest.

[8.1]

This process was repeated for each bultock line. The welted area was then calculated in

two steps. First, the areas ofall the whole welted grid squares were summed. Next, the
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area of the partial grid blocks were calculated based on their dimensions in model units.

The areas were summed row by row as shown in Figure B.3 until the entire wetted

surface was measured. Since the grid only covered one halfof the model hull, the

measured area was then doubled to account for the entire model. In addition to the wetted

surface area, the wened length along the center line and the wetted length along the chine

(see Figure 8.3) were also recorded for each test.

Figure B.3 - Area Measuremem on Underwaler Video Image

The accuracy of the video analysis is dependent on the clarity of the image, its resolution,

and the proper use of references for conversions. The images were not always very clear;

at high speeds the station lines tended to blur as a result of the camera's exposure time

per frame. Shorter exposure times may help reduce blur, but will produce darker images

since Jess light will reach the camera. Reference points were taken at the centers of
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blurred lines for this analysis. In some cases it is possible to use a strobe as a light source

which can provide instantaneous illwnination of the hull b<mom yielding images with

vinually no blur yet high definition. This would. however. require the proper equipmem

and significant set-up lime. Smaller grid sizes can help increase accuracy by defining the

waterline with more points and by providing more references for conversions. This may

require the cameras to be zoomed in closer to the hull. More cameras may then be needed

to cover the hull area as well as more frames per test to analyze. This would result in a

considerable increase in the time required to perfonn the video analysis. Higher

resolution cameras. perhaps digitaL could also improve the accuracy of this lype of

analysis.

The example still images from the bare hull resistance tests (ballast condition A2. no pilot

tubes or tufts) are given in Figures 8.5 to 8.12. They illustrale the changes in wetted area

as the vessel changes its running trim and heave with velocity. FiglUe BA shows the

measured values of wetted area. wetted centerline length. and wened chine length for thai

test series. Full scale values for wetted areas and lengths were calculated with simple

geometric scaling as shown in Equation B.2 for areas and Equation B.J for lengths.

As =}.: ·A M

Ls=;l..·L M

[8.2J

[8.31
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Figure 8.5 - Video Image: ConditionA2. 1.82 m1s

Figure 8.6 - Video Image: ConditionA2, 2.73 m1s
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Figure B. 7 - Video Image: ConditionA2. 3.64 m1s

Figure B.8 - Video Image: Condition A2. 4.55 m1s
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Figure B.9 - Video Image: Condirion A2, 5.46 m/s

Figure B.l0 - Video Image: Condition AZ. 6.37 m/s
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Figure B.1 1- Video 1mage: Condition Al. 7.28 m/s

Figure B. 12- Video 1mage: Condition A2. 8.18 m/s
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AppencllxC

C.1 OyRilmic: In.lability at Model Sea..

During certain h.igh speed tests with the Niagara model discussed in Chapters 6 and 7. tM:

model experienced a form of instability called ·porpoising·. Porpoising. a phenomenon

genemlly associated with planing craft at h.igh speeds. is a molKKl where the vessel

appears as if il were jwnping in and out of the water. Minor cases of porpoising can be a

discomfon to ~gers wh.ile more $eVert' cases can cause tM: vessel 10 leave the water

entirely. This can cause stress 10 the hull strucrure at re-entry as ~II as extreme

tlUClUations of the loads on propulsion units. The porpoising behaviour seen during Ihe

tests wilh Ihe Niagara model was only present at cenain ballast conditions at the higher

model speeds. The magnitude of the 'jwnps' varied with leSIS from being barely

noticeable. to !.he worst case where Ihe heave POSt was travelling its full range and hitting

!.he stops at both ends.

An illUStration of this motion can be seen in Fi~ C.I which shows the time history for

the hc3"e and carnage speed data ofa nan during the bare hull resistance tests {ballast

condition (I. DO pitot lUbes or tufts. model speed 8.18 m/s). As the carriage reached its

sct speed. the oscillations ~an and rapidly increased to their maximum. and then

decayed as the carriage decelerated.
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r_s.n.torHNft: CGnd/tionC1,a.11rn1s
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Figure CI - Time Series for Heave and Carriage Speed

The carriage maintained its constant velocity between ]4 and ]7 seconds on the lime line.

Focusing on this region. the oscillations of heave. ll'im and low force can be~n more

clearly as shown in the following figures.

FigureC.l- Time &riesSegme1lljOr Heave
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'"____ _ _ r~[~

Figure C.l - Time Series Segme1lt/or Tow Force

·'5--~ .. . ~ _

~~ ~5 ~

'_1,=""'- _
Figure C..I - Time Series Segment/or Trim

This time frame may be soon. a function oflhe carriage run length. but was of sufficient

length to distinguish the pattern ofoscillation. Heave fluctuated at a single frequency
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while trim and lOW force contained several frequencies. These frequendes were identified

by crealing variance spectral density (YSD) plots of the time series segments.

transforming the lime domain data into the frequency domain by using fast Fourier

transforms (FFn. The following figw-es show the VSD plots for heave. tow force and

running trim of the time series segments ploned above.

v.rtMce Speenl 0enaIty for HeI....: (34-37 Ne:J
HE.(\oI _

f 15E.(\oI·

i '3E.(\oI_

iE 'OEJ.\<_

OOE'OO.
Figure c.j - VSD for Heave
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Figurl! C.6 - VSDfor Tow Force

Figurl! C. 7- JlSD for Trim
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These plots show the dominant frequencies associated with the time series segments. The

heave plot shows a single spike at about 22 Hz. The toW force VSD plol shows three

distinct frequencies al 2.2 Hz. 4.4 Hz and 6.6 Hz.. while the VSD plot for trim shows

elements of several frequencies the dominant being at about 6.6 Hz. Infonnation from the

VSD plot can be used to derive an equation of the signal's behaviour. An example of this

is shown in Equation C.17.

F(t) == F. + F1 'sin(tl +(IH)+ F~ ·sin(4t1 +2·00·t)+ Fl ·sin(9l +3'0:1'1)+.. [Cll

where,

Fo is a constant offset

Uln are the frequencies determined by the VSD

Fn are the amplitudes associated with frequencies OOn

~n are phase shifts

This porpoising phenomena was only present ilt model scale. 'The full scale vessels of this

type have nOl reponed problems with this type of instability. It is possible thai this

behaviour is sensitive to elemems of the system which were not scaled. These would

include flow effects related to Reynolds number and physical parameters such as the

model's inenia. The model's weighl and longiludinal cemer of gravity were scaled bUI

the various rotational inenias were nol as these tests did not consider accelerations due to

motions, The yaw restraim and heave post were accounled for in the ballasting but would

have a large effect (not measured) on the model's inenia. The venical cemerof gravity

was not precisely matched either due 10 physical restriclions in the modeJ. The porpoising

of the model was shown to be sensilive 10 ballast condition which had an effect on the

onset and intensity of the motions.lhough the instability was most sensitive to model
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0.1 Resistance at Modellnd Full Scale

As discussed in Chapter 4. full scale resistance Cannol be detennined directly from mcdcl

scale data since not all componenlS oflhe resislance were scal~ properly. The model

resislanCe was instead separat~ into components thai were scaled or calculated

individually and !hen ~-<:ombinedto form the full scale result. The follo"",;ng outlines

!his procedure.

The velocilY of !.he model was calculat~ from full scale speeds using equivalent Froude

numbers as discussed in Chapter 4. Froude nwnbers for full and model scale are shown

below in Equation 0.1.

(0.1)

where L", and Ls are !he char3ctrnstic lengths for Ihe model and ship respectively.

For displac:ement ships. the charncteristic length is conventionally taken as the length of

the waterline. consideml independenl of vessel speed. Planing vessels. however.

experience considerable changes in running trim and draft al speed.. resulting in variations

of waterline length. The IITC ~ommendsthat the characteristic length. L",. of planing

vessels be instead defined as an average of the wen~ kecllength and !he wened chine

length as shown in Equation 02. These lengths were determined from underwater video

of the hull during tests (~AppendixB).

(O.2)

where L" and lc are the wetted lengths for the keel and chine respectively.
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During the bare hull ~sistance lests. the model was propelled by lht: carriage. The force

needed to lOW the model. as measured by !he load cell in the gimbal. was equal to !he

10tai resistance of lhe model allhe teSt speed. The differen«s in resistance al model and

full scale were accounled for by ~ting the model resiSWlCe into components. These

components. shown in Equation 0.3. were then analyzed indqIendently.

R"" :oR.... ~R.IoI" ·R"""" ·R wp

where.

R,\lT is the total model resistance

R.\l"" is the ....1lve·mak.ing or residual resislanCe

RMF is the fiiclional resistance

RMA is the air resistance

ItMI' is the parasitic resistance due to turbulence studs. flow visualizalion IUfts

andtor pilot tubes

(0.3)

It is conventional to express thest: components in a non-dimensional fonn. This was done

using the equation for non-dimensional force derived in Chapter 4.

[0.4)

(0.5J

given that:

C _ RlO:

iIa - ~'P.lol'A".VI":

where.

CMX is the oon-dimensional resistance c~fficient (CMT• CMW• CMf. CMA or CM~) for

the model resistance component with matching subscripts (Rt.4x)

RM.'I: is a given model resistance component (Rm. RMR, RMF.~ or ~p)

PM is the density of water used in the modellests

AM is the wened surface area of the model at speed

VM is the model speed
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The full scale resistance can be expressed in a similar fonn:

[D.6J

Since Froude scaling was used. the only resistance coefficient that had the same value at

both model and full scale was the wave-making resistance as shown in Equation D.7. All

other resistance coefficients were calculated independently al both scales.

[D.7J

It should be noted that fonns of Froude number. characteristic length. and non-

dimensional force other than those given in Equations D.I to D.3 can be derived and

used in the scaling procedures. The choice would depend on the fonn that is most

convenient for a particular applicalion. The separation of resistance imo components can

also take other forms. Depending on the specific applicalion. more components may be

used. or some components may be combined for convenience.

D.1.1 R.~;sUlnce due to InstrumenUlUon

It is apparent thaI RMP• the parasitic resistance due to instnunentation on the model. is not

present at full scale. This component of resistance is usually small relative to the lotal and

was estimated by the following:

RMP = ~~'C[)i ·Ap; .V,/

where.

[D.8J

is !he number of types of instrumenlation whose parasitic re:;istanee makc:s up

~p such as pitot rubes, turbulence studs, or flow visualization tufts

Co; is the coefficient of drag assigned to each type of instrumentation

APi is the projected areas for each type of instrumentation
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CMp was then determi~ using Equation D.5. The projected areas and coefficients of

dr.l.g used for calculating this approximation of IlMP for lht Niagara model are given in

TableD.1.

Typo Projeeud Area C.

/TurbuJencestud 10.1 mm~ 0.6

I Flow visualization tun ..to mm~ 0.'

Pitot-I. position I 22.1 mm~ 0.7

Pilol·2. posilion 1 40.5 mm~ 0.7

Pitol·3. posilion 1 58.9mm~ 0.7

Pitot- L position :! 6.9mm1 0.7

Pitot-2. position 2 16.1 mm~ 0.7

PitOl·3. position 2 20.7mm1 0.7

Table D.I - Projected Aretl! and Coefficienls ofDragfor Instrumentation

D.1.2 Air Resistance

The air resistance was also slightly different at model scale ttun at full scale. Firstly. the

modd did nol include any supcr$UUCture.. which meanl that the projected areas ofthc

model and the full scaJc vessel did nol match. Also. the head wind faced by die model

towed by lhe carriage was greater than that faced by the full scale vessel moving in calm

air (if scaled directly). The carriage moving aloog the tank pushes a large volwne of air

which is fon:cd around it. The air speeds up under die carriage. effectively increasing the

head wind seen by the model. Figure D.I shows the air speed data measured during the

bare hull resistance tests (see Chapter 6). It can be seen that the ~Jalive air speed ncar the

model ......as approximately 31% higher than the carriage speed.
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FiglJrt D. / - Ai' Speed v.s. CaTriage Spred

The mcthod for estimating air resistancc was similar to that for parasitic drag. [I was an

approximation which assigned a cocfficienl of drag 10 thc hull shape and used thc

vessel's projccted area. air speed. and air density as shown in Equations 0.9 and 0.10.

Thc projccled area ofOOm the model and full scale vessel wcre calculated as functions of

trim and heavc for the purposes of this estimation. This method was found to be

sufficiently accurate as air resiszancc constituted on.ly a small ponion of the O\'cra!l

mistanCc.

[0.9)

[O.IOJ
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The noIHiimcnsional coefficients C~lA and CSA• for~ and Rs... respectively. can be

determined from Equation 0.5.

0.1.3 FrictioMl ResistMce

The frictional resistanceca~ by waler flo,""ing over the surface of a hull has~

found 10 be related to the Reynolds number efthat flow. As mentioned. these

e:"periments used Froude scaling. so lhe Reynolds number al model and full scale WCfC

equivalent. The corresponding skin metion coefficients were therefore diffemlt as well.

Considerable experimental work has gone into detennining the relationship between skin

friclion and Reynolds number to the point where several empirical equations have been

derived. These relationships were used to estimate the skin friction coefficients at both

model scale and fuJI scale.

However. as discussed in Section 4.3. the skin friclion is also dependent on flow regime.

Figure D.2 (Lewis. 1988) shows an mtpirical relationship between friction coefficient

and Reynolds number for both turbulent and laminar flow. laminar flow favors lower

Reynolds numbers while turbulent flow is predominant at higher Reynolds nwnbers. lk

tr.lnSitionallines shown in the figure are rypicaJ but the exact nature of the U'alISition

depends on the specific chanackrisrics of that now.
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Skin Frktion: Turbulent and LamiNlr Flow... -----_._-- --- -_..._-------

,,'

Blasa.us C, sl.327.Rn- i

." 10'·

Figure D.l - Slcin Frielian: Turbulent and Laminar Flaw

The frictional resistance coefficients at model (CH.d and full scale (C,s) for the bare hull

resistance tests wen:: calculated aceording 10 the Schoenherr or 1947 ATIC (American

To~ingTank Conference) line. given in Equation 0.11. which is based on the results of

towing flat plales widl turbulent flow (Le~is. 1988).

0.242 -10 (Rn.C)JC; - giG r

with Reynolds nwnbers expressed as:

for model scaJe and for full scale shown below.

[D. II J

[D.12)

[D.llJ
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0.2 Bare Hull Resistance Test Results

The results for resistance from the bare hull resistance lests were analyzed as described in

the preceding sections. The full scale resistance was calculated by combining the

appropriate resistance coefficients.

Rearranging Equation D.4 yields:

C~.",. = CMf -CM,<. -CM!' -C"'IF [D.14]

Using Equations D.5 and D.6. the expression for the full scale resistance coefficient

becomes:

[D.l5]

The full scale fonn of Equation 0.15 is then used 10 determine the full scale

[D.16J

E:<ample results from the bare hull resistance lests (ballast condilion BI. no pitollubes or

tufts) are listed in Tables 0.5 10 0.6. Also shown are the intennediale calculations based

on the equations discussed. Resistance components determined from the calculations are

planed in Figures 0.3 to 0.5.

The characteristic resistance curve ofa planing craft is clearly seen in the plots of

resistance at model scale (Figure 0.3) and at fuJI scale (Figure 0.5). These plots also

show the relative contributions to the overall resistance~e by the separate

components. The wave making resistance was the primary component and drives the

shape oflbe total resistance curves. The frictional resistance increased fairly steadily with

D.
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increasing speed. It can be seen in both plots that the air resistance components are small

and could be considered negligible. The resistanCe due to turbulence studs (RsM). which

is the abbreviated from of the parasitic resislanc:e due to i~tation (~). goes to

zero after the third point. This was a problem in many ofme tests. The running trim was

greater than expected. lifting~ model high enough 10 clear both rows oflurbuJence

studs. The model scale Reynolds nwnbers al these speeds wen: high enough 10 ensure

turbulence without the studs. Figure 0.4 is a plOI of lhe ~istane:e coefficients al model

and full scale and clearly shows the difference in the total resistance coefficients due lO

lhe frictional components.

R••lstlne••1Model SUI.: 81. no Pltota or Tufts
10------------ --- - _._.._--

0-----=------\- 0.0

~ 1~ ~ ~

MoOeI Silted !mfsl

Figure D.; - Resistance at Model Scale
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o.oe.-oo
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R.. istance Coefficient.: Condition 81
1.0E~ ~ ..- ------- • ·-- ~__ 1.(lE'OO

::""CiFn -:c-,--bs-
--elm -eft, -Cas

-"""-----

o.oe.-oo -_..,.,

Figure D..J - Resistance Coefficients

RHistance at FuR Sea..: Condition 81

~ 20·.
J 1$

•lZ: 10-

.300~
:

-""
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Figure D.5 - Resistance 01 Full Sca/t
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